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THIS STUDY WAS THE SECOND PART OF AN INVESTIGATION OF
VERBAL LEARNING IN CHILDREN, THE FIRST PART BEING CONCERNED
WITH THE EFFECTS CF AUDITORY, VISUAL, AND COMBINED
AUDIOVISUAL PRESENTATIONS UPON THE LEARNING OF VARIOUS KINDS
OF MATERIALS IN A PAIRED- ASSOCIATE PARADIGM. THIS PORTION OF
THE STUDY INVOLVED AN EXTENSIVE INVESTIGATION OF TiiE
PARAMETERS OF THE EARLIER FINDINGS. THE PURPOSE IX THIS
PORTION OF THE STUDY WAS TO EXPLORE THE VARIABLES THAT
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CF THE FINDINGS ON THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING CF NORMAL AND
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OF A RECALL, FAIRED-ASSOCIATE PARADIGM AND THROUGH
ESTIMATIONS CF ASSOCIATION VALUES ?CR A LARGE PORTION CF THE
MATERIALS USED IN PAIRED-ASSOCIATE TASKS. THE AUTHOR
CONCLUDED THAT THE CONCEPT CF MEANINGFULNESS IS MORE COMPLEX
THAN HAD BEEN ASSUMED AND THAT SUCH PARAMETERS AS PTHE
ABILITY TO PRONOUNCE" AND "DISCRIMINABILITY" AFFECT LEARNING
IN CHILDRENHIN THE SAME MANNER AS THEY DO IN ADULTS.
MOREOVER: MEANINGFULNESS IS NOT TO BE VIEWED IN AN ABSOLUTE
FASHION BUT IS ALWAYS RELATIVE TO THE CONTEXT IN %MICH THE
MATERIAL TO BE LEARNED IS PLACED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THE SAME
MATERIALS PRODUCED DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE IN
DIFFERENT SITUATIONS: MEANING CAN BE SAID TO BE RELATIVE. THE
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INTRODUCTION

The present study grew out of two previous investigations by

the author of verbal learning in both normal and hearing-handidapped

children. The initial study (Cooperative Research 'Project #289 en-

titled Verbal LearniEgAmauShildren with Reduced Hearing Acuity)

was concerned primarily with evaluating the effectiveness of a com-

bined audio-visual presentation of material in teaching hard-of-

hearing children. Normal-hearing children were also tested to pro-

vide a basis for comparison. The results suggested that a combined

audio - visual presentation benefited neither normal-hearing children

nor those with varying degrees of hearing loss.

These findings were surprising and had implications for teach-

ing in general. However, without further evidence, they were re-

stricted to the materials and paradigm used in the project. In

order to more fully evaluate the generality of the findings, an ex-

tensive investigation of the parameters involved was designed.

Because of the depth and breadth of the area under study, two pro-

jects were conducted.

Part I (Cooperative Research Project #1001 entitled Verbal and

Nonverbal Learning:in Children Incluling Those with Hearing Losses)

explored methodically the effects of auditory, visual, and combined

audio-visual modes of presentation upon the learning of three

clastee of materials; meaningful-verbal, i.e., words; nonmeaningful-

verbal, i.e., frigrams of the form "consonant-voWel-consonant "; and

111V71,11Mill
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nonmeaningful-nonverbal material, i.e., sounds or symbols without

readily werailable labels. Normal-hearing children ranging from pre-

school through the twelfth grade were tested to determine the role

that age plays in performance. Children in residential schools for

the deaf were' tested with the same materials and procedures to deter-

mine the changes in performance as a function of the loss of effi- 1

1

ciency in one modality.
.

The results of Part I verified and extended the findings of the

Initial study. A combined presentation was never superior to the 1

better of the-two single modality presentations regardless of age,

material, or hearing ability. The findings also suggested that the

i

normal child selects the single modality which is most meaningful
1

when faCed.with a bimodal task. In the same way, the deaf child

might be viewed as selecting the more meaningful single modality, but

in his case the visual channel is always more meaningful. Again we

were left with results which, if generalizable, would imply a re-

examination of the teaching methods used with both normal and hard-

of-hearing children.

The present study constitutes Part II of the investigation.

Its purposes were to explore the variables which determine this uuni-

modaln-response in the child. The dimensions Of meaningfulness came

under scrutiny since these.ate involved in the choice of modality.

Attempts were made to determine whether the preferred. modality is

solely a function of material in normal-hearing children. The supe-

riority of a combined presentation has not been demonstrated in ex-

periments where either single channel provides enough information to

[
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master the task. However, tasks where the combined approach is ne-

cessary, i.e., where the unique stimulus is obtained only by inte-

grating information from the.auditory and visual channels, have not

been studied. These situations are more representative of those

"occurring normally and the variables determining the effectiveness

of such conditions were examined. With the results from Parts I

and II available, the roles of modality of presentation and meaning-

fulness of material can be evaluated more preciae4. The importance

of these variables iI the learning process of both normal and

hearing-handicapped children is 'obvious,

1. .
f?..,



OBJECTIVES

The major goals of this project are: (1) to define "meaningful-

nes& or the dimensi-ons of meaningfulness in children, (2) to study
a.

the relationship of meaningfulness to sensory channels of presenta-

tion, and (3) to relate the findings to the education and training

of normal and hard-of-hearing children.

Answers to the following types of questions were expected from

analyses of the data:

a. How important is the discriminability of the items in
a learning task? Is learning faster .with greater dis-
criminability?

b. Does similarity of meaning or similarity of symboliza-
tion cause more interference? Can the effect of simi-
larity in one channel be overcome by dissimilarity in
the other sensory channel?

c. Is pronounceableness an important item in verbal
learning? Assuming equal associative values, will
pronounceable material be easier to learn than nonver-
bal material? What is the effect of subvocal pronun-
ciation on learning?

d. Given a complex learning task, will the subject do
better if he learns components of the task first or if
he is faced with the entire task right from the start?

e. How flexible is the phenomenon of modality preference?
Does bimodal attention occur if the situation demands
it?

f. Dosubjects with moderate hearing losSes perform more
like normal or like "deaf"subjects in a bimodal situa-
tion? That is, do they respond to meaningfulness or
to. modality?

4



RELATEDIIMEARgH

The present study is the second part of an inveatigation of ver-

bal learning in children, part I being Cooperative Research Project

#1001 entitled Verbal and kRultkautammin Children Intludin

Those with hearing Losses. The first part was itself an elaboratica

of Cooperative Research Project #289 and was concerned with the ef-

fects of auditory, visual, and combined audio-visual presentations

upon the /earning of various kinds of materials in a paired-associate

paradigm. A review of the findings of Part I shows that children

usually attend to-only one modality whenever two are used; i.e., the

combined presentation was never superior to the better of the two

single modality presentations. This is true over the wide age range

of children tested. It also seemed that the modality receiving the

attention was that containing the more meaningful material. These

same generalizations hold for hearing-handicapped children as well,

since the visual modality is always the most meaningful by defini-

tion for such children.

Two important factors demanded further investigation: (1) the

parameters of meaningfulness for children, and (2) the parameters of

unimodal attention to bimodal stimulation.. These form the core of

Part the present study.

Meaningfulness has already been examined in adults with results

that are far from satisfactory in providing a good, concise, objec-

tive definition of the concept. However, while we still do not

5
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know what meaningfulness is, there 14 good agreement as to how to

measure it. Underwood and S'anaz (1960) examined the many ways in

which meaningfulness bats been scaled and concluded, from the high

intercorrelations, that all Are tapping the same underlying Vimen-

sion (presumably meaningfulness).

Previously, we had defined our materials as meaningful in

terms of adult scale values. The performance of children varied as

predicted with changes in meaningfulness assuring us that the same

concept is valid for children. However, it was necessary to examine

more closely the meaningfulness of our items in terms of children's

norms in order to be precise in our discussions of the effects of

meaningfulness upon learning.

Of importance also in assessing the meaningfulness of verbal

material for children was the examination of differences with

deaf children. Differences might be expected from the fact that the

two groups of children acquire language in different ways. The nor-

mal-hearing child first learns language aurally, then visually;

while the deaf child learns the same language visually, and then

aurally, in most cases. Seveial studies have shown that transfer

from an auditory to a visual modality is better than the opposite.

Gaeth (1960; 1963) and Pinsleur and Bankowski (1961) reporf a decre-

ment in learning when switching from a visual to an auditory presenta-

tion. The extent to which the two classes of children scale the

same verbal material, differently should provide insight into the

concept of meaningfulness, It would also aid in determining the

most efficient approaches to use with the deaf in a learning



situation.

The second major problem to be investigated, that of unimodal

attention to a bimodal stimulus, has rectixed much attention from

*theorists who are concerned with' the capacity of man to handle in-

coming signals. Many have concluded that man is intrinsically un-

able to process more than one signal, or "bit" of information, at a

time. This concept has been variously described as a single-channel

system (Broadbent, 1956): a psychological refractory period (Davis,

1959), or a central decision process (Adams, 1962). While the

labels may differ, the basic characteristics of the concept remain.

the same. It is hypothesized that all incoming signals, regardless

of modality, arrive at a common central area for processing, and

that this area can handle only one signal at a time. Consequently,

signals arriving simultaneously from two different sense organs can-

not be processed together. The information in one channel must be

ignored or delayed until the processing mechanism is cleared. From

this point of view, one would infer that man can never respond to a

bimodal situation in other than a unimodal fashion.

The amount of information which can be processed at one time is

undefined. Much of the experimental evidence offered in support of

the single- channel theory is derived from studies employing clicks

and flashes as stimuli. It would seem, however, that a unit of in-

formation is not fixed. Halliday, Kerr, and Elithorn (1960) showed

that flashes which are nearly simultaneous can be "grouped" for pro-

wimaix414 suggesting that the decision process is under some higher

More simply expr,essecis there may be another brain
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tion is to be before processing commences.

-Speech materials have also been used in investigating the
.

single-channel hypothesis. Abwbray (1964) found that different
1

ef.

words presented simultaneously to the two sears could not both be re-

cognized. His subjects performed an auditory shadowing task, i.e.,

repeating.the word after hearing it, with material presented to one

ear. Randomly, a target word_was presented to the other ear in a

different voice. Results showed that the target word disrupts per-

formance on auditory shadowing even if-itwas not recalled correctly..

In a pievious study employing the same auditory shadowing task but

using visual target words, interference was not found. Mowbray ini-

tially interpreted this as contrary to the single-channel theory but

upon reconsideration, he felt that the task was not relevant because

the subjects may have rapidly alternated between the two modalities,

gaining enough information from each to recognize the words.

This brings us to another dimension of response in a bimodal

situation, modality preference. Results in Part I suggested that the

more meaningful modality is selected, with meaningfulness defined

area which tells the processing area what size the unit of informa-

differently for normal-hearing and deaf children. Because of the

design of the experiments in that project, meaningfulness and modali-

ty were confounded so that it is impossible from those data to deter-

mine whether there is a tendency to remain with one modality or

whether attention can As efficiently be directed to the visual and

auditory channels as, the relative meaningfulness of these modalities
A

varyt Broadbent and grapry (1961) slowed that information (digits)

"
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presented alternately to the eye and ear were recalled better by mo-

dality category than in order of presentation. Apparently, atten-

tion can be alternated to the two sense modalities under the condi.2,

tions used by those investigators, but the material is integrated,

better by modality than by temporal'sequende. Their study, however,

did not involve simultaneous bisensory stimulation. Lordahl (1961)

presented auditory and visual stimuli simultaneously and the subject

had to attend to both to learn a concept. His findings show a

strong tendency to attend only to the visual stimuli, ignoring the

,auditory modality. Huttonj1959), however, in teaching language in

an aural rehabilitation situation found auditory stimuli gave about

50% more information than did visual, and that a combined presenta-

tion was better than the sum of the performances on the two single

modality tasks.

Many of the phenomena of the real world must be apprehended

both visually and auditorily to gaiwx total picture of the event.

If the events are to be presented for learning, what is the most ef-

ficient manner of presentation -- should all the visual aspects be

presented before any of the auditory elements rare considered?

Should eleients in the two modalities be presented simultaneously,

nearly simultaneously; or alternately? These are the kinds of ques-

tions which arise from an examination of the research related to the

major probleMs of this study. . Attempts will be made to gain answers

to such questions. We recognise the fact that, although we have not

been-able to demonstrate the superiority of a combined audio-visual

presentation, our results may be a function of the experimental
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4e0igh eivloye4.. The ourreAt project *ill directly examine these

Taptoi's to Trovidefa better description of the role of bisenpory

stimulation In verbal learning. Additional related research will be

introcluced in the = sections concerned with the specific experiments

conducted as a part of this projeat.

I

I

E.
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-APPARATUS, TEST MATERIALS, SUBJECTS
AND PRGCEDURES

Two major types of experimentation were conducted. A majority

of the data was collected under the conditions of a recall, paired-

associate paradigm. The .details of this type of investigation will

be piesented here. A second mode of research was used to obtain es-

timations of association value for a large portion of the materials

used in paired-associate tasks. The detailed explanation of those

materials and procedures will be found in a later chapter along with

the results.

.r

A. Apparatus

Presentation of materials in the context of the paired-associate

paradigm involved auditory, visual, and audio-visual displays, as ap-

propriate to the specific problem under investigation. Visual mate-

rials were recorded on film while auditory materials were recorded

on magnetic tape. To this end, twc sets of apparatus were employed.

Initially, a system which was developed for Part I (Cooperative Re-

search Project #1001) was used. The system included an Ampex,.

Model 6Q1 -2, two-channel tape recorder, an amplifier (eithe a

McIntosh MC 30 or,a Fisher 20.4), a Bell:& Howell 750 automatic

slide projector for 2 x 2 slides, a 50 x 50 screen, and an eight-

inch extended-range speaker in an appropriate enclosure. Auditory

material was recorded on one channel of the tape recorder. The se-

cond channel contained signals which controlled the operation of the
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slide projector. The system allowed precise and reliable synchroni-

zation'of auditory and visual material. In the cases where aa

audio - visual task was to be compared to either the auditory compo-

nent alone and/or the visual Component alone, the channel to be

eliminated was merely turned off without affecting the reproduction

or timing of the desired material.

During the course of the project a second system became avail-

able. This was the Tel-n-See system manufactured by Baptista Film

Mission. The functional components of the original system were re-

plicated in a case roughly 12 x 18 x 24 inches. Instead of slides,

a 35 mm film strip carried the'visUal material. The film'strip per-

manently maintained the order of visual materials,, thus eliminating

a possible source of error in the use of slides. The time lag, dur-

*ing the. changing of slides with the Bell &Howell projector, was

eliminated in that changing frames with the film strip occurred in-

stantaneously, for practical purposes. Certain limitations involv-

ing the reproduction quality of the audio system of the Tel-n-See

required the continued use of the Ampex-McIntosh-speaker system for

some auditory preSentations. For language material, however, the

Tel-n-See performed well. The system used in each experiment is

identified.

At various times oscillators, noise generators, and filtering

systems were used to generate specific experimental materials. The

use and description of these are made the report of the specific

experiment.
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B. Test Materials

While maintaining the categories of materials used in Part I, a

wider range of specific item within each category was employed in

this project. In the meaningful-verbal classification, both the

items of Part I and previously unusee words were employed. The num-

ber of nonmeaningful-verbal items was expanded to more than 100 in

the investigation of their associability and the-application of

these data to the examination of meaningfulness. Additional non-

meaningful-nonverbal stimuli were generated for both expansion of

Part I results and investigation of stimulus parameters relevant to

performance. These additional materials were used in both auditory

and visual presentations. In the interest of simplicity, the exact

description of most items will be made in the report of the experi-

ment in which they were used.

Since a large portion of the experimentation uses materials

from Part I, the descriptions of those materials are reproduced

here for Convenience in reference.

1. Nonmeaniulul-nonverbal. Six visual symbols were created

by using the electronic templets available with the Leroy lettering

.sets. Each symbol was generated so that it had two components and
S4

so that it appeared to have low associative value to the experimen-

ters. Furthermore, the six symbols had been presented, prior to.

final selection, to a college class with the instruction that the

students in the class were to write down any label that they felt

could be applied to the symbols and to put down any associations

which they made to the symbols. The items selected produced only
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very in.irect associations, and none produced discrete labels. The

six symbols used are shown in Table 1 in Section 6.

The auditory signals were produced by utilizing the audio-

generating, switching, and modulating equipment available in the

""")-7009r9SRUh1011,Pepartment of Audiology. Specifically the six

noises were produced as follows:

a. A white noises which was simply recorded from a
Grason-Stadler Speech Audiometers Model 162.

b. A 15 Hz square wave, produced by a Hewlett-Packard,
Model 202A, Low Frequency Function Generator.

c. A 400 Hz tone produced by a General Radio Oscillator,
Model 1374, with 5 Hz triangular modulation into a
reactance tube added to the fixed oscillator.

d. An interrupted 500 Hz square wave with 30 msec "on-
time" and 30 msec "off-time".

e. An interrupted 1000 Hz square wave with 18 msec "on-
time" and 240 msec "off-time".

f. Alternating 250 ''nd 500 Hz tones, with the 250 Hz
tone on for 24 msec, a delay of 80 msec, the 500 Hz
tone on for 90 msec, and a delay of 80 msec.

2. Nonmeaningful-verbal. Three-letter nonsense syllables were

selected from Glazels list (1928). Items were chosen that fell below

the 10% level on his lists, that were reasonably pronounceable, and

that contained a minimum of repetition of letters. The six syllables

used were: DAQ, HEZ,, JID, WOJ, ZEG, and WUB.

3. Meaningful-verbal. Three-letter monosyllabic nouns, which

were assumed to be highly familiar to children three years of age or

older, made up these stimulus items. They were: GUN,. ICE, ARM, SKY,

RUG, and CAT. In addition to high familiarity, the items were chosen

because they had a minimum of repetition of letters.
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4. Stimulus labels. In the present report, the Arabic numeral.

subscripts, "1", "21t, or "3", are used to refer to nonmeaningful-

nonverbal, nonmeaningful-verbal, and meaningful-verbal material,

respectively. The capital letters "A" or "V" are used to indicate

the sensory channel through which the material was presented. Thus,

Al represents nonmeaningful-nonverbal material presented auditor: ly;

V2 represents nonmeaningfui-verbal material presented visually, and

A
3
V
3

indicates meaningful-verbal material presented bimodally.

5. Res owe The letters F, H, L, M, V, and X were used

as the response items. Letters,were chosen as response members

rather than words or syllables for two reasons. First, the intent

was to vary the meaningfulness and the sensory chaneel of presenta-

tion of the stimulus member while holding the response item as con-

stant as possible. Letters of the alphabet appeared to be ideal in

that they were highly familiar to the subjects and more likely to

have constancy among the subjects than any particular set of simple

words that might be chosen. Second, in a group learning situation

it is necessary that the response members be written. Single-letter

responses require a minimum of time and effort.

The six letters were selected on the basis of their visual and

auditory characteristics rather than upon the frequency'of their oc-

currence in written or spoken language. Since it was planned that

the majority of the subjects to be used in the study would be at the

fourth grade level or above, it was assumed that any letter of the

alphabet would be adequately familiar to all subjects. It was

arbOvarily decided to use only consonants and to select those that

11- 77.
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looked and sounded the least alike. To minimize visual confusion

"M" was used, but not "N" or Ite. Likewise, since "V" was ,used',

letters such as "C", "D", or "Z" were not used because of their

rhyming characteristics.

6. Stimulus-responsesair4m. The' same stimulus and res-

ponse pairings were used throughout the study. These pairings are

given in Table 1. Additional materials and their responses are des-

cribed in the specific experiments.

Table 1. Stimulus-response pairings from Part I.

A1*

Stimuli

V1 A
2
and V2 A

3
and V

3

Responses

f 16041.011.1

WUB CAT H

KEZ ICE 14

JID ARM V

DAQ RUG L

---IONY- SKY X

........ . 1

GUNZEG

If

The letters refer to the stimuli in the order:described in
Section 1.

C. Subjects

The subjects for this project were drawn from three groups.

The Detroit Public'Sohool!System and the school system of the Arch-

diocese of Detroit allowed experimentation to be conducted within



their schools. The third group was formed from hearing-handicapped

childrin entailed in regular clasSes in the Mitropolitan Detroit

area. For the association value investigation, students at a resi

dential school for the deaf were used in addition to students from

the two school systems. The subjects from the school systems were

tested in classroom sections. The.hearing-handicapped were tested

in groups of from two to five. The staff of the residential school

conducted experimentation themselves.

The assignment of classroom sections to a particular experiment

proceeded as follows: A school system representative and a repre-

sentative of the research staff met to select the group of schools

to be tested. Individual schools were then contacted and arrange-

ments were made for a convenient testing date. Experimental condi-

tions
,

were randomly assigned to the classroom sections available 4n

a particular school, with the restriction that each experimental con-

dition encompass more than one school when more than one section was

required. Care was taken to confirm, statistically, that no differ-

ences existed between different sections participating in a single

experimental condition. When differenes were found, the atypical

section was omitted from the analysis and a replacement section

tested and utilized in the analysis, again under the condition that

it be compatible wifH-IIke-s ectiona.in.the same -ondition. "Signi-

ficant differences were found very infrequently. In all cases, 'a

section's atypical performance could be traced to some event, during

the testing, unusual enough to disturb the group's attention. As

has been implied, not only were records kept of the personnel
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assisting in each experimental session, but additionally, date, time

of day, performance of equipmentl'and atypical environmental condi-

tions were noted; e.g., excessive noise.

.D. Procedure

As mentioned earlier9 a recall, paired-associate paradigm was

employed in the bulk of the experimentation. In general, a learning-

test trial sequence was used; learning trial first, then test9 then

learning, et cetera, until 10 trials of each had been presented. A

learning trial presented a stimulus and its unique response, then

another, and so on until the full set of stimulus-response pairings

had been presented. The following trial, a test trial, presented

only the stimulus portion of the stimulus-response pair. Time was

allowed between presentation of these stimuli for the subject to

record the response, if he had learned it, in the booklets provided.

Another learning trial was then presented during which the subject

had another opportunity to learn the correct response to each of the

stimuli. .The order of the items in the learning and test trials was

varied to prevent the subject from rotely learning a sequence of

responses rather than the specific pairs.

Because of the demands of a particular set of materials, varia-

tions in the temporal sequences occurred. The three major temporal

parameters, inter-stimulus (onset to onset) periods for learning

trials, far twit trials, and the inter -trial period will be specified

in the individual experiments.

V

With the exception of the tests conducted on hearing-handicapped

77-Ort,
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children. all testing was done in dlassroom sections. With the ad-

vent.of the Tel-n-See apparatus, testing was done in the section's

own classroom. In prior cases, availability of a testing room in

the school 'and the relative bulkiness of the orl_ginal testing sys-

tem dictated that class sections move from their own room to one set

aside for the experimental team. Care was taken to. restrict testing

periods to those times when the -children would be most receptive.

For example, testing was not done immediately prior to holidays.

The testing was conducted by a team of three, one for instruc-

tions, one for monitoring, and a third uo operate equipment and aid

in monitoring, While a general explanation of the purpose of the

testing was made by the instructor, equipment was set up and answer

booklets passed out.' These provided a separate sheet for each test

trial as well as a place for the recording of the child's name, age,

grades date of test, and school. Specific instructions as to the

task followed the collection of the initial descriptive information.

The instructor satisfied himself' that instructions were understood

before testing was initiated. As testing proceeded, the monitors

were available to assure uniformity of testing conditions and to

help children with any particular mechanical problem while the in-

strueor maintained overall control'or the session.



RES010TS PERTAINING TO
COOPERATIVE-RESEARCH PROJECT #1001

At the conolusionof Cooperative Research Project #1001, Part I

of this project, two important questions remained unanswered concern-

ing the role that materials and procedure played in the results. In

order to determine the generality of the findings, it was decided to

investigate the effects of these two variables further to confirm

that the effects attributed to variations in levels of meaningfulness

and verbalness were not artifacts.

Experiment I is concerned with the nonmeaningful-nonverbal vi-

sual materials used in Part I of this project. It seeks to answer

the question, "Were the results obtained with these materials typical

or were they a function of the unique set of stimuli selected?"

Experiment II directs itself to the differential effect upon

performance obtained by varying either the stimuli or the responses

along the same dimension. Since all of the experiments in Part I

had involved manipulation of stimuli, this point was of paramount im-

portance to determine the restrictions that should be placed upon the

interpretations of our'findings. It is generally accepted that vari-

ations on the stimulus side produce less marked changes in perform-

ance than manipulations on the response side. To insure that the

lesser effect of stimulus manipulation did not obscure differences

which might have manifested themselves during the comparison of uni-

and bimodal presentation, the materials used in Part I were reversed;

i.e., response materials were used as stimuli and vice versa.

20



Experiment I

Learning of New Wonmeaningful-Nonverbal Material

ABSTRACT. Fourth- and fifth-grade students were tested in
a paired-associate paradigm in which the stimulus item was
a Greek letter and the response item was a single letter
from the Roman alphabet.' Results indicate that this mate-
rial does not differ significantly from the nonmeaningful-
nonverbal material used in Part I. The finding that non-
meaningful-nonverbal material produces higher levels of
performance than nonmeaningful-verbal material (with vi-.
sual presentation) is confirmed by this expansion of the
nonmeaningful-nonverbal category of materials.

A. Introduction

At the inception of Part I it had been assumed that verbal ma-

terials would be more easily learned than nonverbal materials. The

results from the visual presentation of two types of stimulus mate-

rial are of interest here. The stimuli used were either nonmeaning-

ful- verbal stimuli (three-letter nonsense syllables) or nonmeaningful-

nonverbal material (modified electrical symbols). Comparing the

performance by grade levels on these tasks, it was found that none

of the differences between conditions was Eignificanto However, in

all cases but one (fourth grade) the nonmeaningful-nonverbal material

was numerically superior in performance to the nonmeaningful-verbal.

These results were based upon 502 subjects over five grades (4, 5, 6,

10, and 12).

ITA order to determine whether the comparison between nonmeaning-

ful-verbal and nonmeaningful - nonverbal material is consistent using

other material6 in the same general class, the present study was con-

21
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ducted. Since some special characteristic of the modified electri-
.

cal symbols may have. led to the greater degree of learning found

with the nonverbal material, it was felt that a second set of:non-

meaningful-nonverbal material should be used in the same general

testing situation.

For the present experiment; Greek letters were selected as

stimulus items for two reasons. First, it was felt that this set of

material would not be familiar to fourth- and fifth-graders, thereby

fulfilling one requirement. Secondly, it seemed to satisfy another

qualification. One of the difficulties encountered in the genera-

tion of nonmeaningful-nonverbal material centered about the psycho-

physical question of discriminability among items of the set. It

was felt that since the basis of any alphabetical system must be

discriminability, the Greek alphabet provided stimuli free from pre-

vious encounter yet without complication from perceptual factors

which might lead to intra-set confusion.

B. Experimental Procec....hires

1. Subjects. The subjects in this experiment were 136 chil-

dren from the fourth and fifth grades of the Detroit Public School

System. ,

2. Materials. Six Greek letters were used as stimulus items.

r

The six response letters from the previous project were used asres=

ponse items. The Greek letters, Delta (rotated 90 degrees clockwise),

Zeta, Theta, Omega, Phi, and Psi, constituted the stimulus set.

Omega, Phi, and Psi were in the capital or upper case form. The

stimuli and their responses are presented in Table 1.1.

c-"--%

7,7
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Table 1.1. Stimalus-reSponse pairings for Experiment I.

Stimuli

Responses'

f3

V X

71764MINNIOM

3. Procedure. The paired-associate paradigm was employed as

the general experimental approach and the Ampex-Bell & Howell display

system was used, consistent with the previous procedure. Inter-

stimulus periods for both learning and test trials, as well as inter-

trial periods, were held at those specified in Part I. Specifically,

stimulus items were displayed for approximately 2.5 sec (allowing

for projector operation) followed by 2.5 sec of response display

during learning trials. Approximately 5.5 sec elapsed before the

next pair was presented. The inter-trial period was approximately

11.5 sec. During a test trial only the stimulus was displayed for

2.5 sec followed by a 5.5 sec period for responding before the next

stimulus item appeared.

C. Results and Discussion

The means and standard deviations of performance for the two

experimental groups are presented in'Table 1.2, along-withselected

data from Part I for electrical symbols and nonsense syllables.

Learning curves for these conditions are given in.Appenaix A.

An inspection of Table 1.2 indicates that the superiority of

nonmettningful-nonverbal material is maintained with different stimu-

lus items. Figure 1.1 (p0 25) illustrates the relationahips among

...."7neferee.,
.

KF



Table 1.2._ Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses; by conditions and grades.

Conditions Materials

V1 Greek 1
Letters SD

N

V
1 Electrical X

Symbols SD
N

V
2

Nonsense
Syllables SD

N

Fourth Grade

...../=0.

Fifth.Grade

29.66 33.69
13.39 12.56
68 68

19.80 34.93
9.66 14.33

55 55

23.53 25.56
11.81 12.44
55 55

the data. The one case from Part I (fourth grade) where nonmeaning-

ful-verbal material was superior to nonmeaningful-nonverbal was not

replicated. The reversal in rank order of the two types of material

(nonmeaningful-nonverbal greater than nonmeaningful-verbal) in the

fourth grade is consistent with the results for the fifth, sixth,

tenths and twelfth grades in the previous project. It is believed,

therefore, that the single comparison demonstrating a superiority

of nonmeaningful-verbal material over nonmeaningful-nonverbal in the

fourth grade is not typical.

D. Summary and Conclusions

This study was designed to verify the previous results with addi-

tional nonmeaningful-nonverbal visual materials. Findings from

Part I (Cooperative Research Project #1001) indicated a general supe-

riority of nonmeaningful-nonverbal material over nonmeaningful-verbal
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Fig. 1.1 Mean correct responses for Conditions V1, V1, and
V2; - by grades.

material. The present results confirmed the findings reversing the

one previous exception found in the fourth grade.

It had been assumed at the outset of the previous project that

verbalness formed a continuum, from nonverbal to verbal, which

would be reflected as a parameter of learning performance. The ex-

ception found with visual nonmeaningful-nonverbal material was and

remains a problem. It would seem that additional hypotheses con-

cerning the classification of stimulation are needed.

-1.011111111011.11Www.aimmorsasr.n.
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Experiment II

The. Relationship Between Bimodal and Unimodal Presentation
with Material Variables Manipulated on the Response Side

ABSTRACT. A 2 x 3 factorial design was used to investigate
the hypothesis that a bimodal presentation does not facili-
tate learning over the better of either of the two unimodal
presentations of the same materials. A paired-associate
task was used with two levels of material (nouns or CVCs)
as responses and three modes of presentation (auditory, vi-
sual, or a combined audio- visual). Subjects were from the
sixth grade. The results supported the hypothesis. No
diffefence was found among the three modes of presentation
employing nouns. For CVCs, the combined presentation was
no different from the visual while both were signiftcantly
better than the auditory presentation. Performance with
nouns was consistently better than with CVCs.

A. Introduction

A major conclusion from the two earlier Cooperative Research

Projects is that a combined presentation is not better than the

better of the two unimodal presentations. In those studies materials

Were varied on the stimulus side. The procedures used involved

a paired- associate task in which the stimulus was from one of

three classifications of materials: (1) nonmeaningful-nonverbal,

(2) nonmeaningful-verbal, and (3) meaningful-verbal. Classification

3 refers to three-letter nouns; classification 2 to low association

value nonsense syllables of the form CVC. Classification 1 used

modified electrical symbols (for visual presentation) and sounds

which were basically pure tones modified by modulation changes and

interruptions. The materials were described previously in the

section concerned with apparatus. The responses to these materials
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were single letters from the Roman alphabet. In a bimodal condi-

tion a single response letter was associated with two stimuli,

one auditory and one visual. All combinations of material were

made, i.e., A1172, A1l.T31 et cetera, where the numbers refer to the

classes of materials and the letters to the modality by which that

material is presented. The finding holds when the auditory and

visual components of the combined presentation are equivalent (as

in the case where "GUN" is presented in each channel) or when the

materials used in each channel of the combined presentation are

different (as when "GUN" is presented visually and "KW' is pre-

sented auditorily).

It has been concluded that the manipulation of material vaz.i-

ables on the stimulus side produces changes in performance which are

less marked than those resulting from response side manipulation

(Postman, 1962a; Underwood and Schulze 1960). The purpose of this

experiment was to extend the finding, no facilitation with bimodal

stimulation, to the situation where material is varied on the res-

ponse side. The complete matrix of conditions from Part I could

not be replicated. There was no way for the subject to reproduce

the nonmeaningful-nonverbal materials of Part I for a response. The

bimodal conditions with different materials in each modality, e.g.,

auditory "KEZ" and visual "GUN", were excluded in that the dual

response required would not be comparable to "KEZ" presented both

visually and auditorily. In the former case a six-letter response

would be required versus a three-letter response in the latter. Thus,

only six conditions were selected as shown in Table 2.l, as being



suitable for testing the effects of response meaningfulness as it

interacts with modality of presentation.

Table 2.1. Symbolic representation of the six conditions.

wiliwalliMmolo

A
2

V
2

4.11ME

4101rlmmoY
A2v2

V
3

TramwommwM
11.111MMI

A
3
V
3

11111110.1111,

B. eritalProcedures

1. Subjedtii.. Sixth-grade students, from the Archdiocese of

Detroit School System, served as subjects for the experiments. The

pool of subjects for each condition was randomly reduced to 114 to

simplify analysis.

2. Materials. The materials were classified as "2" (CVC tri-

grams) or 113u (three-letter nouns) in either the "A" or "V" modality.

The exact materials are given in Table 2.2. The "2" material is

different from that used in Part I. Changes were made to reduce

intralist similarity. However, care was taken to insure that the

association value was not altered. The mean association value

(Archer, 1960) of the "2" material in Part I was 26.8 and that for

the substituted materials used in this experiment, 22.2.

3. Procedure. Materials were presented by use of the Tel-n-

See system, Auditory responses were pronounced a single time for

each learning presentation. The visual items were presented for a
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Table 2.2. Stimulus-response pairings for the two types of material
used in the six conditions.

IMMLVIEN11111

Stimuli

H

Q

L

X

P

"2" Responses "3" Responses

4111111
MM.

ZOT CAT

GEC ICE

YUD : ARM

VAF RUG

SIJ SKY

KEB GUN

.111M11,

duration of 2.5 sec. There were 10 learning trials alternated with

10 test trials. The time sequence involved in a learning trial was

2.5 sec of stimulus exposure (and/or one pronunciation) followed by

2.5 sec of response exposure (and/or one pronunciation). A 5 sec

inter-pair interval was used. Inter-trial interval was 10 sec. On

a test trial the stimulus was presented for 2.5 sec followed by

6 sec during which the subject recorded the response, before the

presentation of the next stimulus item.

The subjects tested under an auditory condition were informed

that an approximation of the spelling was all that was required. It

was emphasized that spelling would not be graded. For the "2"-type
d

material in the auditory condition, it was further explained to the

subjects that they had two tasks to do. First, they would have to

learn the S-R pairs as instructed, and, secondly, they would have to

as , Le e
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decide how to write the responses down. It was emphasized that the

spelling was not critical, but the subjects were encouraged to re-

tain whatever spelling they initially decided upon for each response

to facilitate the scoring. Scoring of these items was handled by a

person well-versed in phonetic transcription as wpll as in the pur-
4

poses and procedures of the experiment itself. He initially pre--

sented the tape of "2" material to a group of speech correctionists

and asked them to identify phonetically the responses presented

therein. He determined from this both the quality of the tape it-

self and some indication of the variation ascribable to the sylla-

bles, since the judges were naive as far as CVCs are concerned.

With this kind of preliminary information at hand, he then

looked over several booklets taken at random from children tested

in this condition. In this way he established internal norms repre-

senting the ability of th,a subjects to assign orthographic symbols

to the sounds. Using these criteria as guides, he then scored all

the booklets for subjects receiving the auditory "2" condition as

objectively as possible.

C. Results and Discussion

The mean correct responses and standard deviations for each

condition are presented in Table 2.3. Figure 2.1 (p. 32) presents

these data graphically. Learning curves for the six conditions

appear in Appendix A.

A two-way analysis of variance was performed upon the data. As

shown in the summary of the analysis, Table 2.4, both main effects
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Table 2.3. Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses by conditions.

Material Auditozi. Visual Combined

"2"

838

SD

x
SD

20.08
. 14.26

44.09
12,85

. 27.37
16.23

45.50
11.71

29.53
15.53

45.66
12.02

were significant at p < .01 and the interaction was significant at

p < .05. An analysis of the simple effects snowed that, regardless

of mode of presentation, nouns produced significantly higher per-

formance than did CVCs in the same modality. Examining the effects

of modality upon materials, it was found that there was no differ-

ence statistically in performance among the three noun conditions.

In other words, the manner in, which the nouns are presented makes no

Table 2.4. Summary of the analysis o variance fOr the two types of
material and the six conditions.

Source df MS F

mormawriavm.wwwwwwwammarnmweva.

Materials (Ma) 1 64517,0 33.53**
Modalities (Mo) 2 1923.5 9.99**
Ma, x Mo 2 855.5 4.44*

Within 678 192.4

4101M.Mie

** p <
* p < .05.

CD
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of presentation.

difference in the level of performance attained in a fixed number of

trials. When the CVC conditions were compared, a significant decre-

ment in performance was noted with the auditory presentation while

the visual and combined presentations did not differ from each other.

Thus, the source of the significant interaction was due to the dif-

ferential effect of the auditory presentation upon performance as a

function of the materials, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

It is not surprising that auditory presentation of the CYCs was

low since there is no agreed-upon spelling, necessary for the writ-

ten response, for the syllables heard in this condition as opposed

to the highly stable relationship between the syllables on the noun

tape and an accepted orthographic representation. Even with the

great latitude provided by the 'scoring procedure as described

I

r.
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previously, it is still obvious that the task differed in the two

auditory conditions. With "2"-type material the subject had to

both learn the appropriate responses and decide how to transcribe

them, whereas with "3" -type material he had only to concern himself

with the learning of the responses. Therefore, it is expected that

the more complex task would result in poorer performance. In view

of the major purpose of this study, the comparability of the audi-

tory tasks is not a serious question.

D. Summary and Conclusions

This experiment was designed to test the hypothesis that a

combined presentation of materiels is never better than the better

of the two unimodal presentations when the nature of the materials is

manipulated on the response side. Using two levels of materials, it

was found that the hypothesis was supported. Since it had been shown

previously that the hypothesis is valid for material variations on

the stimulus side, the evidence presented here adds further weight

to the conclusion that subjects are not bimodal at any given time or

task, but, at most, are selectively unimodal.
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RESULTS PERTAINING TO
MODALITY OF PRESENTATION

The research conducted in Part I of thi investigation, as has

been mentioned previously, indicated that the sensory'modality by

which materials are presented is a significant variable in learning.

Not only is modality an important source of variation, but a signifi-

cant interaction between modality and material was obtained. With

nonmeaningful material:, performance in a. visual presentation was

better than when an auditory presentation was used, although these

differences were not always significant. When a combined audio-

visual presentation was employed, performance was comparable to that

obtained with visual modality alone. With meaningful materials, on

the other hand, differences attributable to modality of presentation

are virtually eliminated. Again, however, the combined presentation

did not improve performance over the better of the two unimodal

presentations.

It was decided to examine this finding concerning the relation-

ship between modality and meaningfulness and its effect upon per-

formance in greater detail in the present project. The series of

experiments discussed here constitlyte a more direct investigation of

this facet of the learning problem.

Experiment III was made up of three parts, each of which examined

in detail one aspect of what might be termed a manifestation of

modality preference. The first part assumed that an index of pre-

ference for one mode of presentation, in a bimodal situation, might

34
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be obscured by the end of 10 learning and 10 test trials. The

adopted paradigm proceeded to present unimodal test trials at vari-

ous points during. the course of learning (fourth, sixth, eighth, and

tenth test trials). The proportion of correct auditory to=correct

visual responses was measured under the assumption that if the

ratio changed during the course of learning then a preference might

be inferred. The second part of Experiment III presented combined

learning trials, as did the first. However, instead of measuring

unimodal performance at only one point in the learning sequence, uni-

modal evaluations of performance were made on.each test trial. The

pattern of modality preferences throughout the learning task would

then be available for examination. Part 3 of the experiment altered

the task by using two different sets of material, one for audition

and a different set for vision, each with their own responses. This

contrasts with the first two parts of the experiment where, except

for nonmeaningful-nonverbal materials, the same stimuli and responses

were used for both modes of presentation. It was hypothesized that

the use of unique but equivalent materials in the two modalities,

with a simultaneous presentation, would cause the subject to shift

to his preferred modality.

Experiment IV proceeded from Experiment III with important vari-

ations. As an approximation of the problems faced by individuals at

the developmental level where auditory and visual language must be

integrated, a bimodal presentation was utilized. The auditory and

visual materials were different and had different responses. During

a test trial both visual and auditory components were presented

C.
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simultaneously. The pairing of visual and auditory items for simul-

"Ganecrls presentation was random so that both modalities had to be

attended to. Two conditions were used. The first required immediate

assimilation of the materials in the two modalities for a bimodal

response. The second permitted independent learning of visual and

auditory pairs, after which integration of the stimulus elements was

required. The investigation was aimed at evaluating the efficiency

of training methods: part learning with later integration versus

integrati.cn from the outset.

Experiment V extended the investigation of integration of com-

plex stimulus elements by making a single response (as opposed to

the dual response of Experiment IV) contingent upon a bimodal stimu-

lus complex. The effect of unimodal and bimodal presentation of the

stimulus components was of major interest in this experiment.

Experiment VI examined the effect of modality in hearing-

handicapped children. Specifically, a bimodal presentation was uti-

lized initially, after which the visual component was omitted. In

this manner, an evaluation could be made of the degree to which the

learning of auditory material could be facilitated'by additional

visual material.



Experiment III

Modality Preference in Three Bimodal. Tasks

ABSTRACT. Fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade students were
used as subjects in three paired-associate experiments de-
signed to explore modality preferences. The first unex-
pectedly introduced a unimodal test trial in an otherwise
bimodal testing situation. The second routinely tested
unimodally while the learning trials were all bimodal.
The third utilized different stimuli and responses in
each modality, with bimodal learning and test trials.
The conclusion drawn from the series of experiments is
that, when equated for difficulty and meaningfulness, the
materials used failed to demonstrate modality preferences
at a group level.

A. Introduction

This three-part experiment was begun as an extension of the

problem of modality preference explored in Part I. There, differ-

ences in learning when paired-associate material was presented vi-

sually, auditoily, or combined audio-visually were inconsistent

and varied as a function of the type of material, along meaningful

and verbal dimensions. The possibility remained, however, that

stable modality preferences were being obscured by the method of in-

dexing performance, mean correct responses for 10 test trials. An

eleventh trial, testing either auditory or visual material after 10

trials of a combined presentation, showed little preference which

could not be attributed to factors such as similarity or list diffi-

culty. This does not mean, however, that preferences might not

operate at earlier points in the learning process,

Day and Beach (1950), summarizing the findings of numerous
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studies, concluded that the visual modality is more efficient than

the auditory in the acquisition of meaningful material while the

auditory is better for long-term retention. It is to the hypothe-

sized modality preference that this series addresses itself. How-

ever, the long -term retention aspect of Day and Beach's hypothesis

will not be investigated. Instead, the more general hypothesis,

that modality preferences can be demonstrated, was investigated over

a wider range of materials than the meaningful material of their

original hypothesis.

Three types of materials were taken from Part I: nonmeaning-

ful-nonverbal, nonmeaningful-verbal, and meaningful-verbal. Various

techniques were employed in the investigation. The first experiment

used a situation in which the subject could attend to either modali-

ty without debilitating performance. Nonmeaningful-nonverbal mate-

rials were used to maximize any difference. Into this context was

injected an unexpected unimodal test trial. Should modality prefer-

ence be operating, the sudden shift to unimodal presentation would

bias the performance on the unimodal trial toward the preferred mo-

dality. The second experiment_provided for unimodal evaluation of

performance at each test trial and broadened the range of materials

to include all three categories. The third experiment altered the

task by requiring bimodal attention for complete mastery of it. The

distributior yl attention across the two modalities provided an al-

ternate method of examining any preference.

7. 4; f,,f
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B. Experiment 1

1. Introduction. This experiment was designed to explore the

possibility that modality preference was being obscured by the use of

a mean correct score after 10 trials. Using the procedure of experi-

mentation in Part I, one modification was made. Here, unimodal

tests of the bimodal task, A1V1, were made aft-er 4, 6, 8, or 10

trials of bimodal presentation. This technique allowed inferences

as to which modality was being attended to at the various stages of

the learning task.

2. Experimental procedures. Subjects in this study were 106

fourth-grade children enrolled in regular classes in the Detrcit

Public Schools.

Materials were taken from Part I of the project. The auditory

stimuli consisted of six distinct noises, the Al material used pre-

viously. The siL visual stimuli were modified electrical symbols,

described as V
1

material. Detailed specification of these stimuli

their responses may be found in the earlier section describing

apparatus. -----

The paired-associate procedure was used. A six-item paired-

associate list was presented bimodally. Four experimental groups

were used which differed as to the number of bimodal trials given

before a unimodal test trial 4, 6, 8, or 10 bimodal trials. Such

groups are designated T4, T6, T8, and T101 respectively. The unimo-

dal test consisted of a random order of the 12 stimuli from both mo-

dalities. All groups received the same random order of stimuli on

the unimodal test trial.

....mum' ormarm gmfgrin;
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The Ampex-Bell & Howell system was employed. During learning

trials, each visual stimulus was projected on a screen for 2.5 sec,

immediately followed by the appropriate visual response for 2.5 sec.

The inter-pair interval was approximately 5 sec. These same time

relationships held for the auditory material except that the audi-

tory response letter was spoken and thus had a shorter duration.

During the test trials, the stimuli were presented for 2.5 sec and

the subjects had approximately 5.5 sec to write the response in a

test booklet.

Instructions were standard, with no indication that a unimodal

test would be given until just prior to that test trial. Subjects

were then instructed that they would either see or hear the stimulus.

During the test, subjects were given attentional cues ("look" or

"listen") immediately preceding stimulus onset. It was felt that

this procedure would better equate presentation times and, by ensur-

ing attention to the stimulus, burden the subject only with response

recall.

3. Results and Discussion. Table 3.1 presents the mean number

of items correctly recalled during the unimodal test trial for each

experimental group. Data are listed in Table 3.1 under "Auditory",

°Visnaln, and "Both" headings, the latter referring to correct recall

ol a given response to both its auditory and visual stimulus.

Figure 3.1 (p. 42) presents these results graphically and indi-

cates that all three categories, "Auditory", "Visual", and "Both",

decrease in recall from T6 to T8, followed by an increase in Condi-

tion T10 for "Auditory" and "Both". These findings might be

41
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Table 3.1. Mean number of correct responses for items recalled
during the unimodal test for the four groups.

Modality

T4

Auditory 1.00

Visual 1.34

Both .24

Group

T6.

1.81

2.74

.85

T8 T10

1.56 2.25

2.56 2.54

.48 1.25

(N) 29 27 27 28

interpreted as indicating an initial preference for learning the

visual material, followed by the learning of th6 auditory material.

The mean number of visual items correctly recalled remains constant

for T6, T8, and T10 implying that the subjects may learn the easier

visual items first, and then attend to those auditory items which

are easier than the rest of the visual list. The fact that the

"Both" scores also rise suggests that the auditory stimuli learned

tend to be those which are paired with the visual stimuli already

learned.

It is not cleat, from the present data, whether the trends op-

served are a function of modality per se or whether they reflect

differences in difficulty among the items. The latter seems more

tenable since visual learning leveled off early at about 2.5 items

with the auditory stimuli being learned after that. This factor may

enter into the general superiority of visual over auditory perform-
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Fig. 3.1 Mean correct responses from unimodal test trial'
for modality; by groups.
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ante reported in Part I using these same materials. The low "Both,/

score suggests that the items are not being learned simultaneously,

but the rise in this curve indicatez that they may be learned se-

quentially. That is, once the visual stimulus has been learned for

a particular response, the auditory stimulus for that same response

may be easier to learn than is another auditory stimulus-response

pair.

C. Experiment 2

1.. Introduction. The results from Experiment 1 were ambiguous.

With the material and procedure used in that portion of the experi-

ment, a preference for the visual modality was indicated. However,

these findings were possibly confounded with item difficulty.

J.
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Consequently, the procedures were modified somewhat to form the pre--

sent portion of the study and additional materials were also examined

using these new procedures. All of the learning trials used a com-

1;ined _presentation, while all test trials were unimodal, presenting

stimuli from each modality inderendently. It was felt that the use

of this procedure would yield data relevant to the problem of

modality preference.

2. Experimental Procedures. A total of 89 fourth-grade sub-

jects from the Detroit Public Schools were used in this study.

The three sets of materials from Part I which comprised the

conditions A
1
V
1'

A2V2, and A
3
V
3

were used. The description of mate-

rials is given in the section concerned with apparatus.

A bimodal presentation was used

All test trials were unimodal; i.e.,

for all 10 learning trials.

the six visual stimuli were

presented in a block independent of the six auditory stimuli. The

subject was thus required to respond 12 times on each test trial.

The modality of the first six test items was alternated; i.e., on

the first test trial the auditory items followed the visual while

on the'second the visual followed the auditory, et cetera.

Standard instructions were modified to meet the requirements

of the altered test trials. For the learning trials, stimuli were

presented for approximately 2.5 sec followed by the response for a

like period. The intex.pair interval was 5.5 sec. During a test

trial the stimulus was presented for 2.5 sec with 5.5 sec allowed

for the recording of the response. Before each test trial the sub-

jects were told which modality would be tested first so as to focus

^-777-77,777"^7="7,7r!""""7"77767",""2"Pallgglifk't
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attention on the appropriate dimensioni thus eliminating possible

errors due to improper attention. The Ampex-Bell & Howell system

was employed to present the materials.

3. Results and Discussion. The mean correct responses by

modality, standard deviations, and sample sizes for the three condi-

tions are shown in Table 3.2. Lee.rning curves for these data ap-

pear in Appendix A. The results of correlated t tests between the

auditory and visual scores of each condition are also given in

Table 3.2.

N

Table 3.2. Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses in each modality by conditions.

=16661116661.66606SaWam aso

Conditions Trials 1-10

416660=111.10161i 6411111

A
1
V
1

A,aV,

A
3
V
3

Auditory Visual

X 14.13 19.03
SD 7.30 10.45
N 31 31

31 24.72 25.41
SD 12.37 11.80
N 32 32

X 29.73 30.23
SD 15.74 16.32
N 26 26

3.43**

.70

.66

** p < .01.

Inspection of the table shows significant differences in the

amount of learning of the auditory and visual components of AlVi

materials, with more visual items learned. This difference may be

- ..171
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a function of the basic difference in the tAiditory and visual materi-

als. In this condition, the subjects had to learn 12 different

stimuli, six sounds and six figures. No index of list difficulty

is available. However, these results are coasistent with those ob-

tained in Experiment i suggesting that the visual items are easier

to learn.

Turning to the other materials in the other two conditionss no

significant differences in the learning of A and V components were

found. This may be taken as evidence for the equivalence of the

auditory and visual representations of verbal matrials.

D. Experiment 2

1. Introduction. This experiment was an outgrowth of the two

earlier investigations in Experiment III. Those results suggested

that modality preference, if it exists, is based upon differences

between the auditory and visual materials in a bimodal task. This

final experiment was designed to explore this proposition further.

Thus, in this experiment each modality contained its own unique mate-

rial, both stimuli and responses, but the two sets were equivalent in

terms of difficulty or meaningfulness. A direct assessment of modali-

ty preference was obtained by presenting the two sets of material si-

multaneously and examining the responses.

2. Experimental Procedures. Subjects for this experiment con-

sisted of 393 students from the fourths fifth, and sixth grades of

the Detroit Public Schools.

Twelve three-letter nouns and 12 single letters were used as

is
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stimuli and responses, respectively, to generate two sets of six

S-R pairs. One set, to be used for visual presentation, was the

"3"-type material from Part I. A second set of "3"-type items was

generated to be used. for auditory presentation. The two lists are

given in Table 3.3. The materials presented visually are designated

Table 3.3. Stimulus-response pairings for auditory and visual
materials.

Visual Auditory

Stimuli

a

Responses Stimuli Responses

a. Int I 1........malanan

GTJN F EAR B

CAT H OIL Z

RUG L PEN K

ICE M TOP Y

ARM V WAX Q

SKY X DOT J

MIR

"GUN" and the auditory materials "EAR" for ease in reference.

A combined condition, C, was used in which both the auditory

and the visual material were presented simultaneously. To obtain

temporal synchronization of the two modalities, the visual presenta-

tion consisted of the stimulus and response displayed side by side,

unlike the ether experiments of this project. The auditory presenta-

tion was temporally matched to the visual, with the response neces-

sarily following the stimulus. The total duration of the stimulus

7, r
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and response was approximately 2 sec. The inter-pair interval was

approximately 4 sec with an inter-trial interval of 10 sec. During

the test trials the response was omitted and that time utilized by

the subjects for writing down their responses. The Tel-n-See system

was used.

Four control "conditions were used in this experiment; all of

them were unimodal presentations of the lists of materials given in

Table 3.3. Not all grades were tested with every condition. Condi-

tion V presented only the visual ("GUN") items while Condition A

presented the auditory ("EAR") items. In order to check the equi-

valence bf materials across modalities, an additional two conditions

presented the same materials but in the opposite modality. The "EAR"

list was presented visually and "GUN" auditorily. In this latter vi-

sual condition ("EAR" list visually), the stimuli and responses were

presented sequentially rather than simultaneously. In this way, the

"EAR" list is procedurally equivalent to the V
3

( "GUN" list) as used

in Part I of the investigation.

3. Results and Discussion. The mean correct performance;

standard deviations, and sample sizes for the conditions are given

in Table 3.4. In the combined condition (C) three indices of per-

formance are reported. "A" represented the number of auditorily-

presented items correct, "V", the number of correct visual items.

Each of these had a maximum value of 60. The third index was the

number of times both responses of a bimodal pair (A and V) were cor-

rect for a single presentation. This score is identified as "B".

Learning curves for these conditions are given in Appendix A for
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Tible Means-and standard deviations of the number of correct

responsest-by.conditions and grades.

,....
Conds. Fourth Grade

V A B

11.71.1.010. n ..
Fifth Grade

V A

Sixth Grade

15T

B. V A B
71

t4
L.4a
1E12-

c- x- -7.0 4.7 .9 12.9.-12.8 3.2 '31.4 23.5 %16.a.

SD 10.7 7.3 3.1* 13.6 12.4' 8.7. 15.9 15.2- 15.6

N 70 70 70 29 29 29 -99' 99 99

Con..
V X

SD .

N

A
SD
N

#GUN X

EAR* I"

SD
N

WM111=1/..1.=11.107.1=1........

46.0
14.5
65

Ar

34.3
14.0
66

35.5
15.1
3o -

41.8
15.4
34

"GUN" materials presented auditorily and "EAR" materials pre-

sented visually.

each grade.

The control conditions point out a methodological effect which

was not anticipated. Control Condition. V was significantly better

than A (z = 4.69, p < .01), as well as being better than the results

of Part I which used the same materials but with a serial presenta-

tion of stimulus and response (X = 38.4.). _Control Condition A was

not different from the auditory results of Part I although the items

a
1
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were different. To confirm that the facilitative effect was a-re-

suit of the,simultaneous presentation of the stimulus and the res-
,z

Yk

ponse9 the-OGUO material 'was preSented-Auditorilly and the otARI"

material visually and serially. These results, shown in Table 3.4,

were not different from the results of Part I.- it'was concluded'

that list differences did. not exist. What appeared to be a list

-difference (V > IQ- is in-fact.a procedural difference. .The rroce-
,-

dural effect made comparisons within-the experimental condition less

interpretable.

On the assumption that the rroCedural-tediniques do not inter-

act with modality of presentation, it wasdecided to reduce the vin-

sual means, from Condition C, by a 'correction factor required to re-

.

duce V-to the comparable condition of Part I (V
3
). This factor was

.83. The corrected visual means for Condition C are presented in

Table 3.5 along with the auditory means and standard error of the

.means. In adjusting the visual data, it was impossible to make

Table 3.5. Auditory and corrected visual means and the standard

error of the auditory means for Condition C by grades.

INI.m111 1.,,(111 a

Condition Fourth Grade Fifth Grade Sixth Grade

V A

.JIMErinlimr,

V A

C X 5.8 k.7

s-
X

.9

V A

10.7 12.8 26.0 23,5

2.3 1.5
1101MNI1.1/.. .0111010M11.

- - - .0,1%
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appropriate adjustments of their variance. However, there was

, available the variance for the auditory means, which ,had not been

'adjusted, On the of" previous experimentation,--differences

in variant -.) were not expected as a function of modality. In addi-

tion, the on A and.V variances are nearly: identical. 'There-

fore, the auditory variances were taken ap a good-estimate of the

variance to- be expected with thy: adjusted visual means.

It was decided' to test the adjusted visual means for compata-

1

bility to the distribution of auditory means. The standard error

of the auditory means was taken as an index of their variability.

Given this, it is clear that, for 95% confidence: the visual means

should not deviate from the auditory means by more than 1.96 times

the standard error of the auditory means. Under this conservative

criterion, none of the adjusted visual means were significantly

different from the auditory means.

A very marked effect is the increase in performance level in

Condition C across grades. These increases from fourth to sixth

grade are on the order of twenty-fold per cent the increases ob-

served in Part I for performance on nouns across the same grades.

It would appear that subjects in the fourth grade were essentially

unable to handle the task, as evidenced by their low performance,

while the fifth and sixth grades showed increasing proficiency with

a task of this nature. Such marked differences between adjacent

grades have not been observed in any previous experiments conducted

in either Part I or the present project using less complex tasks.

It is suggested, that modality preference may reflect the
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sequential limitation of auditory presentation. The simultaneous'

visual presentation of_all facets of the stimulus and response

places no liMitation on the rapidity with which a slibj.ect.can as7-.

, . . .
.

.
.

51milate. The auditory presentation,:, necessarily a serial event,

may impede the assimilation process and, as well, may r"educ,.the

study time available to the subject.
. .

Ez, Summary. and, Conclusions

In totals 588, subjects were tested in the threo investigations

of modality Preference. The first two pointed to the fact that

modality preferences would only be demonstrated to the. degree that

the materials in each modality are different. It will be recalled

that, for Agi conditions, differences in learning of the two mo-

dalities were significant, and that the materials involved were dis-

similar. For the "2" and "3u materials of Experimet 2, no differ-

ences were found between modalities. It is noted that the materials

were "equivalent" in that he visual presentation correlated directly

with the auditory. Thus, at the conclusion of Experiment 2, state-

ments of modality preference were limited to nonmeaningful-nonverbal

materials and could be said to be a function of differences between

materials in each modality. Experiment 3 used different sets -of

meaningful-verbal material for each modality. On the basis of, the

results of 1 and 2, it was expected that modality preference would

be demonstrated. This expectation is qualified by the assumption

that the difficulty differences between Al and V1 materials were

replicated in Experiment 3.
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The results of Experiment 3 demonstrated difficulty differences

between the sets of materials but only as a function of the manner

af.pFesentation. At this i6int the source of-the differences is

not relevant. Given difficulty differences, modality preferenCee

will emerge. 'then list difficulty was equated,. modality prefe'rences

were not demonstrated. Returning to Experiment 2 it may then be

.inferred that the modality preferences demonstrated for "1-type ma-

.terials were a function of inter-list difficulty and not. modality

per se.

:It is concluded that significant Modality preference can be

demonstrated to-the degree that the lists are made up of materials

which differ in difficulty across modality. Given that the two

modalitieS are equivalent, it was shown that the specific proCedural

techniques can be manipulated such that a modality artifact will

arise, as in Experiment 3. A great deal of caution must be exer-

cised in the design of bimodal tasks to insure that limitations of

the method of presentation do not create such artifacts. Unimodal

control conditions are deemed necessary to evaluate the relative

efficiency of different unimodal methods of 'presentation.

Contrary to the Day and Beach hypothesis concerning ac,....L.sition,

it would seem that superiority of one modality over another is not

the case. If the concept of modality preference has any validity, a

return to individual testing may be required to demonstrate it.
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Experi.ient- IV

Integration of Visual and Auditory Responses
Into a Single Response in Paired-Associate Learning

ABSTRACT. ,rifth- and. sixth-grade subjects were tested. in
two experimental conditions. The "combined" Condition
.simultaneolisly presented auditory and visual material Tor
-10 trials.- The "separate" condition presented the mate-.
rials unimodally for the first five trials; the remaining
trials used a combined procedure. The results indicate
that'bj.modal tasks should be taught unimodally. Implica-
tions for the teabhing of hearing-handicapped, children
are pointed out -

A. Introduction

The experiments conducted previously to-examine modality pre-

ference have been designed so that the task could be mastered by

attending to the material in a single modality. The results have

suggested that, under these conditions, the subject tend to (1)

select the more meaningful channel, or (2) select either modality

if meaningfulness is equivalently high. There was no indication

that subjects attended to both channels simultaneously. However,

in these studies there was no need- for the subject to do so.
--,

The present study is concerned with performance when

presented both auditorily and visually must be integrated

subject in order to achieVe the appropriate response. It

materials

by the

further

explores the more efficient way for introducing such materials for

learning, by varying the manner in which initial contact is made

with the materials. It is felt that experiments of this type have

particular relevance for hearing-handicapped children. Much of

53
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their language learning inVolves the integration of Visual symbols,

e.g., lip reading, with sounds which they receive. The critical

question to be answered is whether it-is more efficient to teach the'

hearing-handicapped children by one modality initially and then to

introdUce the second modality :, or, is it better to -present both the

auditory and visual materials simultaneously throughout the course

of learning. 'ExamilvIng the performance of children with normal

hearing under experimental conditions should help to establish nor-

mative data permitting us to describe performance under optimal

conditions of sensory acuity.

EERMIS511.2242122.2.1aME

'1. Sullects. A total of 198 students from grades 5 and 6 of

the Detroit Public Schools were used as subjects.

2. Materials. The visual stimuli were foUr meaningful words

(noune) projected on a screen for four seconds each. The auditory

stimuli were foir sounds generated by an "American Song Whistle"

manufactured by the American Plating and Manufacturing Company.

These sounds were.tape-recorded and presented over a loudspeaker.

The auditory stimuli were all of 4 sec.dUration, and of different .

frequency configurations. Two of the stimuli were of constantfre-

quency at either 340 or 680 Hz. The remaining two stimuli made a

smooth transition through the octave interval during the first 2 sec

and, for the remaining 2 sec, had a constant frequency at either 340

or 680 Hz. Responses were single-digit numbers presented in the

appropriate modality.
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The S-R pairs are summarized in Table 4.1. The "Auditory"

stimuli are described in terms of their frequency configurations.

Table 4.1. Stimulus-reiponse pairings for the two modalities.

I oaDENc
...71111111.

Visual'

Stimuli Responses

,IMIIMISMINNIII11.

Auditory

Stimuli 'Responses

-CON 3 68o-340 4 2

ICE 5 34o.=.680 .4.

ARM 7 68o 6

. SKY 9 34o . 8

111111111111

3. Procedure. The Ampex-Bell & Howell system- was used to pre-

sent materials. As usual, the recall form of the paired-associate

paradigm was used with alternating. learning and test trials for a

total of 10 sets of trials. Two experimental conditions were used

which employed different procedures for the presentation of the audi-

tory and visual material during the first five trials only. Proce-

dures during the last five trials were identical for the two experi-

mental conditions.

As. indicated previously, stimuli in both modalities were on for

4 sec. Responses immediately followed the stimuli and were presented

in their appropriate modality as indicated in Table 4.1. Duration of

response items was approximately I sec, the time interval required to

verbalize the number. Care was taken to synchronize the onset, dura-

tion, and offset of visual items with the auditory items. Inter-

pair interval was If sec and the inter-trial interval was approximately
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Tn the "combined" condition, subjects were presented the .

%. .

stimulus-response pairs in both Modal.4..ties-situltanecsly. Durihg

all test trials, theie subjects wrote two-digit responses on four

lines oftheir.test booklets, one diet:for.each modality. "The

order of the digits was not critical in a response; i.e., 89 or 98

were bo.th'sgored "correct". .In,the "separate" condition, subjects

were presented four items'in one modality and then the four items.

-of the other modality. During the first five test trials, these

subjects wrote single-digit responses on eight lines in their test

booklets,, For the last five trials of the "separate" condition,

the same procedure as in the "combined" conditions was used. That

isl*on trial 6; subjects were instructed that the same Materials

would be presented, but that they now would be presen.:ed together;

one stimulus and response from each modality simultaneously.

Four learning and four test orders were used in the "combined"

condition. Two learning and two test orders were used for the

"separate" condition during the first five trials. During the re-

maining five trials, the four orders used in the "combined" condi-

tion were -employed.. Since the possibility existed that soap) sub-

jects would learn two-digit numbers, thus enabling them to attend to

a single modality in the "combined" presentation, three different

schemes of combining S-R units were used, allowing for different

combinations of the units in the two modalities. The instructions

emphasized the fact that both stimuli must be attended to since the

same auditory and visual items would not be constantly presented

Z
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"crasasfttgior=1,11E9::t=21'.

'Inspection of the fifth- and sixth -grade -group means for the

two experimental donditions indicated 14,ttle grade' difference within

conditions. Therefore groups were pooled and all results reflect

pooled. means.

:Table 4.2 summarizes the means and standard deviations' Of-cor-

rect responses xor auditory, visual, and total (auditory plus_visual)

items, for trials 1-5, 6-10, and 1-10 for the two experimentalcon-

ditions. InspectiOn of the table indicates consistent superiority

Table 4.2. Means and standard deviations of the number-of Correct.
responses for auditory, visual, and total items within trial blocks

for the two conditions.

11==.11.11/16,11111,11 MIIIMO

Conditions Trials 1-5 Trials 6-10 Trials 1-10

A V T A V . T A V

AIIMMIIIMINSMOIIIIMM111011

Separate 2 7.1 10.2 17.3 8.4 12.7 21.1 15.5 23.0 38.4
(N=100) SD 4.9 4.8 8.5 6.5 5.8 10.9 10.9 10.0 18.7

Combined X 2.9 5.2 8.1 3.4 7.1 10.5 6.3 12.3 18.6
(N=98)'' SD 2,1 3.0 3.8 2.8 4.8 5.7 4.0 6.7 8.1

of the "separate" condition over the "combined" condition for both

modalities and for total scores. Differences were significant

(p < .01 for all comparisons using z tests) between conditions 14th-

in all three trial blocks for auditory, visual, and total scores,

verifying the consistent superiority of the "separate" crndition.

,- 7'!" ..iC 77, 4-5-, ".;.?6,54,4,)
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Figures 4.1 and 4.2 (p. 59) give the learning curves for mean

t.
total correct responses as well as for the two modalities for the

two experimental conditions. There is a rather smooth progressive

increase in total learning scores over the 10 trials except for a

slight depression on the sixth trial for the-"separate" condition

which undoubtedly reflects the change in instructions at this point.

The lack of overlap in the carves for the two conditions indicates a

clear superiority of the "separate" condition.

The different instructions necessary for the two conditions may

account, in part, for the initial superiority of the "separate" con-

dition. However, the consistency of the observed superiority, and

especially its continuation in the last five trials, makes it doubt-

ful that instructional differences are of any importance except in

the first few trials. Neither is "set to respond" an important vari-

able. The task facing the subject in this experiment could be par-

tially mastered by attending to only one modality so long as the

subject considered a single-digit response adequate. To the degree

that the subject recognized a two-digit response as zeing the ap-

propriate answer, the task bacame bimodal. The set to respond

either with one digit or two is not a function of the way the mate-

rials are presented since the "separate" condition produced much

better performance cn the last five trials which used a combined pre-

sentation.

D. Summary and Conclusions

The major purpose of this study was to determine the relative
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efficiency of learning segments of a bimodal problem initially and

then combining them into a whole versus "whole" learning throughout.

The results clearly indicate that better performance is obtained

when the task is divided into smaller unimodal segments initially.

This study has considerable implications for the training of

hard-of-hearing subjects. To the extent that the tasks used here

are comparable to the teaching of language to such children, it

would seem that the most successful approach would be to present

either the visual or auditory verbal material alone before attempt-

ing to use a "bimodal" presentation.
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Experiment V

The Effect of Unimodal and Bimodal Cues Upon Learning

ABSTRACT. A paired-associate task was used where each

stimulus consisted of two elements. By manipulating' the

sense modalities by which the elements were presented,

four experimental conditions were obtained. Grades 4

and 6 were tested. A clear superiority of the unimodal

visual condition was obtained follower by one of the

bimodal conditions. The relative efficiency of unimodal

versus bimodal cues appears to be a function of factors

such as modality and meaningfulness.

A. Introduction

Evidence is available which points to the conclusion that man's

perceptual system is basically a single-channel one at any given in-

stant. Davis (1957) suggests that the processing of sensory infor-

mation occurs in the same place regardless of the modality used.

His data supported the hypothesis that simultaneous auditory and vi-

sual stimuli must be processed sequentially since both must pass

through the same single channel before appropriate responses are

made. He inferred that the processing occurs centrally since two

simultaneous signals in the same modality are processed at the same

speed as are two simultaneoussignals arriving via different modali-

ties. This finding suggests that it is not the shifting of atten-

tion from one modality to the other that is responsible for the de-

lay in responding to the two stimuli. The paradigm used by Davis

involved reaction times in responding to each of the stimuli.

This 'Same conclusion is supported by -evidence gained using en-

tirely different paradigms. Gaeth (1960; 1963), using a paired-

63.
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associate learning task with grade-school children, also obtained

evidence which suggested that subjects are alternately unimodal in

responding to stimuli presented audio-visually. This same interpre-

tation is offered by Mowbray (1964) to explain the accuracy in iden-

tifying visual targets during auditory shadowing.

In all of these studies, however, the subject was able to res-

pond correctly while attending to only one modality. That is, each

modality had its own correct response. Lordahl (1961) employed a

paradigm which required subjects to attend to both auditory and vi-

sual cues before being able to respond appropriately. In his study,

an auditory and a visual element were needed to correctly identify a

concept. One interesting aspect of his-findings was that the type

of errors made gave "strong evidence" that subjects responded pri-

marily on the basis of the visual stimuli. tending to ignore the

auditory stimuli.

The present study is concerned with the effect of using cues in

one or two modalities upon paired-associate learning. Stimuli were

chosen which consisted of two elements which must be integrated in

order to completely differentiate among them. Each element appears

in more than one stimulus complex but unique pairings characterize

the specific items. Attending to either element alone will reduce

the response set to a few alternatives; however, only by attending

to both elements can the single appropriate response be learned. By

varying the modality of the stimulus elements, the relative efficien-

cy of unimodal and cross-modal presentation can be evaluated.

If the single-channel concept is an appropriate model for
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perception, no differences should be obtained among the conditions

since the stimulus elements will be processed in the same central

area before responding regardless of the sensory modality employed

in presenting the material. This is not to imply that the two mc-

dalities do not differ as to the efficiency with which they react

to differing stimuli. These.peripheral differences in the sensitivi-

ty and discriminability of the sense organs are not to be confused

with the central single channel by which the information is pro-

cessed. In other words, differences among the conditions in this

study can arise if the amount of information transmitted by the two

modalities is not equated.

On the other hand, if Lordahl's findings are valid, they imply

that there is a set to attend to only one modality at a time. Both

his findings and the conclusions reached by Day and Beach (1950)

suggest that the visual modality tends to be exclusively attended

to, at least when acquiring new material. Therefore, the single-

channel concept requires modification. Although information from

either sensory modality can be processed in an unbiased fashion by

the central nervous system, an attentional bias may be operating

independently which selects the modality to be transmitted. Under

its influence, the subject would presumably perform better with cues

presented in the same modality as compared with cues presented in

separate modalities. It might be predicted, then, that the condi-

tion where cues for learning are presented exclusively visually

would result in better performance than when presented only auditori-

ly, and that both single modality conditions would be better than a A
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bimodal presentation.

B. Experimental Procedures

1. Subjects. A total of 430 children from grades 4 and 6 of

the Detroit Public Schools was used in this study.

2. Materials. In selecting the elements for the stimuli, con-

siderable attention was given to choosing materials which could in

some way be termed "equivalent" regardless of whether they were pre-

sented visually or auditorily. Familiar three-letter words were

chosen as one of the elements with little argument concerning the

equality of these stimuli across modalities.

The second element of the stimulus proved more difficult in

meeting the criterion of equivalence while being of such a nature as

to be readily integrated with the word. Simple line drawings were

finally selected as the visual elements while sounds of the same con-

ceptual configuration were used for the auditory elements. Three of

the auditory stimuli used in Experiment IV were selected. Observa-

tions made during the course of that study indicated that children

respond physically to stimuli of this nature. Equivalence of visual

and auditory configurations is claimed on the basis that both kinds

of stimuli produce similar gross motor responses in children; i.e.,

children made similar arm and body movements reflecting the direc-

tions of change in the lines or sounds. These sounds were generated

by an "Americas Bong Whistle" manufactured by the American PlLting

and Manufacturing Company,

three aiiferen# sounds were used: a sound that began at 680 Rs
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and then changed an octave to 3k0 Hz (hereafter referred to as

Sound 1), another began at 340 Hz and changed upward to 680 Hz

(Sound 2), and the third was a sound held at 340 gz (Sound 3). The

lines selected for the viaeal counterpart of these sounds were char-

acterized by the same configurations: L., and

Using two words, GUN and SKY, and the three lines or sounds,

six different compound stimuli were generated. Four experimental

conditions varying the modalities by which the stimulus elements

were presented were used. The conditions are labeled V+V indicating

that both stimulus elements were presented visually, A+A when both

were auditory, V+A when visual words were paired with the sounds,

and A+V when the spoken words were presented with the lines. The

responses were single letters presented visually in all conditions.

Table 5.1 presents the S-R pairings used in the four conditions.

3. Procedure. The recall form of the paired-associate learning

task was used in which 10 learning trials alternated with 10 test

trials. The two elements were presented simultaneously by means of

a slide projector and/or tape recorder, as determined by the condi-

tia $ followed by the visual response. The Ampex-Bell & Howell sys-

tern was used. For a learning trial, the duration of the exposure

of the stimulus and response items was 2 sec each for conditions

A+V and A+A, with an inter-pair interval of 4 sec and an illter-

trial interval of 10 sec. On th test trial, the response was elim-

inated leaving a 2 sec stimulus followed by a 4 sec interval during

which the subject could write his response in he answer booklets

provided. The procedure for conditions V+A and V+V was the same
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Table 5.1. Stimulus-response pairings for the four conditions.

11.1110311Mt

MOW

V +V, A+V

SKY

Stimuli

V+Al A+A

Responses

GUN - 1 M

GUN - 2 L.

GUN - 3

SKY - 1

SKY - 2 V

SKY - 3 X

a

NOTE: In identifying the conditions, the first letter refers to the

modality in which the word is presented. The numbers in A+A
and V+A refer to the sounds as described in the text.

with the exception that stimulus and response durations were 3 sec

each.

C. Results and Discussion

The mean correct responses, standard deviations, and sample

sizes for the four conditions are presented in Table 5.2. Learning

curves for the conditions for each grade are given in Appendix A.

An analysis of variance was conducted, using Winer's (1962) proce-

dure for unequal sample size, based on the harmonic mean. The sum-

mary of the analysis and of the Scheffe procedure for selected com-

parisons (Winer, 1962) are presented in Table 5.3.

As indicated in Table 5.3, significant differences among

conditions and between grades were obtained while the interaction
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Table 5.2. Mesms and standard deviations of the number of correct

responses, by conditions and grades.

IIIMIL1111,

Conditions Grades

6

V+V

V+A

A+V

A+A

x
SD
N

x
SD
N

x
SD
N

x
SD
N

22,79
13.03
34

17.94
9.62

53

12.07
9.24

67

10.84,
7.69

61

28.19
15.78

32

15.38
9.57

58

13.34
9.76

58

14.67

9.72
67

..."WINNIMMEMMININO

Table 5.3. Summary of the analysis of variance and the Scheffe

tests for four conditions and two grades.

Source df MS F

Conditions (C) 3 4170.94 39.81**
Grades (a) 1 743.56 7.10**

C x G 3 326.48 3.11

Within Cell 422 104.78

X
Conditions#

12.66 12.84 16.60 25.41

A+V A+A V+A V+V

.11111.1111=111.1100.
........... ..................

** p < .01.

# Lines connect nonsignificant differences at p = .01.

.911a1121,14HRIPW/4411011112011.1.1.1197MPIP01111111111111110L
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.A+V A+A

CONDITIONS

.17+A v +v

Fig. 5.1 Mean correct responses for grades; by conditions.

was not significant. The grade difference was in the expected

direction with the fourth grade performing at a lower level than the

sixth grade on nearly all con.litions. As seen in Table 5.2, the

sole exception is condition V+A. However, this reversal is not suf-

ficient to create a significant interaction and can be considered

sampling variation. Of greater interest is the significant variance

attributable to conditions. As indicated in Table 5,31 condition

V+V was significantly better than the other conditions as had been

predicted. However, contrary to our hypothesis, the next best condi-

tion was V+A where visual words are accompanied by sounds. Perform-

ance on this condition, while significantly poorer than V+V, is sig-
n

nificantly better than the otber two conditions which did not differ.

These relationdhips are showm in Figure 5.1.

A"^"Dvrrl"*" =
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D. Summa and Conclusions

AINNIMINII,V.I.IWOCOMM,M111:74,e=eVieirgalrliPIX;920:9aintaaMM".."-

This study was designea to evaluate the effect of employing

one or two modalities in presenting elements of a complex stimulus

for learning. The results tend to provide further evidence for the

superiority of the visual modality in acquiring new material, as

discussed by Day and Beach (1950). It also clearly indicates that

complex stimuli are best compounded when presented within the same

modality if that modality is visual_ The unexpectedly high level

of performance achieved on condition V+A tends to :imply that one

should utilize the visual modality for the meaningful or more

familiar material and the auditory for the less familiar stimulus

element if it is necessary.to use two modalities for the presentation

of material.
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Experiment VI

Modality and Meaningfulness in Children with
Moderate Hearing Impairment

ABSTRACT. The performance of hard-of-hearing, normal-.
hearing, and deaf children wascompared on four conditions
designed to evaluate the modality used to lecrn. Two con-
ditions presented materials auditorily and visually for 10
trials followed by five trials with only the auditory com-
ponent. Two control conditions presented the auditory ma-
terial alone for 15 trials. Auditory material was either
nonMeaningful-nonverbal or meaningful-verbal. Results in-
dicate that hard-of-hearing subjects, like the normals,
attend to the modality containing the more meaningful mate-
rial. However, meaningfulness of auditory words is de-
creased by the poorer discrimination_of these subjects.
The deaf, as expected, utilize the visual material in a
bimodal presentation. No differences were found among the
three groups in learning nonmeaningful-nonverbal auditory
material:

A. Introduction

Part I demonstrated that, in a bisensory learning situation,

attention is directed chief:y to the modality which is more meaning-

ful. With normal-hearing subjects, meaningfulness is defined in

terms of the material; with deaf subjects the visual modality is al-

ways the more meaningful regardless of materials. No information is

presented, however, concerning the performance of subjects who have

mild to moderate hearing losses. The general educational policy im-

plies that such children are more like those children with normal

hearing since they are usually assigned to regular classrooms. Hear-

ing aids and auditory training are prescribed according to the sever-

ity of the loss among other considerations but, on the whole, such

children are assumed to make use of both the auditory and visual

70
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sensory channels for learning.

This assumption has not been directly examined empirically. No

good experimental design was available which allowed inferences to

be made concerning modality preference in such children; The impor-

tance of testing the assumption that moderate degrees of hearing

loss do not interact with meaningfulness of materials and modality of

presentation cannot be over-emphasized. The present policy of.plac-

ing such children in normal learning situations may be entirely in-

appropriate if it is shown that any degree of hearing impairment is

characterized by a complete abandonment of the auditory modality in

a bimodal condition.

The experimental procedures from Part I which permitted conclu-

sions about modality preference in normal-hearing and deaf children

were useful in examining the validity of the assumption in question.

Using the same methods, data were obtained from subjects with varying

degrees of hearing loss and their performance compared with the other

two groups. If the child with moderately-impaired hearing responds

to the bisensory presentation in a way which implies that meaningful-

nest of material is the crucial factor, this would indicate that

such subjects function like those with normal hearing. If', however,

they respond to modality rather than material, this would suggest

that they function more like deaf subjects.

B. Experimental Procedures

1. Subjects. Seventy-two children with mild to moderately

severe hearing losses were tested. No hearing impairment exceeded

. . ./;."--i7,7- ." ,;-,"`.''!!°,, _Amgoo,r:51,Envoggpimmilijprj IA

ti
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60 dB in the better ear. All were enrolled in regular classes in

the.Detroit.Metropolitan area. Because of the limited sample avail-

able, children in grades 4 through 6 were used. These subjects were

divided into four experimental groups with about equal.grade repre-

sentation, randomizing hearing

hearing levels for the groups.

impairment. Table 6.1 summarizes the

Table 6.1. Mean hearing loss for the four experimental groups ex-
pressed as mean pure tone average (PTA) and mean speech discrimina-
tion scores (DISC).

Groups PTA DISC

X SD X SD

1 34.94 11.81
2 32.56 11.25
3 36.11 12.94
4 28.11 15.69

82.22 9.53
75.61 17.71
65.44 20.84
79.11 17.44

r.

Analysis of variance of the pure tone averages (PTA) for 500,
li

1000, and 2000 Hz yielded an F of 1.32 (df = 3, 68). This value is

not significant at the 5% level indicating that the groups did not

differ in average hearing loss for those frequencies. Inspection of

the complete audiograms suggested that the groups did not differ

significantly on the Other frequencies tested either. Each group

in Table 6.1. Mean threshold values by air and bone for the entire

contained all degrees of hearing impairment as suggested by the SDs

sAmple of hearing-handicapped children are illustrated in Figure 6.1

(p. 73).- The whole sample is presented because of the great
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similarity among groups. The corresponding values for the four

groups do not diverge greatly from the total values.

Mean speech discrimination scores for the four groups were also

;

i
i

1

examined. These are, also given in Table 6.1. Analysis of variance

indicated that the groups differed significantly (F = 3.34; df = 3, i

[68; p < .05) on this.variable. Analysis of the selected compari-

sons (Winer, 1962) showed that the two extreme groups (1 and 3) were 1

i

)

the source of this significant variance. This was not considered 1

critical since these,-particular groups were not tested with speech

, materials. Furthermore, the significant F ratio may reflect the

heterogeneity of variance among these data since discrimination

scores are skewed.

2. Materials. V1, Al, and A3 materials, as described previous-

ly, were used. Single-letter responses and S-R pairings are as

shown in the Apparatus section of this report.

3. Procedure. The recall form of a paired-associate learning

task was used with alternating learning trials and test trials, for

a total of 15 sets of trials. Groups 1 and 2 received the experi-

mental conditions, in which the first 10 learning and test trials

were a combined audio-visual presentation, and the last fiVe sets

of trials had the visual dimension removed leaving the auditory ma-

terial intact. Groups 3 and 4 constituted the control conditions

where the auditory presentation was used throughout all 15 sets of

trials.

In terms of materials Groups 1 and 2 received A1V1 -A1 and

A3V1 -A31 respectively; while Group 3 learned Al-Al and Group 4,

1
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A3-A3. The notation follows that used in Part I. The symbols pre-

ceding the hyphen indicate the material and modality presented for

the first 10 sets of trials; that following the hyphen indicates the

material and modality used: in trials 11 through 15. In all condi-

tions the last five trials were auditory. For the two experimental

conditions, the auditory and visual material were presented simul-

taneously by tape recorder and synchronized slide projector (Ampex-

Bell & Howell system) for trials 1 through 10, the tape recorder con-

tinuing for the remaining trials. For all conditions a short rest

period was allowed before the tenth'learning and test trial. Three

random orders of S-R pairs were used for the learning and the test

trials.

During a learning trial the stimulus was on for 2.5 sec followed

by the response for 2.5 sec. The inter-pair interval was 5 sec and

the inter-trial interval about 15 sec. During a test trial the

stimulus was presented for 2.5 sec with an inter-item interval of

5.5 sec to allow the subject time to write the response down in

booklets provided. For A
3

material and for the auditory responses,

a single pronunciation was used for each presentation. The dUration

of these items was probably less than the times indidated but the

same '!segment" of time was. allowed for these materials; i.e., the

"onset -to- onset" time remained constant. Separate pages in the

response booklets were used for each test trial.

The subjects were tested in groups of two to five children.

They were instructed to remove their hearing aids after the direc-

tions for the task had been given. Prior to tLe presentation of the
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experimental material, a tape of recorded pairs of digits was used

to adjust-the gain of the amplifier to a level at which all the

children could identify the numbers as they were played. This same

level was used for the experimental material.

C. Results and Discussion

Due to the small sample sizea which were available for this

study, comparisons of performance among children with different

degrees of hearing impairment was not feasible. Therefore, the

hard-of-hearing (B) group was treated as a clinical entity and their

performance- was compared with that of children classified as normal

(N) or deaf (D). The deaf subjects were enrolled in a state resi-

dential school for the deaf and had hearing losses greater than 60 dB

in the better ear for the speech frequencies. Normal subjects were

enrolled in the fcurth grade of the Detroit Public Schools. These

two groups are described more fully in Part I from which the data

are obtained.

Table 6.2 summarizes the performance of the three hearing

grotips on the four conditions used in this study. No data are avail-

able for the deaf group for Condition A
3
-A

3
because the subjects

were unable to discriminate the words being presented. Figure 6.2

(p. 78Ypresents the relative performance of these groups

graphically.

Examination of the data in Table 6.2 shows some interesting

trends. The mean correct responses on trials 1-10 and trials 11-15

for- the normal-hearing group for Conditions A3V1-A3 and A3-A3 are
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Table 6.2. Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses for trials 1-10 and trials 11-15, by Conditions and hearing
category.

Conditions " Normal Hard-6f-Hearing Deaf

A....tr,k_ 7
-1 1 -1

SD.

N

A3V1-A3 7
SD

A
1
-A
1

X.
SD
N

XA
3
-A
3 SD

N 33 18

1-10 11-15 140 11-15 1-10 11-15

27.6
13.

30

11.9
6.8

27:3
.14.1

18

16.5
8.7

45.0
9.4

16

13.0
8.5

37.8 27.1 25.6 19.8 37.4 2.4
10.4 3.9 14.7 10.2 14,7 2.6

'31 18 16

22.2 18.4 22.2 14.2 16.0' 12.7
10.3 7.8 12.8 8.3 10.1 9.1

27 '18 21

34.4 24.6 21.8 18.3
16.8 7.6 13.4 10.1

similar and higher than the values for the other two conditions.

This trend is not observed among the hard-of-hearing, where mean

performance for the first 10 trials and for the labt five trials is

about the same on all four conditions. The deaf `group; unlike

either of the other hearing groups, performs at a different level

for the first 10 trials of each condition and performs alike on the

last five trials of Agl-Ai and Al-Al. It might be inferred that

the deaf perforT alike on the last five trials of the two conditions

using A3 A3 material as well since the mean performance -on A3y i -A3
is

very low and no 'data were. 'obtainable on-A3=A alone. From this

viewpOintt 'the performance of-normals and the deaf mirror one
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TRIALS 11-15

Fig. 6.2 Mean correct responses for trials 1-10 and trials

11-15 for three hearing categories; by conditions.

",

another on the last five trials where the presentation is always

auditory.

One other point of interest in Table'6.2 is the direction of

the difference in performance on the two combined conditions during

the first-10 trials. The normals performed better on A
3
V1

-A
3

than

on A
1
V
1
-A

1
while the deaf show just the reverse. Since these two

conditions differ only in the auditory dimension, this suggests

that the two.groups differed in the efficiency with which they were

able, to utilize the incoming information being presented in the two

conditions. The fact that the hard-of-hearing group shows neither

tendency suggests that all conditions were equally meaningful to

then.
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Analyses of variance were performed upon various subsets of the

data in order to ascertain the dominant modality for the different

hearing groups and experimental conditions.. Performance on the first

. 10 trials of each combined condition was compared with its control,

the appropriate auditory condition, to evaluate the effect of adding .

the visual material. Comparison of the performance on the last five

trials of the combined and control conditions again gives informa-

tion concerning the extent to which th3 auditory material was attended

to in the first 10 trials. It also indicates any facilitation due

to the addition of visual stimuli. Furthermore, these analyses al-,

low inferences to be made concerning the similarities in performance

among the three groups of children.

Table 6.3 presents the results of the analysis of variance for

Table 6.3. Summaries of the analyses of variance for Conditions
A
1
V
1
-A

1
and A

1
-A

1
for all three hearing categories for trials 1-10

and trials 11-15.

Trials Source di MS

1-10 Hearing Leirel -(HL) 2 443.61 3.10*
Conditions (C) 1 259.91 1.82
HL x C 2 1936.70 13.54**
Within 124 143.06

11-15 Hearing Level (HL)'
Cohditigns (C)

x C
Within

2 80.4o 1.23
51.06 .78

2 217.22 3.32*
124 65.32

" p < .01.
* p < .05.

, -

, rr, .a 4
, , ,
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the three groups of children on Conditions A1V1 -A1 and AI-Al for

trials 1-10 where both visual and auditory material were presented

in the first condition and for trials 11-15 where both conditions

consisted of only the auditorydimension. As indicated there, a

significant difference in hearing groups and a significant interac-

tion between hearing level and condition were found on the first 10

trials? while only the interaction was significant on the last five

trials. The interactions are the only interpretable effects in

these analyses. It was found that, for the first 10 trials, the

normals and hard-of-hearing performed about the same on the two cor-.

ditidns while the deaf performed significantly better on the combined

condition than on the auditory dimension only. On the last five

trials, the hard-of-hearing group became more like the deaf both

of them performing about the same on the two conditions while the

normals performed significantly better on Al-Al than on the other

condition.

Since no data were obtained from the deaf on Condition A3 -A3,

an analysis similar to the previous one was not possible for that

condition.an its companion, A
3
V
1
-A

3.
Table 6.4 presents the sum-.

maries of the analyses of variance for these two conditions for the

normal and hard-of-hearing groups and indicates that the performance

of the, two groups on the first 10 trials is the only significant

source of variance, with normals scoring higher. Table 6.5 presents

the results of the analysis of the three groips of subjects on the

single condition, A3V1 -A3, and shows that the three groups differ

significantly on the first 10 trials and on the last five trials,
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Table 6.4. Summaries of the analyses of variance for Conditions
A V1 -A3 and A.z-A.4 for normal and hard-of-hearing categories for
3.traals 1-10 mid trials 11-15.

ANIMMIIIM111111,

Ii1101,

Trials Source' df MS

--------"-------------r---------

F

1-10 rearing Level (HL) 1 3587.27 18.16**
Conditions (C) -1 296.42 1;50
HL x C 11 .69 .00
Within 96 197.58

11-15 Hearing Level (HL) 1058.00 1.75
Conditions (C) 1 92.66 1.53

HL x C 1 5.76 .10

Within 96 60.55

1.11111MMIllr,

** p < .01.
41111..1Lin111111WIEW 41111111.11111111.114111=ammaysts

with normals and deaf performing alike and better than the hard-of-

hearing on the first 10 trials. For the last five trials, however,

where only the auditory material is presented, the normals were bet-

ter than the hard-of-hearing and both were much better than the deaf.

Table 6.5. Summaries of the analyses of variance for the three
hearing categories on trials 1-10 and trials 11-15 of Condition
A
3
V
1
-A

3
. +11

Trials Soiirce df

1/YamMIIIlimmtMINENN!

MS

RN.

4111MMIIIIWW, .1111111!MM.

1-10 Hearing Level (HL) 2 957.92 5.84**

Within 62 164.10

Total 64

11-15 Hearing Level (HL) 2 3224.60 85.19**

Within 62 37.85

Total 64

* * < .01:-
111.r1111. 101/.0011111.- Nomllf10111111111MWM.1111=1114*
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The results of these three analyses, suggest that the deaf at-

tend to the visual material whenever it is available while both.the

normals and the hard-of-hearing tend to seek the more meaningful ma-

terial. In the case of nonmeaningful material in both modalities, as

in the first 10 trials of A
1
V
1
-A

1,
the scores of the two groups with

hearing (N and H) are depressed suggesting difficulty-in selecting

a modality to which they can efficiently attend. In the case where

one modality is highly meaningful, as in Condition A3V1-A3, the two

groups with hearing differ as a function of the difference in their

abilities to detect and discriminate auditory stimuli. The normals

are better than the hard-of-hearing at these tasks and, consequently,

perform better on the- first 10 trials of this condition by attending

solely to the meaningful auditory material. The hard-of-hearing ap-

parently need more trials to achieve the same degree of proficiency

with the auditory material as implied by the fact that they are still

learning in the last five trials while the normals have little room

lefty for improvement.

This latter point is illustrated by the relative performance of

the two groups on the two entirely auditory conditions. Table 6.6

presents the results of the .anAysis of variance of the performance

of the normal and hard-of-hearing groups on all 15 trials of Condi-

tions A
1
-A

1
and A3 -A3. As shown there, both hearing levelS and con-

ditions were significant sources of variance and the interaction was

not significant. The normals performed better than the hard-of-

hearing subjects on both auditory conditions and both groups performed

better on the meaningful auditory words than on the nonmeanii ful

1

1
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Table 6.6. Summary of the analysis of variance for normal and hard-

.

of- Bearing categories on all 15 trials of Conditions A, -A1 and A -A
3 3°

Source df F

Hearing Level (HL) 1 3136.34 7.10**

Conditions (C) 1 2855.65 6.46**-

4L x C 1 1220.64' 2.76

Within 92 441.87

** p < .01.

sounds. A simple analysis was performed for Condition Al-Al for all

three hearing categories, which shoomd that the differences among

groups were not a significant source of variance (F = 2.45; df = 2,

65). This latter finding suggests that the differences in hearing

acuity are not relevant when the material is both nonmeaningful and

highly discriminable; i.e., covering a wide range of frequencies and

using different temporal sequences.

Additional evidence is provided concerning the modality to which

the hard-of-hearing attend by examining the results of the three

groups on the condition where auditory words are combined with visual

symbols (A7V1 -A3). On trials 1-10, the normals and deaf both per-
,-

formed better than 'the hard-of-hearing implying thatthe normals

learn auditorily and the deaf-visually with about the, same degree of

efficiency. .The depressed.performance of the hard-of-hearing group

on this task would suggest that they may vacillate between the two

modalities rather than settling down to learn the material via one

modality. The confusion as to the more meaningful modality results,
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in all probability, from the decreased efficiency of the auditory

channel in these subjects as compared with normals.

Examination of the performance on the trials before and after

the removal of the visual stimuli in the two combined conditions

provides more information concerning the modality attended to in the

first 10 trials. If there is a temporary decrease in performance

from trial 10 to trial 11, this might be considered evidence for the

visual stimuli receiving the chief attention in the preceding trials.

Learning curves for the three hearing groups on the four conditions

are presented in Figures 6.3 through 6.6 (pp. 85-86). The two audi-

tory control conditions are pregen.W-tz-Zsaw that the shift in per-

formance is not found when there is no change in the task. As illus-

trated in the figures for the two combined conditions (Figures 6.3

and 6.4, p. 85), all three hearing categories exhibit some inter-

ference with performance when the visuP1 modality is withdrawn in

Condition A1V1 -A1. However, only the two groups with hearing losses

(H and D) show a decrease in performance from trial 10 to trial 11

in Condition A3V1-A3. The hard-of-hearing group shows only a very

slight interruption in the learning curve for this condition.

Correlated t tests were used to evaluate the significance of

these differences. As shown in Table 6.7, all differences were sig-

nificant except for the hard-of-hearing on A3V1-A3. Interestingly,

for this same condition, the normals showed a significant increase

in performance when the visual modality was withdrawn. This inhibi-

tory effect with bimodal presentations has been noted before by

Graunke (1959) and Gaeth (1963)1 as discussed by the latter. The
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Table 6.7. Mean scores at the transition from combined to. auditory
presentation for the three hearing categories.

Conditions Groups Mean Score

T 10 T 11

A V N 3.87 2.37 -1.5o 4.17**
1-A11

H 3.83 2.88 - .95 2.88*
D 5.81 2.06 -3.75 S.15**

A V N 4.90 5.45 + .55 3.67**
1-A33

H 3.94 3.33 - .61 1.60
D 4.75 .50 -4.25 7.09**

** p < .01.
* p < .05.

results of the t tests lend further. support to the hypothesis that

only one modality is attended to in a bimodal presentation with the

deaf selecting the visual modality and the normals the more meaning-

ful material. The hard-of-hearing seem to represent a transition

between these two extremes. However, some suggestion of attention

to the non-preferred modality is indicated by the inhibition effect

noted in normals and by the superior performance of the deaf in the

condition where the visual symbols are accompanied by sounds rather

than words.

D. Shy and Conclusions

The performance of groups of children with normal hearings

mild to moderate hearing losses, and severe losses (deaf) were com-

pared on four experimental conditions. The procedure allowed infer-

ences to be made concerning the modality used in learning the task.
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Of particular interest was the performance of those subjects classi-

fied as hard-of-hearing, i.e.9 with mild to moderate losses, in rela-

- tion to the other two classes of hearing ability.

The results indicate that the hard-of-hearing subjects perform

more like those with normal hearing than like deaf subjects. Differ-

ences which were. obtained between normals and. those with moderate

hearing losses are explainable in terms of the decreased efficiency

of the hearing ability of the hard-of-hearing group. However, there

is no evidence to suggest that this group fails to use the auditory

modality whenever possible.

The evidence presented here indicates that the hard-of-hearing

group selects the modality containing the more meaningful material

as does the group with normal hearing. However, meaningfulness is

modified by the audiometric characteristics of.this group. Familiar

words presented auditorily are highly meaningful to subjects with

normal hearing. To subjects with some hearing loss, these same

words become less meaningful because of reduced discriminability.

In a purely auditory presentation, the hard-of-hearing subjects take

longer to achieve the same level of performance with such materials

as do normals. In a bimodal presentation, the performance of the

Amid-of-hearing subjects suggebts, confusion or indecisioi'as to

which modality is more meaningful. This aspect of their behavior

may be a functioli of the auditory training which they receive. It

may be that the hard-of-hearing child without training would perform

like a deaf child; i.e.,, would prefer the visual modality exclusive-

ly for the acquisition of material. However, training may modify the



.strength of this initial preference so that he samtles both modali-

ties befor.e geledting one as more meaningful, as does a child. with

normal hearing. If these assumptions are valid, training is a neces-

sary component in the education of the hard;.of-hearing child in

order to provide him with the flexibility which the normal child has

in bimodal-learning situations.

1
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1 I.

RESULTS PERTAINING TO ASSOCIATION VALUES

Three-letter trigrams (CVC and CCC) have been used regularly in

studies of verbal learning. The early work of Glaze (1928) provided

association values for many of the CVG trigrams. Recently, Archer

(1960) reported scores for all possible CVC trigrams. Witmer (1935)

gave meaningfulness values on many CCC trigrams. These investiga-

tors, as well as others, (e.g., Hull, 1933; Krueger, 1934; Noble,

1961), used subjects drawn from a college population to establish

the association values. Since the majority of research studies em-

ploying trigrams as learning material have also sampled the college

population, the use of these norms is probably valid.

Until very recently, there, has been little information to guide

the use of nonsense syllables with children. Since gathering the

data reported here, we have encountered two relevant studies.

Palermo, Flamer, and Jenkins (1964) evaluated association values for

children and adults by inference from performances on a common learn-

ing task. They concluded that adult values can be used successfully

with children. However, the validity of these conclusions depends

upon the two assumptions that were made: (1) Association values for

children and adults are similar, and (2) the relationship between

association values and paired-associate learning would also hold for

children. Even granting the validity of the assumptions, a more

direct attack upon association values. for children seemed indicated.

Shapiro (1964) used a,"restricted production method" to obtain

90

yti
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meaningfulness values for grade-school children and concluded that

the rank order of CVC.trigrams is stable across grades. However,

the obtained values correlated only .52 to .66 with Noble's values.

This would suggest that the meaningfulness of trigrams varies con-

siderably from children to adults. If association values as meas-

ured by Archer and meaningfulness Values as determined by Noble con-
.

verge upon the same concept, Shapiro's findings cast doubt upon the

assumption made by Palermo et al., that association values for

children and adults are highly similar.

The present study grew out of Part I, which examined paired-

associate learning in children as a function of modality of presen-

tation, verbalness, and meaningfulness of material. The results

were such that the scaling of materials with children was indicted

before valid conclusions could be drawn.

4



Experiment VII

Association Values for Selected Trigrams with Children

ABSTRACT. Association values, in terms of percentage of
subjects who responded "Yes" to each trigram, were obtained
using samples of CVC and CCC trigram. The subjects were
children in grades 4-6 and from a residential school for
the deaf. Five independent experiments were reported in
which different aspects of the general problem were inves-
tigated. Correlations of from .83 to .87 were obtained
between the values from children and the corresponding
values from Archer for the CVC material. A relation of
.88-was found between Witmer's values and those obtained
here for the CCC items. Group and individual reliability
estimates were also obtained; test-retest reliability for
the group values was .99. More than 76% of the individuals
were consistent in their responses to each trigram from
test to retest. The association values for the deaf chil-
dren correlated .90 with those for hearing children in
grades 4 and 5.

The data suggest that association values cannot be inter-
preted in any absolute sense with children since the values
were influenced by the pool of items to be evaluated. How-
ever, they are good indivators of the relative degree of
meaningfulness.

A. Introduction

Association values were obtained under several conditions as

the by-product of attempts to study and standardize trigrams for use

in experiments with children. The data are presented in sections in

keeping with the format in which they were gathered. As far as is

known, there is no report in the literature in which association

values have been gathered with deaf children nor in which both CVC

and CCC trigrams were presented in a single list.
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B. General Methods

Even thcugh several kinds of lists were utilized, the same gen-

eral procedures were used throughout the study, The items were ran-

domized and .arranged in two columns per page. Each trigram was

typed in capital letters and followed by "Yes No " for the sub-

ject to use in responding to-the item. Samples of the forms used to

collectthe data appear in Appendix C.

The children participated in the study on a group basis. Each

group was simply a regular classroom of children. Three monitors

were present at the time the task was administered.

The same directions were given orally to the children for all

conditions throughout the study. A copy of the directions will be

found in Appendix B. Basically, the instructions followed those

used by Archer (1960, p, 2). The questions "Is it a word?", "Does

it seem like a word?", "Does it remind me of a word?", and "Can I use

it in a sentence?" were used. His suggestion that the subjects pro-

nounce the trigram to themselves and the question "Does it sound

like a word were not used. This instruction was not appropriate

for CCC trigrams nor was it considered valid for deaf children.

However, with hearing subjects the modification probably did not

drastically alter the set to respondsince many 'subjects reported

using pronunciation as one- criterion when queried after completion

ofthe task. In addition, the following directions were given:

"Don't think to yourself that these are all letters and words are

made up of letters, so I'll answer them all qes', or none of these

are, actually words so I,'11 answer them all 'Nos. This isn't what we
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want. Just look at each set of letters separately and try to decide

if it seems like a word."

time limit was imposed upon the subjects. However, they

were encouraged to complete the task quickly and not to ponder over

the items. The data on the children with normal hearing were

gathered by the same research staff who were administering the

paired-associate learning tasks. The data on the deaf children were

gathered by the psychologist at the school.

C. Experiment 1

1. Introduction. The initial experiment had the three-fold

purpose of (a) obtaining association values from fourth- and fifth-

grade subjects on the CVC trigrams for which learning data were

available, (b) estimating the reliability of these association val-

ues, and (c) getting association values on the same material from

deaf subjects.

2. Materials and Six CVCs (KEZ, WUB, WOJ, DAQ, ZEG,

and JID) had been selected originally for paired-associate learning

in Part I on the basis of Glaze's values, representing sampling

from only two levels (0 and 7%). When Archer's values were published,

the scores were quite different (13, 21, 25, 29, 35, and 38%). These

six items became the nucleus of a 50-item list of CVC trigrams (CVC-

50). The remaining 44 items were sampled from Archer's list with

the restriction that one trigram come from consecutive pairs of

levels so that the finished list would contain one CVC at the 1-2%

level, another at the 3-4%1 et cetera. The sampling procedure con-
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sisted of first selecting by chance the odd or even value for each

step and then selecting an item from that value "at random"; items

that Archer reported as not reliable or showing a difference by sex

were avoided.

The 50 trigrams were arranged in three different orders and

duplicated for presentation. Copies are included in Appendix C.

The three orders were then alternated so that every third child

used the first order, et cetera.

A total of 478 children were used in the experiment. Of this

number, 361 were in grades 4 and 5 in the Detroit Public Schools,

and 117 were in grade 6 or above in a residential school for the

deaf. There is no good way to equate deaf and normal children for

a verbal task; however, previous experience suggested that the

reading levels of the two groups would be approximately equal.

A sample of 118 of the 361 normal children were used for an

estimate of the reliability of the results. Three days after the

original presentation of the task, the subjects were given the lists

again with identical instructions. Neither the teachers nor the

children were forewarned that the task would be repeated.

3© Results and Discussion. The 50 CVC trigrams used are

shown in Table 7.1 in ascending order according to Archer's scale,

not in any of the three presentation orders. The association values

in the first column represent the percentage cf Archer's subjects

who responded with "Yes" to the item. The adjacent columns in

Table 7.1 contain the corresponding percentages obtained from the

grade 4-5 sample, from the reliability sample, and from the deaf

411 4

mouril=2110110,"
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Table 7.1. Association values for List CVC-50.

CVC Archer Gr. 4-5

Reliability

I II Deaf

XYH 1 5 2 3 10
QOJ 4 8 11 8 8

XEG 5 13 14. 13 18
NYJ 7 12 10 9 20
gAz 10 26 23 28 32
KIM 11 17 14 14 39
WOJ 13 20 15 18 23
KIR 15 26 18 20 52
LYG 17 16 15 15 19
PYN 20 36 35 35 41
WUB 21 53 52 61 46
BEJ 24 27 24 26 50
ZEG 25 4o 37 4o 4o
VYS 27 16 14 12 11
KEZ 29 21 20 20 26
TAZ 32 53 56 56 88

ZIT 34 48 46 48 55
jID 35 54 43 55 51
DAQ 38 20 15 18 26
NEZ 39 31 25 31 57
FIP 42 78 77 81 84
gol 44 30 27 31 32
YAT 46 58 52 62 57
REJ 48 32 25 31 34
BYG 49 30 28 30 28

KUL 52 31 26 32 60

CYL 53 26 26 27 47
TUS 55 64 62 7o 77
DYL 58 23 22 20 32
FYT 6o 3o 28 28 14
GAN 61 75 69 75 87
KYT 64 31 29 24 20
LUN 66 56 54 65 91
HUK r 67 69 72 66 46
SAP 69 7o 57 7o 95
LAV 72 59 54 56 81
pato 74 83 78 So 96
BIF 76 52 39 55 61
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Table 7.1. (cont.)

11tb.

CVC Archer Gr. 4-5

MOV 78 79
TER 79 74

COP 81 76
WAM 83 78

RES. 86 80
HIK 88 69

HEX 90 56

DOR 92 83

PIL 93 81

NAB 96 79
YUM 97 86

RUN 99 99

X 50.5 47.6

SD 29.2 25.8
N 216 361 118

Reliability

II Deaf

75 78 97
66 73 89

71 76 86

77 77 64

80 -83 go

65 62 85

52 54 50

77 84 89
72 76 95

79 77 82

83 85 78

99 99 loo

44.2 47./ 55.2

25.4 26.5 28.7
117

sample. The relationships among the several samples were evaluated

by both rank-order and product-moment correlations. In no ease did

the two estimates differ by more than .02; therefore, only product-

moment correlations are reported.

The initial concern was with the correlation between the values

reported by Archer and those obtained from grades 4 and 5. This re-

lationship was quite high (r = .83) suggesting a good deal of pre-

dictability of association values for children given adult norms.

The mean of the association values as selected from Archer was 50.5;

the mean from the 361 children, 47.6. S6anning the data down the

columns indicates that the children did not rate the low items as

low nor the high items as high as the college students did.
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The statistical estimate of the reliability of the scores ob

tained from the sample of 118 was very high, the correlation between

Session I and Session II being .99. The stability of the scores was

also examined by talliying the responses by item by subjeot for the
It

two sessions. Examined in this way, a subject can be either consis-

tent in his response to a CVC for the two sessions, i.e., answer

"Yes" both times or "Eo" both times, or his response can be changed

over time, either from "No" to "Yes" or the reverse. For each CVC

the percentage of subjects who changed responses, from "No" to "Yes"

or "Yes" to "No",, from one session to the other, was calculated.

The mean percentage who changed responses, and the standard de-

viation, gives an index of the reliability of individual responses to

CVCs. An average of only 23.5% of the subjects (standard deviation =

4.4%) showed such changes per item. Conversely, one might say that

76,5% of the subjects, on the average, were consistent in their res-

ponse to a particular CVC in a test-retest situation. There was al-

most no uncertainty concerning the terminal items (XYH and RUN);

only 3% of the subjects changed their response to XYH and only 2% were

"uncertain" about RUN.

The data for the deaf sample were first divided into two parts,

grades 6-9 (N = 50) and grades 10-12 (N = 67), and examined separate-

ly. However, the product-moment correlation between the two groups

was .96, and therefore the data were combined into a single set.

When the association values for the deaf were correlated with those

for grades 4 and 5 and with Archer's values, coefficients of .90 and

.72, respectively, were obtained. The degree of similarity between
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the deaf and normal children in evaluating the trigrams is apparent,

but it would seem that the two groups of children have some common-

ality of difference from the college groups.

Table 7.1 shows a total mean of 55.2 for the deaf as contrasted

with a mean of 47.6 for the normal group (z = 1.41). The deaf sub-

jects tended to respond "Yes" to the CVCs more frequently than did

hearing subjects although not significantly so. However, the high

correlation between the two sets of values indicates that the differ-

ence is a relatively constant one. If the trend in means is reli-

able with additional sampling, two possibilities are indicated. It

may be that the constant order of the responses "Yes No
OMONO

" in-

fluenced the deaf group more than it did the normal group, or there

may be a "true" difference in the groups in that printed material

may seem intrinsically more meaningful to deaf subjects, while hear-

ing subjects may be influenced by pronunciation as well as by

appearance.

D. Experiment E.

1. Introduction. While the data for Experiment 1 were being

collected, another paired-associate learning study was being de-

signed for use with children (see Experiment II of this report). A

new set of CVC items was needed to meet the requirements of the stu-

dy. These had association values of 14, 17, 22, 25, 27, and 28%

according to Archer. Since none of the new items had appeared on

the CVC-50 list, another list of trigrams was generated to expand

the pool of items upon which data from children would be available.
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2.A.. Materials and Subjects. The six items selected for the

paired-associate study (SIJ1 GEC, VAF, KEBs YID, and ZOT) plus two

alternate items (FEP and VOB) formed the core of tJis new sample.

Starting with the CVC-50 list from Experiment 1, a trigram was ran-

domly selected from each of the scale values not represented so

that a final list of 100 trigrams would be obtained (CVC-100)4 each

from a different asseclatio value. Because the items selected for

the learning task included two at 14% and two at 17%, the final

list did not include items of 15 or IN. Forty-fire of the trigrams

appeared on both CVC ..50 and CVC-100. Two random orders of the 100

items were prepared. Copies are included in Appendix C.'

The CVC-100 list was presented to 763 subjects in grades 4-6

of the Detroit Public Schools.

3. Results and Discussion. The association values obtained

for these items are presented in Table 7.2 along with Archer's

values.

Table 7.2. Association values for List CVC-100.

VININIPAN1110101.14.0.41M7/77M1Mir arabawrav ..

CVC Archer Gr. 4-6 CVO Archer

XYH 6 SUP 51

XIJ 2 8 KUL 52
XYV 3 7 CYL 53
QOJ 4 10 KOS 54

XEG 5 7 TUB 55
QYH .6 9 PFAB 56

NYJ 7 13 TYC 57
TYJ 8 9 DYL 58
XEC 9 6 LIR 59
QAZ 10 22 'XT 6o

Gr. 4-6

73
34
27
44
64
64
17
24

39
28

"4.4'Z't4.1.11;
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The product-moment correlation between Archer's values and the

grade 4-6 values was .84. For the 45 items in common between CVC-50

and CVC-1009 the correlatiodmes .97. Experiment 2 used a larger

number of trigrams, a larger vample of children, and three grades

instead of two. Thus, in two independent samples, good relationship

was found between Archer's values and those from children.

E. Experiment 3

1. Introduction. One of the purposes of the associated re-

search was to compare normal and deaf subjects on paired-associate

tasks. Since many of the deaf subjects were expected to have very

poor speech, the pronounceableness of CVC trigrams might be expected

to work to the advantage of the normal children. A paired-associate

study was designed in which the items were either pronounceable tri-

grams (CVC) or unpronounceable trigrams (CCC). In an effort to com-

pare the meaningfulness of the two lists, it was decided to collect

association values for the two kinds of material from the same sub-

jects and under the same conditions.

2. Materials and Sub'ects. The six CVCs used as the nucleus

of CVC-100 (Experiment 2) were also used in the development of the

pronounceable items selected for this study. Six CCC trigrams were

taken from Witmer's list in a way which minimized duplication of let-

ters and with the restriction that the mean value for the six items

be equal to the mean value for the six CVCs used, based on Archer's

data. The final items selected were DWB, TCJ, NQS, PZK, RGW, and

SJQ with Witmer's values of 17, 211 21, 25, 25, and 25%, respective-
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ly. These formed the nucleus for the CCC list.

Nineteen more items were selected from Witmer's data Six CCCs

with high values (two each at 92, 96, and 100%) were included. .It

was thought that three of these placed at the beginning of the list

would "reassure" the children that CCCs can be meaningful. The re-

maining 13 CCCs were sampled from fairly equal intervals across the

unused values. Then the companion CVC list was compiled selecting'

from the trigrams already drawn from Archer those which matched the

selected CCCs in association value, being certain to include the

CVCs Jeiected for the paired-associate study. Since the CCC list had

two items of 21% value, three of 25%, and two each of 92, 96, and

100%, an exact matching was not carried out. Rather than drawing

more CVCs from Archer, it was decided to use those for which chil-

dren's values were available and, therefore, the lists were matched

as well as possible under the circumstances.

Two different random orders of the 25-CCC and of the 25-CVC

items were prepared. The items were listed for evaluation by the

subjects in three different ways. Initially, homogeneous columns

were used to minimize contrast effects. Four different answer

sheets were prepared to accomodate the two orders wad to allow the

CCC and the CVC lists to appear equally often as the first and second

columns.

Later, additional data were collected to evaluate the contrast

effects themselves. The two sets of trigrams were intermingled in

the columns either alternately or randomly. One order was used for

each manner of listing. Copies of all CCC-CVC answer sheets are



included in Appendix C.

Altogether 612 children in grades 4-6 of the Detroit Public

Schools' participated in this portion of the study: 229 received the

homogeneous; lists (H), 190 the alternate lists (A), and 193 the

random lists- CR).

3.

from the

shown in Table 7.3. The three forms of presentation are indicated

by H, A, and R for homogeneous, alternate, and random lists, res-

pec:tively.

The data from the homogeneous listing of items (H) were obtained

first and compared with the respective adult values. The product-

moment correlation between Archer's values and those obtained for

the CVCs was .87 and between Witmer's values and the CCCs was 88. .

The high-valued CCCs tended to be evaluated much lower by the sub-

jects of this experiment than by their adult counterparts. This

might be attributed, in part, to the use of three of these items

(TWN, JMP, and DNT) at the beginning of the CCC-H list to facilitate

the response set. However, items with equivalent values (SLW, LFT,

and KNG) were distributed randomly within the list, and the values

for these three suggest that position effect is not the entire

explanation.

There appeared to be evidence in the H lists that the subjects

evaluate each column accordingto its own criteria since the associ-

ation values varied from 5-98% for CVCs and from 8-85% for CCCs. The

effect of the transition from one type of material to the other was

Results and Discussion. The association values obtained

children along with the adult values for the same items are
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Table 7.3. Association values for three forms of List CCC-CVC.

CVC

got].

KEG.

SIJ
GEC
VAF
KEB
.YUD

ZOT
WYK
DAQ
FIP
QIC
JIS
KOS
DYL
wol,

HUK
GER
DOB
WAM
REB
MUF
DOR
NAB
MEN

X
SD
N

Archer

Grades 4-6

H A R CCC Witmer

Grades 4-6

H A

4 .5 9 lo GQC 4 8 6 13

5 8 17 24 KBF 13 11 9 9

14 18 29 33 DWB 17 13 20 12

17 26 23 32 TCJ 21 10 8 6

.22 22 34 36 NQS 21 10 8 30

25 31 45 52 PZK 25 10 13 8

27 38 33 40 RGW 25 21 18 11

28 40 48 53 SJQ 25 10 14 8

33 15 23 25 BMG 33 24 24 11

38 10 26 22 HNW 38 15 10 11

42 77 75 74 CFN 42 10 14 20

45 35 46 63 PTL 45 30 26 15

50 34 4o 64 BLP 50 34 25 33

54 36 31 54 WRZ 54 13 18 18

58 28 23 38 TH7. 58 33 19 30

63 78 73 81 HPR 63 33 24 22

67 56 66 63 ZNG 67 36 34 38

71 63 79 76 FNK 71 60 65 60

75 58 60 69 NCK 75 65 59 52

83 70 63 83 KNG 92 78 71 56

86 8o 64 82 JMP 92 54 61 5LL

89 77 86 86 LFT 96 85 79 71

92 86 89 91 TWN 96 68 58 68

96 78 76 82 SLW 100 54 35 38

100 98 100 99 DNT 100 41 35 45

51.4 46.7 50.5 57.3 52.9 33.0 30.1 28.8

29.8 27.9 25.4 25.0 SD 30.8 24.0 22.1 21.1

216 229 190 193 N 25 229 190 193

only apparent on the association value of the initial item of the

second column and more particularly when the second column comprised

CVC trigrams. By chance, WOL was the initial CVC trigram in both

orders. When the CVC column was to the left and WOL was the first

item they were to evaluate, 68% of the subjects marked it "Yes".
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however, when the CVC column was to the right and WOL became the

first CVC to be judged following 25 CCCs, its association value rose

to 88%. Examining the CVCs which appeared in the second position,

there was no difference in association values according to whether

the CVC column was judged first or second. Considering the initial

CCC items, one (JMP) varied from 65% to 49% as the CCC column was

presented first or last. 'However, the other (TWN) showed greater

stability, changing from 69% when in the first column to 67% when

following the CVC column.

The indication that the values for the two kinds of trigrams

may not be related to one another was disturbing. If the two homo-

geneous lists were evaluated independently, then there is little

basis for making comparisons across kinds of trigrams. In order to

verify this assumption, the random and alternate listirgs of tri

grams were administered. These values are also presented in Table

7.3. The intercorrelations among the three children's values are

very high. Between H and A the correlatiou is .95; between H and R,

r = .92; and between R and A, r = .95. On this basis, it was felt

that the scale values for the two kinds of trigrams may be assumed

to represent points along the same continuum.

An examination of the mean association values appearing at the

bottom of Table 7.3 suggests that adult association values for CCCs

are not numerically consistent with those obtained from children.

The difference noted there for Form H is statistically reliable

(t = 2.55; df = 48; p < .02). This difference is more likely due to

the contrast effect from being evaluated with CVC trigrams rather

Si
,' e
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than a function of the age difference between Witmer's subjects and

the grade-school children ...4sed here. If this is the correct source

of the variance, it implies that adult values for CCC trigrams as a

whole are somewhat inflated as compared to adult CVC association

values. Greater stability is obtained with the CVC trigrams since

the differences between thL, mean association values from adults and

children are not significant.

F. Experiment 4

1. Introduction. In tabulating the data from the previous ex-

periments, it was noted that subjects tended to respond "Yes to

about half the items. Archer reported a similar finding (1960,

p. 4). In order to determine whether this was a function of the

fact that the trigrams covered the entire range of association val-

ues, it was decided to administer lists comprised of only half the

range of values.

2. Materials and Subjects. The 100 trigrams used in Experi-

ment 2 were divided into two lists on the basis of Archer's values;

one list (CVC-L) contained the trigrams with association values

from 1-0% and the other (CVC-U) had the 50 items from 51-100%.

Archer's values were used to divide the list since- the data for Ex-
,

periment 2 had not then been analyzed. Furthermore, the correlatioll.

of .83 obtained in Experiment 1 gave confidence that the rank order

of the trigrams would be relatively constant for adults and for

children. Two random orders of each list were used. Copies appear

in Appendix C.

11111,11/0111MIWOOMO.W., 7-71 .7'1777 -7771. r. IIMP.111211,2*.f#04101/Car
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A. total of 632 subjects in grades 4-6 of the Detroit Public

School& were used in this experiment. The two orders of the two lists r

were distributed serially in each classroom so that 316 subjects

from these grades evaluated CVC-L and the other 316 received CVC-U.

3. Results and Discussion. Taole 7.4 presents the association

Table 7.4. Association values for Lists CVG-L and CVC-U, with

values obtained from List CVC-100 shown in parentheses.

CVC-L

CVC 'Archer 4-6 CVC Archer 4-6

1VIMM=1,
XYH 1 12 (6) VUR 26 47 (34)

XIG 2 20 (8) vUD 27 50 (36)

XYV 3 17 (7) ZOT 28 62 (49)

QOJ 4 24 (10) KEZ 29 4o (35)

XEG 5 19 (7) KIG 30 80 (60)

QYH 6 16 (9) HYN 31 47 (45)

NYJ 7 21 (13) TAZ 32 69 (56)

TYJ 8 29 (9) WYK 33 30 (19)

XEC 9 14 (6) ZUP 34 64 (41)

QAZ lo 41 (22) JID 35 69 (53)

xrm 11 32 (16) CUX 36 67 (>1)

TYV 12 37 (17) HYZ 37 29 (18)

WOJ 13 40 (13) DAQ 38 35 (17)

FEP 14 61 (44) NEZ 39 52 (31)

SIJ 14 34 (19) PEX 40 67 (43)

DYJ 16 24 (12) NEM 41 64 (42)

mil, 17 33 (20) FIP 42 83 (72)

GEC 17 37 (24) SYB 43 41 (28)

VOB 19 61 (41) QAm 44 49 (26)

PYM 20 50 (23) QIC 45 35 (39)

WUB 21 54 (42) YAT 46 70 (51)

VAT' 22 32 (23) LYX 47 35 (16)

um 23 43 ,(25) HEJ 48 53 (20

QAP 24 43 (25) BIG 49 59 (38)

KEB 25 60 (39) JIS 5o 59 (42)

X 25.5 44.2 28.8

SD 14.6 18.1 16.3

N 216 316 763
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CVC-U

CVC Archer 4-6 CVC Archer 4-6

SUP 51 6o (73) BIF 76 24 (46)

KUL
CYL

52

53

21
15

(34)
(27)

KUS
MOV

77
78

37
78

(6o)
(78)

KOS 54 24 (44) TER 79 56 (72)

TUS 55 41 (64) NEV 80 46 (53)

PEB 56 48 (64) COF 81 63 (70)

TYC 57 12 (17) GON 82 64 (79)

DYL 58 19 (24) WAM 83 69 (80)

LIR 59 23 (39) PEK 84 63 (74)

FYT 60 21 (28) TAL 85 71 (77)

GAN 61 67 (77) REB 86 63 (74)

TUR 62 48 (51) ROS 87 82 (87)

WOL 63 69 (65) HIK 88 49 (53)

KYT 64 22 (25) MUF 89 64 08)
LOD 65 50 (72) HEX 90 34 (55)

LUN 66 39 (58) HOM 91 77 (78)

HUK 67 45 (54) ,DOR 92 73 (81)

PES 68 46 (72) piir 93 76 (84)

SAF 69 66 (66) REP 94 47 (66)

LOF 70 64 (74) JAZ 95 75 (83)

CER 71 55 (68) NAB 96 56 (82)

LAV 72 44 (64) YUM 97 76 (81)

G w 73 60 (75) NAY 98 74 (82)

PAG 74 72 (77) RUN 99 97 (97)

JXB 75 49 (67) MEN 100 99 (95)

X 75.5 53.9 64.9
SD 14.6 21.2 19.0

N 216 316 763

MIIM1101717111MG.M.

values from Archer, from the two lists, and from Experiment 2 where

the 100 trigrams were evaluated in a single list. Again the ranking

of the items within a list remained constant; the correlation between

the scores on CVC-L, or CVC-U4 with the corresponding items on CVC-

100, was .93 in both cases. However, the absolute values changed
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markedly.

The association values for CVC-L ranged from 12-83%, while CVC-U

values varied from 12 to 99%. The mean number of "Yes" responses

given by the subjects receiving the CVC-L lists was compared with

those for the CVC-U lists. The CVC-L list yielded a mean of 44.2%

while the mean for OVC-U was 53.9%. These means differed sierjfi-

cantly (z = 2.42; p < .05) indicating that the material within a

list does have an influence.

However, there also appears to be an important response-set ef-

fect since the means of the "Yes" responses of the 1-50% and 51-100%

trigrams had been 28.8 and 64.9%, when part of a list of 100, as con-

trasted with 44.2 and 53.9%. The values obtained in Experiment 2

(CVC-100) and the values under the restrictions of CVC-L and CVC-U

are presented side by side in Table 7.4. Comparisons of the indivi-

dual scores as weU as the means and standard deviations demonstrate

the effect of the list upon the responses. Differences between the

mean values obtained by Archer and in the present study using CVC-L

and CVC-U were significant (z = 5.67 and 5.84, respectively). When

the means of the children's values on the truncated lists were com-

pared with the results using CVC-100, again significant differences

were found (z = 4.53 for CVC-L and z = 2.75 for CVC-U). Of the 50

items making up CVC -L) all except one (QIC) are rated higher in the

list with the restricted range than in the list with the full range.

Conversely, of the 50 items on CVC-U, 45 are rated lower on the list

with the restricted range, three are given the same rating, and two

are rated higher. There is some spreading of the distribution as
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well as a shifting of the means. The standard deviations are both

about two units larger than the corresponding standard deviations

for the parts of the total list.

The fact that both restricted lists yielded association values

of about the same range, coupled with the finding that the proportion

of positive responses per list was reasonably close to .50 in all

cases, resulted in a further examination of these data. Regression

coefficients for the correlations between the restricted lists and

the corresponding CVC-100 items were calculated. The coefficient of

regression for CVC-L on CVC-100 was 1.03 while that for CVC-U on

CVC-100 was 1.04. The slopes of the two lines are nearly identical

suggesting that the items within the subtests retained their original

order. The increases in the ranges indicate greater separation of

the individual items, and the shift in the average values points to

a probable trend to center at the 50% level; i.e., respond "Yes" to

half of the trigrams being evaluated.

The results of this experiment strongly suggest that the cri-

terion used in evaluation of a list of trigrams represents some cen-

tral tendency of the pool of items with individual trigrams then

being compared to this standard, consistent with Helson's adaptation-

level theory (1959). However,_ it must be kept in mind that this

phenomenon may also reflect the subjective probability of the dis-

tribution of dichotomous events in an ambiguous situation.

C. Experiment

1. Introduction. The CCC-CVC list used in Experiment 3 had

I
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been generated to obtain association values for a learning study.

It was decided to attempt to assess the effect of prior exposure

upon association values.

During the learning task, each of the six trigrams (CCCs or

CVCs) were presented as response items for a total of 10 times.

Since these trigrams were of low association value, it can be as-

sumed that the subjects probably began at a very low level of famil-

iarity with the items. As the task progressed, the items should

have increased in familiarity, and the subjects might also have

"found" some association which would aid them in the performance of

the task. At any rate, it seemed reasonable to expect the associa-

tion values for these particular items to be higher than values ob-

tained from a comparable group having no previous exposure to the

trigrams.

2. Materials and Subjects. Form H of the CCC-CVC list, as

described in Experiment 3, was presented following the administra-

tion of a paired-associate learning task in which six of the tri-

grams were response members of the pairs.

A total of 386 subjects from grades 4-6 in the Detroit Public

Schools were used. Of these, 126 subjects had a learning task in

which CCCs were responses; the remaining 260 had CVC responses. The

subjects were not forewarned about the collection of association

values following the learning task.

3, Results and Discussion. The results of the experiment are

presented in Table 7.5. The trigrams are again presented according

to Witmer's or Archer's values as in Table 7.3. "Control" refers to

,1
4 r ' !,
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Table 7.5. Association values for experimental. arcs control groups
using List CCC-CVC.

......111 Ad. M.1.1,1,....01,0..

CCC Control E-CCC E-CVC CVC ContTol 13-CCC E-CVC

GQC 8 11 9 Q0J
... 11 6

KBF 11 17 22 XEG 8 8 8
DWB

a
13 15 20 SIJ

a
18 11 3'

TCJ
a

10 18 16 GEC
a

26 19 37
NQSa 10 12 18 a

VAF 22 21 32
PZK 10 25 15 a

KEB 31 29 45a
RGWa 21 23 17

a
YUD 38 28 43

SJQa 10 15 18
a

ZOTa 40 39 57
BMG 24 26 26 WYK 15 22 20
HNW 15 15 13 DAQ 10 13 11
CFN 10 15 13 FIP 77 76 68
PTL 30 27 31 QIC 35 22 23
BLP 34 26 31 JIS 34 27 34
WRZ 13 22. 19 KOS 36 21 27
THZ 33 23 3o DYL 28 20 23
HPR 33 17 23 WOL 78 8o 75
ZNG 36 34 40 HUK 56 47 5o
FNK 60 62 61 CER 63 42 55
NCR 65 64 67 DOB 58 51 6o
KNG 78 70 76 WAM 70 68 63
JMP 54 61 56 REB 8o 56 7o
LFT 85 85 78 MUF 77 66 67.

TWN 68 67 58 DOR 86 79 84
SLW 54 55 58 NAB 78 60 79
DNT 41 3o 35. MEN 98 94 96

3c 33.0 33.4 34.o re 46.7 4o.4 46.6
SD 24.0 22,2 21.4 SD 27.9 25.6 25.0
N 229 126 260 N 229 126 260

111111M10.101/110
a

Items used in learning study.

the values obtained in Experiment 3 from children in grades 4-6 using

CCC-CVC, Form H, with no prior exposure. The two experimental groups

were the subjects from this experiment who had the learning i...ask

prior to evaluating the trigrams; E-CCC refers to the group who re-

ceived the CCC trigrams and E-CVC refers to the subjects who learned
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CVCs during the preceding task.

The correlations between the sets of data for the CCC and for

the CVC trigrams indicate that the three groups responded similarly

to the items. For the CCC material, E-CCC and Control correlated

E-CVC and Control = .98, and E-CCC and E-CVC = .97. Consider-

ing the CVC items, the values were of the same magnitude, E-CVC and

Control = .96, E-CCC and Control = .96, and E-CCC and E-CVC =

These findings emphasize the fact that the relative positions of the

trigrams, remain constant in spite of attempts to introduce variation.

Comparing the values obtained for the CCC trigrams from the

three groups of subjects, it is apparent that prior exposure had

little systematic effect. The difference in the percentage of "Yes"

responses to the CCCs varies randomly among the three conditions

compared. On the other hand, the values for the CVCs for the prior-

exposure group were greater than the Control on 10 trigrams, six of

Which were the specific items used in the learning task. Since the

group who learned the CCC trigrams did not show the same change in

their rating of the CVC items, it appears that prior exposure to the

specific material is the critical factor, not merely exposure to

trigrams in geneal.

A chi-square test of the number of subjects who responded "Yes"

in the Control group and in the relevant experimental group (Table

7.5) for each item was performed, These chi-square values, reported

in Table 7.6, show that exposure to CVCs via the learning task re-

suited in more significant changes in the subsequent association

value of the item than does equivalent exposure using CCC trigrams.

t
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Table 7.6. Chi-square values for number of "Yes" responses in

.control and relevant experimental groups. (Items used in learning

task are set off by double spacing.)

CCC X
2 CVC

2
X-

GQC 1.22 QOJ .98

KBF 2.93 XEG .01

DWB .41 SIJ 13.04** E>C

TCJ 4.86* E>C GEC 6.89** E>C

NQS .81 VAF 7.18** E>C

PZK 13.61** E>C KEB 11.17** E>C

RGW .38 YUD 1.27

SJQ 2.59 ZOT 15.70** E>C

BMG .13 WYK 2.46

HNW .02 DAQ .68

CFN 2.15 FIP 4.39* C>E

PTL - .14 QIC 8.38** C>E

BLP 1.67 JIS .05

WRZ 4.78* E>C KOS 4.51* C>E

THZ 3.12 DYL 1.07

HPR .29 WOL .39

ZNG .10 HUK 1.73

FNK .24 CER 3.17

NCK .02 DOB. .27

KNG 2.19 NAM 2.24

JMP 1.41 REB 6.46* C>E

LFT .02 MU F 6.02* C>E

TWN .04 DOR .18

SLW .06 NAB .26

DNT 4.45* C>E MEN .38

** p < .01.
* p < .05.

There were 10 CVC trigrams in which there were changes significant

at the,.05 level. Of these, five were responded to more positively

by the experimental group, and all five of these were trigramsused

in the learning task. The finding that five items not previously

seen were evaluated lower by the experimental group than by the

mama ir,4111111kiniVIPPIMINg3
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control group suggests that the learning task had both positive and

negative effects upon the ji'dgments. From the results of Experiment

4, it would be expected that an increased number of "Yes" responses

to the familiarized items should result in a decreased number of

"Yes" responses elsewhere in the list; however, it does not explain

why they were applied to certain trigrams frequently enough to reach

significance.

Examining the CCC material from Table 7.6, only four items were

reacted to differently by the experimental and control groups as

measured by the chi-square test of significance. Three of these

trigrams were rated positively by more of the experimental group

than the control, and two of these three were items from the learn-

ing task.

The differential effect of prior experience with the two kinds

of trigrams parallels the difference in performance on the learning

task, the group learning the CCC items being significantly poorer

than the group using CVCs. Perhaps if the two groups had been

equated as to performance rather than for number of exposures, the

association values for the two kinds of trigrams may have been

affected similarly.

H. Summary and Conclusions

The series of experiments descxibed here indicate that both

normal and hearing-handicapped children produce reliable results

when asked to judge trigrams as "meaningful". Furthermore, the high

correlations obtained.between the values for children and for adults
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suggest that the two groups are using the same or similar criteria

in performing the task. The fact that children and adults agree on

the relative meaningfulness of trigrams may be a function of language

itself. The language experience of children differs from that of

adults in degree but not in kind. Palermo et al., (1964) make such

a suggestion and postulate that association values indicate the

degree of departure of the trigram from the parent language.

However, the evidence gathered suggests that the proportion of

subjects who respond positively to a trigram is also a function of

the pool of such trigrams being evaluated. This was particularly

apparent in Experiment 4 where the two restricted lists were evalu-

ated very similarly. The argument that this result i an artifact

of the experimental procedure whereby the trigrams were available

to the subjects simnitaneously seems to be refuted by Archer's re-

port that successive presentations of the trigrams produced a similar

effect. A more tenable explanation may be that the required dicho-

tomous evaluation leads the subjects to the hypothesis that the

items should be evenly distributed between the two categories.

One of the important findings of the study was the relatively

high correlation from condition to condition among the children

utilized. This, of course, attests to the consistency with which

the items were put in a given rank order rather than the absolute

values derived from the number of children who responded "Yes" or

"No". Six CFTC trigrams, originally selected for a learning experi-

ment, appeared on five different lists and were thereby presented

to five independent samples of children (total N = 1694) in the

0101111,WFUZbisiunwsurloRtro.o. ,73 ,
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-fourth to sixth .grades. Table 7.7 resent Archer's values for the
/I . '

0
0 . , .0 ''

ft
0,

six trigrams and the_five sepaiate values obtained in the preent ek:

perimentl.along with the tank order associated with each of six 4

separate rating scales'. The average of the association values from

the childr'en varied from a low of 26.1% to a high of 45.8%; all of

Table 7.7. Ratd:gs on six trigrams which appeared on five separate
lists.

CVC

Archer

R

CVC-100

R

CCC-CVC

% R

CVC-1

% R

*B-CVC

% R

E-CCC

% R

SIJ 14 1
,... 19 1 18 1 34- 2 32 1.5 11 1

GEC 17 2 24 3 26 3 37 3 37 3 19 2

VAF 22 3 23 2 22 2 32 1 32 1.5 21 3

KEB 26 4 39 5 31 4 60 5 45 5 29 5

YUD 27 5 36 4 38 5 5o 4 43 4 28 4

ZOT 28 6 49 6 4o 6 62 6 57 6 39 6

22.2 31.7 29.2 45.8 41.0 26.1

N 216 763 229 316 260 126.

the average values from the children were higher than Archer's aver-

age of 22.2%. The highest scores were achieved when the syllables

appeared as part of the restricted -list encompassing Archer's asso-

ciation values of 1 to 50% (CVC-L). However, the most interesting

result of this tabulation is the consistency with which these non-

sense syllables were ranked. All five groups rated ZOT as the most

meaningful. While other syllables were not ranked with the same

absolute consistency, there actually is very little variation ffom

sample to sample. These results are so consistent that one is
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tempted to Suggest thatIEB and YUD3 as well a GEC' and VAF, are out

_of oradr when Archer's Values-are applied tcichildren.
.

Out of the -study giows the - conclusion that, at least as far as

children are ccincermedr the association value's are closely related

to the conditions' under. which the'values are derived and have little .

Ineariing as absolute scores. Underwood and Schulz (1960) Iiad warned

against using meaningfulness values. in ariaVsolute sense in dis-
,

cussing adult norms-from various sources. On the other hand, it ap-

pears that one.can accept with considerable confidence the relative

position or rank order of a set of "rigrams. Quite consistently

and clearly the three trigrams, SIJ, GEC, and VAF, appear less mean-

ingful.to children than do the trigrams, KEB, YUDI and ZOT. If one

keeps these facts in mind, the tabled values of Glaze, Archer, and

Noble should all be useful in generating material for children.

Our experiment with the combined CCC-CVC list adds information

on the relationship of association values for CCC and CVC trigrams.

.Clearly one cannot assume equivalence between the two types of tri-

grams simply because the values from Witmer are numerically equal

to the values from one of the other sources. In one of our learning

studies, a list of six CCC trigrams was selected with an average

value of 22.3 ftom Witmer and a list of six CVC trigrams was selected'

with an average value of 22.2 from Archer. Iu Experiment 3, reported

here, the average value obtained for the CVCs was 29 2 while the

average value for the CCCs was only 12.3 using the H form. In Experi-

ment 5, where the association valued,w,ere obtained after the rele-
a

f
vant trigrams had been used in the paired- associate learning task,
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the average value. for ti CVs was 41.0, and for the PCCs it was

18.0. .It-4.s.not crear.le!hehcr college students will pqrform

larly. Actually it is possible that the values are more-compai'able

than our data would suggest, 1)14 that children arelaoundby some

rigid -rule such that nothing can be a "word" that Obes not have a

vowel, Some of our other experiments suggest that children approach

task g of this kind with. a good deal of rigidity.
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RESULTS PERTAINING. TO-MEAiTINGFULNESS-

The establishment of association values for consonant-vowel-

, .

consonant trigftms, as described in Experiment VII, was critical-to

the remaining-series of experiments. In most contexts, the associ-'

ability of the material to be learned contributes significantly to

perfOmance. Having reliable estimates'of the association values of

materials, the experiments of this chapter were designed to exp1ore-

the ramifications of meaningfulness and 'its a priori correlates, .

association value, pronounceableness, and similarity.

The first investigation of the series, Experiment VIII, con-j
.

erned itself with atteiipts to establish meaningfulness in previous-

ly low meaningful material. While not a direct investigation of the

parameters mentioned above, a paradigm was utilized whidh vas deemed

analogous to the normal .Jay in which meaningfulness comes to be at-

tached to nonmeaningful material. Interest was then turned to the

confirmation of previously reported correlations between association

value and performance. Tbp results of this investigation are re-

ported in Experiment IX. Experiment X examined a second parameter

of performance, pronounceableness. Continuing in the same context,

the last of the a priori measures, similarity, was varied in

Experiment XI.

As will be seen, the results of Experiments VIII through X were

unrewarding. Performance was not altered in the anticipated fashion.

This led to the exploration of alternative parameters of learning.

121
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Experiment VIII

Production of Meaningfulness by Association

0

ABSTRACT. Pei.formance on the second of two paired-assobi-
,

ate tasks, sequentially adMinistered to groups of sub-
jects,- was used as an index to assess the degree of facil-

, itation produced liy-associating a low meaningful item to
a high meaningful item during the first task. By thaking
responses available and switching S-R to R-S configura-
tions for different groups in -the first task,-the, design
also provided information concerning possible differen-

IA, tial effects- of stimuli's versus response meaningfulness 1

z,1 -when considered from the firSt task,- and A-B, A-C versus
1'6'1

B-A, A-C transfer when considered' from performance on the
second task. Results suggest that meaningfulness may be
Produced by association in that it can overcome expected
negative transfer effects, especially if the initial low-
meaningful component is also a verbal component. In addi-
tion, results cast doubt on the 'stimulus" versus "res-
ponse" distinction in paired-associate learning except as
descriptive labels for spatial-temporal operations, while
upholding the facilitative effects of the total degree of
meaningfUlness WIthin item pairs.

A. Introduction

Underwood and Schulz (1960) have amassed considerable data in-

vestigating the link between meaningfulness, or g3re properly their

construct "M", and frequency of written -occurrence. Most of the in-

formation gained in this research concerned the response availabili-

ty stage, the first stage, of the hypothesized two-stage lea,- big

Process. The present paper will attempt to supply information about

the role of association, the second stage, in the learning process.

'It was hoped that meaningfulness of a low meaningful stimulus could

be increased through the association of a meaningful word with the

low meaningful stimulus. It should be pointed out that a specific

122
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attempt to provide a mediating response was not involved. ..Rathers

the asSobiationlyith a more meaningful item was:theught to directly
.

increase the. meaningfulness of the stimulus.

'An-A-B, paradigm was used in-which the response _member, of the

paired-associate list in the first learning task was varied in mean-

ingfulness pairfor indepeident groups. 'One component-Of each S-R

contained a meaningful word, while the other component was either a

low meaningful line configuration (modified electrical symbol) or a

CVC trigram. The meaningful word was not always the response

nent of this first learning task because the strength of backward as;-

sociations was also of interest in this study. Thus, a B-A, A-C

paradigm was also used. The second learning task involved the learn-

ing of a single-letter response to a stimulus which was previously

one component of the first learning task.

Underwood and Schulz (1960) have made a strong case for the

dominance of response learning as compared to the associative phase

in the production of paired-associate learning scores. Since tie

primary focus of the present study was upon the associative or second

stage of learning, it was deemed necessary to eliminate the differen-

tial effects of Stage 1 or response, learning,, In the first learning

task, the A-B of the learning paradigms differences due to response

learning were avoided by having response availability; in all cases,

the rqspoases appeared at the top of the answer page with adjacent

numbers and the subject responded by writing down the number which

was beside the appropriate response. In the second task, the A-C

portion of the learning paradigm, the set of responses did not

7*t". --. 1..4 jCsor 1. ^, -- 4P!1",", .
4
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appear on. the answer sheet. This was not considered necessary for

two reasons. -First, it was assumed that the-single:letter responses

were all highly available, and, secondly, the same responses were
.

used in all conditions thereby eliminating any differences due to

the use of different sets of responses.

ow so

Bo EmatatILILEE29212al

1. Subjects. -Subjects were 512 sixth-grade students front the

'Detroit Public Schools tested in classroom groups.

2.. Materials.- The V
1

V
2

and V materiala, described in the

chapter devoted to-apparatus, et cetera, were used, along with the

responses indicated there. The 8-R pairings are in the same rows in

Table .1 of that chapter.

3. Procedure. A recall form of the standard paired-associate

learning paradigm was used for both learning tasks. Alternate

learning trials, where both stimulus and response were presented, and

test trials, where only the stimulus .was presented., were used for a

total of eight sets of trials in each phase of the learning study.

The two learning tasks were administered successively, with only

time for instructions allowed between tasks. The entire testing ses-

sion took about 45 minutes.

The material was presented visually on a screen by a slide pro-

jector which was advanced automatically by a tape recorder (Ampex-

Bell & Howell system). In the A-B segment of the study, the stimuli

and responses were presented successively for 3 sec each during the

learning trials, with an inter-pair interval of about 5 sec. The

_ , o low .....141r
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inter-trial interval was 15 sec. During the test trials, the stimu-

lus was presented for 3 sec, and a 4 sec inter-stimulus interval was

allowed-for-the re-zordineof the responies. A$ mentioned preyiou,61y,

the responses for this phase of the study were listed at the top of

the answer page to avoid differences due to response availability.

Each response had a number adjacent to it and the subjects were in-

structed to write this number down in the appropriate space on the

answer sheet. Three orders pi responses and .adjacent numbers were

provided on different trials so that both the spatial location and

the number-response combination variea With .successive trials.

For-the second portion of the study, the.A-C learning task, a

similar procedure was followed. During the learning trials, the

stimuli and responses were presented successively for 2.5 sec each,

with a 5.5 sec inter-pair interval. During a test trial, the stimu-

lus was presented for 2.5 sec with a 5.5 sec inter-item interval to

allow time for responding. In this segment of the study, responses

were not listed at the top of the answer page.

Three different orders of items in the learning and test trials

were used in both portions of this study.

C. Results 'and Discussion

Table 8.1 presents the mean correct responses, standard devia-

tions, and sample sizes for the two learning tasks. These data will

be discussed in two parts: (1) results relating to Task I (A-B),

and (2) resultb relating to Task II (A-C).

It will be noted that the "A" and "B" of any condition are

ro,
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Table 8.1. Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses by conditions for the two learning tasks,

-

11.elsim.
- Cond.

.

'Learning Tasks.

I. II
" .

Im.
'SD

4111.PWSMNINIP711PO

SD

II

1B .

2A

2B

3A

3B.

kA

4B

Cl

C2

03

c4

V
1-V3

V -V-

v
3-v1

.v -V
3 1
V
2-V3

v2-v3.

V V
3-
-

2

V -V
3 2

.V -V
3

V
3
-.V

1
V -V
2 3

v
3-V2

IIIMONI.1.1MIIP0111/

V
1-X.

V -X

v
3-x

V -X
1

V
2-X

"V
3
-v

. V -X.
3

V -X
'2

v2-X

V
2-X

,V -X
, 1
V
1

64

32-

31

72

61

27

20

55

57

30

29

34

36.2

33.8

36.3

38.2

28.2

30.0

23.0

26.1

33.2

34.0

24.9

30.5

9-.4

io.4

- 9.7

9.2 .

10.2

9.6

12.0

16.6

7.7

11.2

11,9

10.8

33.6

34.6

37.3

29.3

29,7

39.3

33.1

28.3

27.9

29.2

35.4

36.5

..35.5

13.8

9.7

12.1

13.0

. 7.6

12.7

12.9

-10.3

12.2

9.1

8.8

. .
.. I ,y 1 . . :
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equivalent in the first learning task. No. significant differences

were expected or found. Thus, in the examination of the first of the

two tasks, "A" and "B" conditions were pooled. The results of the

pooling are presented in Table 8.2 The pooling leaves four experi-

men'tal conditions whose differences are in the order of materials;

i.e., "1" is different from "2" in that V1 is the stimulus set in

the first case and the response set in the second. In examining the

effect of stimulus-response versus response-stimulus, the critical

comparisons are "1" versus "2" and "3" versus law. The comparisons

were.not significant, using t tests. This finding would seem to
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Table 8.2.. Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses with-"A" and "E" groups pooled in each condition.

Conditions SD

....01.,111.1r7MMIIIR

1 96 35.29
_

9.82

.. - 2 .103 .37:59 , 9.30

. 3 88 28.7T- 9.98

4 75 25.28 10.98

1.6k

2.14

1, 1,11111.,-ymml=

support the work of Underwood and Schulz (1960) concerning the mini-

mal role of "M" on the stimulus side and a sharply reduced role of

"M" on the response side when responses are made available. These

findings of no difference are also in agreement with the 'easy recog-

nition" task of Epstein and Streib (1962) in which paralogs of dif-

fering m value were used to construct L-H and H-L lists.

The present data seem to indicate that, given response avail-

ability, learning is a function of the.total degree of "M" irrespec-

tive of the configuration of the elements as to stimulus or response

placement of the highly meaningful component. This conclusion is

obtained by examining the lev.els of performande for the two kinds

of material used. A significant difference is found between the

mean for Conditions 1 and 2 pooled and the mean for Conditions 3 and

4 pooled (t = 8.39; p < .001). The direction of this difference is

consistent with previous data (Gaeth, 1963) which found V2 material

more difficult than V, material when single-letter responses were
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required, possibly indicating that the V? material is less meaning-

ful than the V
1

material.

The comparison of each condition with the conditions which

serve as controls for the effect of Tlsk I on Task II serve as an

additional indication of the reliability of the Task I data reported

in Table 8.2. Thus, Condition 1 is compared to Cl for Task I, et

cetera. None of the four comparisons reach statistical significance

(p < .01), adding credence to the reliability of these data.

Inspection of Table 8.1 does not allow any simple evaluation

of the effect of the first learning task upon the second learning

task due to the existence of significant differences in Task I

means as already noted. An analysis of covariance was done on the

data in Table 8.1 in an attempt to evaluate the relative gains or

losses in the second task attributable to the first task. Table 8.3

summarizes the analysis of covariance these data. Not all com-

parisons between pairs of adjusted means would be meaningful. Cer-

tain comparisons will be selected for discussion and reasons for

such comparisons given.

The effect of S-R versus R-S item relationships in the first

task upon Task II performance can be evaluated by comparing Condi-

tions lA with 2B and Conditions 3A with 413. In both of these com-

parisons, Task II is identical while the S-R pairings in Task I are

reversed. The differences in the adjusted means for either cf these

comparisons are not significant. This would seem to indicate that

meaningfulness. has similar effects on learning and transfer indepen-

dent of the "S" or "R" placement of the meaningful component. In
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Table 8.3. Summary of the analysis of covariance for all conditions.

-,=

Learning Tasks

df b#

Deviations from b

Adjusted
MeanSource df

Mean
Square

dIONNOIIMMIWNIMINCMINEMI.

lA V1 -V3 V1 -X 63 .741 62 120.7 30.9

1B V
1
-V
3

7
3
-X 31 .943 3o 96.7 33.8

2A V
3
-Tv

1
V3 -X 3o .476 29 75.7 34.5

2B V
3-V1

V
1
-X 71 .827 70 91.4 25.4

3A V
2-V3

V
2
-X 60 .638 59 127.8 32.o

3B V
2-V3

If
3
-x 26 .442 25 41.7 40.6

4A V3 -v2 V
3
-x 19 .707 18 94.9 38.8

4B

Cl

V3 -V2

v1 -v3

v
2-X

v -x

54

56

.568

.509

53

55

131.6

92.1

32.o

27.1

C2 V3 -V1 1r
2-X

29 .895* 28 46.6 27.9

C3 V
2
-V
3

V
1
-X 28 .431 27 63.3 40'.0

C4 V3 -V2 V1-X 33 .292 32 68.7 37.4

Within 488 95.3
Reg. Coef. 11 160.1
Common 500 .635 499 96.8
Adj. Means 11 849.8
Total 511 510

Regression coefficient.

terms of transfer paradigms, this would seem to indicate that (given

response availability) A-B, A-C is equivalent to B-A, A-C. A similar

interpretation can be made by the comparison of Conditions 1B versus

2A and 3B versus 4A. Again, only the "S" and "R" item positions are

reversed in the first learning task, and again, no significant dif-

ferences in adjusted means were found.
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The crucial Question becomes whether or not any transfer did in
a.

fact occur, or is Task II facilitation a function of practice ef-

fects. Control conditions were used in which the stimulus component

of Task II did not appear in Task I. This type of control allows

assessment of the effects of practice. It should also be pointed

out that the control conditioner are of the A-B, D-C type transfer

paradigm which can serve as a base rate for the assessment of other

transfer effects; Performance on tae control conditions which re-

verse "8",and "R" placement in the first task are not different (C1

versus C2 and 03 versus C4), lending support to the reliability of

these data as adequate for the assessment of practice effects.

Since the experimental conditions were of the A--B, A-C variety,

one might expect the facilitation produced by having a highly mean-

ingful component for the "B" term to be offset by the negative

transfer effects known to occur in this paradigm (Postman, 1962b).

The critical comparisons in this regard yield ck,aflicting results.

When Condition lA is compared to its control C3 (or 0), it appears

that negative transfer effects dominate over any possible increment

of meaningfulness. The adjusted mean for Condition lA is 30.9 and

for 03 the value is 40.0. This difference is not significant, even

at the .05 level (t = 1.89). However, the adjusted mean for Condi-

tion 3A is hi her than its control Cl ;the values being 32.0 and

27.1, respectively). Again, this difference is not' significant

(t = 1.52) but it is a strong reversal. If the directions of these

differences were reliable, they would seeiii:i-po indicate that meaning-

fulness is more easily induced in nonsense syllables (3A) than in
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nonmeaningful lines (1A). This seems to fit our conception of ver-

bal material as approximating words and being more amenable to the

attribution of meaningfulness than nonsense line configurations.

However, the evidence for this is quite indirect and not supported

by statistically significant comparisons.

That the two-stage learning task was partly successful in pro-

ducing meaningfulness by associlation is also indirectly supported by

the fact that the negative transfer paradigm used in the experimen-

tal conditions failed to produce significant decrements in perform-

ance when compared to the control conditions. A design in which

the A-B, A-C paradigm was used with all low meaningful components

would be of use in establishing a base line for the assessment of

the production of meaningfulness by association. Merikle and Battig

(1963) present evidence relative to this aspect of the problem. Us-

ing an A -B, A-C paradigm, they reported zero to negative transfer

(although not significantly so) as the paired-associate material in-

creased in meaningfulness with the zero transfer obtained from CCC

trigrams.

D. Summary and Conclusions

A design in which the effects of associating a highly meaning-

ful component with a component low in meaningfulness could be as-

sessed by performance on a second paired-associate task was used in

an attempt to explore the possibility that meaningfulness could be

produced by association. Performance on the second task, in which

the low meaningful component of the first task served as a stimulus,
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was compared to conditions which controlled for the possible facili-

tative effects of practice. At the same time, these control condi-

tions provided a base rate against which to evaluate transfer ef-

fecth. That is, the control conditions were of the A-B, D-C type,

while the experimental conditions took the form of an A-B, A-C

transfer paradigm. Since the A-B, A-C paradigm is known to result

in negative transfer, any obtained facilitation as a result of the

association with a highly meaningful item must be great enough to

offset negative transfer effects. The design also touched on the

question of the meaning of "stimulus" versus "response" diE tinctions

except as descriptive labels for spatial and temporal operations by

providing the "response availability" stressed by Underwood and com-

paring performance under A-B, A-C, and B-A, A-C conditions.

Results suggest that the expected debilitating effects of the

negative transfer situation were partially overcome by facilitation

produced by the association of a highly meaningful item. Further,

these results suggest that such a performance increment occurs to

the largest extent when the component to be facilitated is of a ver-

bal nature in the sense that it can be readily pronounced and used

as a coherent label. Thus, nonsense syllables but not nonsense

lines appeared to overcome the negative transfer effects when asso-

ciated with a meaningful component. These findings must be con-

sidered tentative pending more clear-cut statistical findings and

the establishment of a better transfer base line through a paradigm

which contains all low meaningful components.

In addition, the findings cast doubt on the scientific utility

_ _,?3ir
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of distinguishing between "stimulus" and "response" terms except as

descriptive terms for spatial- temporal operations. The A-B, A-C

paradigm was in no case superior to the B-A, A-C paradigm with iden-

tical material, while total degree of meaningfulness within a mir,

independent of "stimulus" or "response" position, made a significant

difference. Since the configuration of the item pair did not make

a difference given response availability, indirect support for the

notion of a response learning phase (Underwood and Schulz, 1960) is

provided. However, the second associative phase must also have oc-

curred during learning, and here too, the configuration of the item

pair did not make a differenceeven though the two items differed

largely in meaningfulness. It would seem then that if the terms

"stimulus" and "response" have any theoretical meaning, they should

be restricted in usage to the response learning phase.



Experiment IX

Association Value, Meaningfulness, and Learning

ABSTRACT. Independent groups of children in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades were tested with seven paired-
associate tasks. Each task was homogeneous with respect
to association values of 19.8, 30.6, 40.0, 50.6, 60.6,
70.0, and 80.6. A test for simple effects across lists
indicates that association value differences of as large
as 60.8 are needed to significantly alter performance.
Thim finding is interpreted as indicating that the por-
tion,of performance variance attributable to association
value is much less than would be inferred from previous
experimentation.

A. Introduction

Experiment VII was conducted to fill the gap in normative data

for association value of CVC and CCC'trigrams in children. By the

same token, no systematic investigation has been uncovered which

deals with the relationship between association value of materials

and learning performance with children as subjects. The purpose,

then, of this experiment, is to establish normative data on such a

relationship.

Studies with adult subjects have concluded thatjperformance

is directly related to association value (Underwood and Schulz,

1960). In general, this conclusion has been based upon studies

which used materials which are heterogeneous in terms of association

value. By this is meant that within-list variability of association

values was high; i.e., performance of an item with low association r

value was compared to performance with an item of high association

value in the same list. At best, categories of association value

134
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have been restricted to gross groupings such as "low", "medium",

and "high". Estimates of the amount of association value change

for significant changes in performance have not been made.

The experiment at hand attempts to systematically investigate

performance for a wide range of association values while, at the

same time, attempting to reduce intralie association value vari-

ability. It is felt that the reduction of this type of variation

is essential to more concise estimates of the effect of association

values on performance. High intralist variability essentially pro-

vides the subjects with "easy" and "difficult" items within a list

(given that performance is a function of association value) and

biases performance in the direction of accenting the effects of as-

sociation value. In Experiment III, Phase 1, an indication was

found that children do tend to learn the easier items first. Thus,

the trigram PIS, would be relatively easier in a list with SIJ than

it would be in a list with JAZ. The use of a number of homo6eneous

lists sampling from different points along the dimension of associa-

tion value will allow, through the use of 201 mortem tests, esti-

mates of the changes in association value needed for significant

changes in performance. As a further control, independent subjects

from the same student population were used as estimators of the az-

sociation value of the trigrams used in the present experiment (see

Experiment VII) .

ER2E1EIPA41021:211edures.

1. Materials. Zeven lists of five £.R pairs were constructed.
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Each list defined a different condition. Stimulus materials did not

vary, in all cases consisting of the Arabic numerals 4.8. Responses

were nonsense syllables selected from the fourth- to sixth-grade

norms for 100 CVCs as reported in Experiment VII. There, the values

showed high reliability as indicated by test-retest and by replica-

tion measures. The seven lists used CVCs which were drawn from suc-

cessive 10% ranges beginning with 6% and ending at 85% association

value. Table 9.1 presents these lists of response items and gives

Table 9.1. Stimulus-response (S-R) pairings for the seven conditions
with association values (AV) from grades 4 6.

11 Ire

Conditions

VII1111011,20.1111111=2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

S R AV R LV R AV R AV R AV R AV R AV

4 LYX 16 QAM 26 BAG 36 BIB' 46 TAZ 56 SAF 66 GAN 77

5 DAQ 17 F!T 28 QIC 39 ZOT 49 LUN 58 DOB 67 MUF 78

6 SIJ 19 NEZ 31 LIR 39 CUX 51 KIG 60 CER 68 DOR 81

7 VAF 23 VUR 34 NEM 42 NEV 53 PEB 64 PER 74 JAZ 83

8 GEC 24 KUL 34 KOS 44 HUK 54 WOL 65 GYN 75 PIL 84

0110.1.1W

19.8 30.6 40.0 50.6 60.6 70.0 80.6

111011!=1,161111111011111MINIIG

the fourth- to sixth-grade association value for each trigram. Let-

ter duplication within a list was minimized. Each list had one vowel

duplication with the exception of that used in Condition 5 in which

the letter "L" is duplicated.

2. Subjects. A total of 1169 subjects from the fourth, fifths

and sixth grades of the Archdiocese of Detroit School. System was

f
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tested,

3. Procedure. The paired-associate lists were presented visu-

ally on a screen, projected from a Tel-n-See machine. Alternate

learning and test trials were given for 10 trials. During learning

trials, the stimulus appeared. for 2.5 sec immediately followed by

the response for 2.5 sec. The inter-pair interval was 2.5 sec. Dur-

ing test trials the stimulus appeared for 2.5 sec with 6 sec allowed

to write the response in test booklets,

C. Results and Discussion

The mean correct responses, standard deviations, and sample

sizes for each condition are presented in Table 9.2. As is illus-

trated in Figure 9.1 (p. 138), the means across conditions, for each

grade, are relatively stable with slightly increasing performance

with increasing association value for the list. It should be noted

that with increasing grade level, the slope of a regression line

would become flatter. The degree of slope is much less than would

be expected by a review of the literature, primarily Underwood and

Schulz's review and hypothesized relationship (1960, p. 282).

An analysis of variance was executed on the data, after Winer's

(1962) procedure"for unequal cell frequency using the harmonic mean.

The results of the analysis are presented in Table 9.3. As would be

expected from the observations concerning the slopes for the three

grades, the' interaction between grade level and performance is signi-

ficant. Proceeding to an examination of simple effects, grades

rroduce significantCp < .01) variation at each association value

faidelail*10.01ry.,
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Fig. 9.1 Mean correct responses for grades; by conditions.

level except for the list in Condition 6 which has a mean associa-

tion value of 70.0%. These differences are consistent with prior

experimentation (Gaeth, 1960; 1963) and with results reported in

this project.

An examination of simple effects for association value at each

grade level indicates the expected significance (p < .01) of chang-

ing association value. However, the more specific goal of the ex-

periment was to examine the effect of a specific amount of change.

The Tukey (a) procedure (Winer, 1962) for a posteriori comparisons

was applied at each grade level. The results of these computations

are presented in Table 9.4. In that table, the conditions are

identified by the mean association value of the response list and

ranked in order of performance, from low to high, for each grade.
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Table 9-2. Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses, by conditions and grades.

GMININI1111.1

Grades

4 X
SD
N

5 X
SD
N

6 X
SD
N

0=ENIMIMP.M1111.11.111=1110

Conditions
(Mean Association Value)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(19.8) (30.6) (40.0) (50.6) (60.6) (70.0) (80.6)

15.4
12.1

22.8
12.3

25.1--
12.5

2] 7
11.6

29.1
13.0

29.4
12.4

26.1
13.5

64 64 64 64 64 64 64

23.6 23.1 32.4 26.4 30.9 32.0 32.8
13.2 12.3 10.5 8.9 10.3 11.4 13.1
64 64 64 64 64 64 64

33.6 30.2 32.9 33.8 36.8 33.8 38.9
10.7 11.2 11.6 10.2 11.0 8.8 9,8

39 39 39 39 39 39 39

For example, grade 4 performed lowest on the condition where the

responses had a mean association value of 19.8 and highest on the

list averaging 70.0, while the fifth and sixth gkades were lowest

Table 9.3. Summary of the analysis of variance for seven condi-
tions and three grades.

Source df MS

Grades (G) 2 9398.79 68.94**
Conditions (C) 6 1884.35 13.82**
G x C 12 362.87 2.66**

4
Within 1148 136.33

41111111MMEMEM11

**
16111.41111.101101.

p < .01.

y h--- 7,777.77172^nr.,61MW11101W"!'
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on list 30.6 and --lighest on 80.6. The mean correct performance in

each case may be obtained by referring to Table 9.2 under the appro-

priate grade and list association valUe.

The startling aspect of this final test is the broad range of

association values over which no difference in performance can be

detected. In the sixth grade this range may be as broad as 60

points, 40 points in the fifth grade, and 50 points in the fourth

grade. It would seem the notion that the associability of a stimu-

lus is useful in predicting the rapidity with which a specific asso-

ciation will occur, must be called into question.

Table 9.4. Results of the Tukey (a) tests.

Grades

4

5

6

1111
411=1E710-

Conditions Ranked by Performance

19.8a 50.6 30.6 40.0 80.6 60.6 70.013

60.6 70.0 4o.o 80.6

30.6 40.0 19.8 50.6 70.0 60.6 80.6

a
b

'umbers identify mean association value of list.
Lines connect nonsignificant differences at p = .01.

4.1.1wl .23111.111IMINFill .1
ACIMINIMINIV-J

D. Summary sand Conclusions

One thousand one hundred and sixty-nine students from the

. fourth, fifth, and sixth grades served as subjects in seven paired-

associate learning tasks. The tasks differed in the mean associa-

tion value of responses. The range of each list was 10 points; the

means: 19.8, 30.6, 40.0, 50.6, -60,6, 70.0, and 80.6. Association
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values were
established with an independent group of 763 fourth-,

fifth-, and sixth-grade studentS. Archer's (1960) procedure was

followed and the correlation
between the values for adults and

children was .84.

Results indicate a significant interaction between association

value of a list and the grade level of the subjects, This restricts

the interpretation
of main effects, both of which were significant.

It will be noted that a significant effect for grades is entirely

consistent with results elsewhere in this project as well as in

Part I (Gaeth, 1963) and as reported by Gaeth in 1960. Likewise,

the resulting significance of the main effect for association value

is not surprising.
Studies with adults had indicated a strong re-

lationship between performande and association value. Since a spe-

cific goal of the experiment was to determine the amount of change

needed in association
value for a significant change in performance,

and to side-step the problem of the significant
interaction, a 2221

mortem examination was conducted for the effects of association

value at each grade level. The results of these examinations form

be core of the report.

The significant effect of association value was confirmed at

each grade level with higher association value producing better per-

formance. However, the ranbe of association values over which no

significant change in performance
occurred was not consistent with

what would be expected on the basis of heterogeneous
lists used with

adult subjectS. As much as 60.8 association
value points were re-

quired to alter performance, clearly not the expectation. At least

a7 ;
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one source of the discrepancy would be the use of heterogeneous

lists previous experimentation which, as mentioned in the Intro-

duction, would accent the effect of association value. A second

source of the discrepancy would be the grossness of the categories
-

used previously to classify the association value. At least it

may be said that for children, and presumably for adults in view

of the lack of similarly controlled experimentation, the variabili-

ty in performance attributable to association value is far less

than has been supposed.

_These findings add further-support to the'assumption that as-

sociation values are not absolute indices of meaningfulness. This

conclusion was initially indicated by results in Experiment VII

from the use of truncated lists. It was suggested there that sub-

jects may respond only to the,range of items in the list at hand

and not to the position of these items in the general hierarchy of

verbal material. Thus, when presented with a list that has'low--

variability of association values, there is markedly little differ-

ence in the rate of learning that list regardless of where it lies

in terms of the overall.range.of association values. Only as the

inter-item variance increases can performance be charted in terms of

association_value.



Experiment X

The Effects of Pronounceableness and Explicit
Pronunciation On Learning

oat

ABSTRACT, A total of 783 subjects fioM the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grnies were tested in a paired-associate tara-
digm with CCC or CVC trigrams as respon-5es. Visual and
auditory presentations were used. CCC and CVC materials
were assumed to have equivalent association value. Com-
parisons across presentations, within a type of material,
indicate that explicit pronunciation is not facilitating
and that auditory presentation is inferior to visual, as
a function of materials. These differences may be attri-
buted to greater intelligibility problems with CCC mate-
rial. Pronounceableness was found to be a major factor
in performance.

A. Introduction

Starting with the explicit assumption that rate of learning is

a function of meaningfulness, it may be shown then that measures

such as association value and pronounceableness are parameters of

this dimension to the extent that they interact with rate of learn-

ing. Association value has been accepted as an index of meaningful-

ness on the basis of such evidence. Results from the preceding ex-

periment, Experiment IX, have suggested that moderation is recom-

mended In-characterizing the relationship between association value

and rate of learning. The facilitative effect of -pronounceableness

is generally assumed to be due to the fact that it aids in producing

an integrated unit, supraordinate to the individual le'tters which

make up a group. Underwood and Schulz (1960) investigated pronounce-

ableness in learning. However, their work did not involve explicit

pronunciation to or by the subjects.

143
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As a further elaboration of the :eoles of pronounceableness and

association value in learning, Williams and Derks (1963) attempted

3

to vary the two independently while testing the effects of modality

of presentation. Their conclusion was that visually presented mate-

rial is learned as a function of its pronounceableness while aural

presentation "minimizes the importance of PR and is more -clearly re-

lated to AV". -CPR indicates the pronounceableness rating as col-

lected by Underwood and Schulz; AV refers to association value.)

Williams and Derks view the two factors as operating independently,

their contributions to learning reflecting the relative efficien-

cies of presentation modes.

The present study was designed to test the implications of some

of these assumptions. Five conditions were generated with two types

of material and three types of presentation. Since Williams and

Derks were unable to accomplish a complete separation of AV and PR,

it was decided to vary pronounceableness holding association value

constant. CCC and CVC trigrams were taken from Witmer's and

Archer's lists, respectively. The sets were equated numerically

for association value-as reported by them. There is no basis.for

assuming equality of association values from the two studies, since

the two didnot use identidal methods for rating association. One

of the studies in.Experiment VII, association values in children,

attempted to correct this defect. On the basis of those findings,

the equatability of such values, obtained from the same subjects,

can be tentatively assumed. Results from Experiment IX indicated

that the absolute: association values of items bear little relation-

.-^","1
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ship to the rate of learning such items in restricted lists. Thus,

the issue of equatability of values becomes relatively unimportant.

It was expected that all comparisons between CCC and CVC material

would show the latter to be superior on the basis of pronounceable-
,

ness.

TIe mode of presentation was either visual, two spellings, or

a spelling followed by a pronunciation. (The last two were auditory

conditions.) For CCC material, only the visual or spelling presen-

tations were used, since these trigrams do mit lend themselves

readily to pronunciation. The pronounceable CVC trigrams were pre-

seated aurally in the two different ways. For one condition, the

trigram was spelled twice at each presentation. This condition

might be viewed as analogous to the visual condition where the sub-

jects could scan the simultaneously presented elements of the tri-

gram more than once. For the other auditory presentation, the CVC

was spelled once and pronounced once during each presentation.

This might be considered parallel to the other approach which a

subject might adopt in viewing the trigram; i.e., examine the ele-

ments making urthe trigrams and then try'to integrate them into a

unit by means of pronunciation.

If the conclusions of Williams and Derks are correct, then all

of the'auditory conditions should be poorer than their corresponding

visual conditions, since association value is held constant. This

should be true of both kinds of trigrams. It would also be pre-

diCted that the auditory conditions will not differ among themselves

(again, since AV is constant), while the visual conditions will
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differ significantly with changes in pronounceableness.

B. Lute mental.

1.' Subjects. A total of 783 children in grades 41 5, and 6

in the Detroit Public. Schools participated in the experimental

conditions.

a. Materials. Two sets of six stimulus-response pairs were

selected for the experiment. Single letters were used as stimuli,

trigrams formed the responses. Letter duplication was held to a

minimum within-the materials available (CCC and CVC trigrams of

low association value). Items were selected such that the'two

lists might be considered equal in association value.

Table 10.1 presents the per cent of subjects who indicated

that the trigram in question reminded them of a word as obtained

from children (Experimental) and from adults (Witmer and Archer).

Children's values are obtained from Table 7.3 (Form H) of Experi-

ment VII. Lists differing in association value by as much as 40-60%

were shown, in Experiment IX, to produce no differences in perform-

ance. On this basis, and, to the extent that CCC and CVC association

ivalues can be compared (see Experiment VII -3),' it is contended here

that the lists can be treated as being equal in AV.

3. Procedure. Using the paired - associate paradigm, the items

were presented with a slide projector activated by a tape recorder.

The.Ampex-Bell & Howell systern was used. Allowing for projector

aotivation and de-activation, a stimulus item was presented for ap-

proximately 2.5 sec followed by a response of like duration during
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Table 10.1. Stimulus-response pairings and association values for
the two types of material.

CCC

WitmerExper.
Stim. Resp. %age %age Stim. Resp.

F PZK 10 25 P KEB
RGW 21 25 ZO5

L SJQ 10 25 VAF
M DWB 13 17 M GEC
V TCJ 10 21 'BUD

x NQS 10 21 x SIJ

x 12.3 22.3

CVC

Exper. Archer.
%age %age

31

22
26
38
18

25
28
22
17
27
.14

29.2 22.2

learning trials, with a 5.5 sec inter-pair interval. On a test tri-

al the response was eliminated and the inter-pair interval given to

recording of the response by the subject. A 10 sec inter-trial in-

terval was used. All three letters'of a response in the appropriate

order were required for correctness. Ten learning and 10 test trials

were alternated.

Duration of stimulation was'equated for the two modes of presen-

tation. The time involved in two spellings or a spelling-pronuncia-

tion of a trigram was controlled so that the duration was approxi-

mately 2.5 sec.. It is acknowledjed that two spellings, necessarily

serial in presentation, may not be equivalent to the simultaneous

presentation of three letters by a slide projector. However, the

question of equality of stimulation across modalities when dealing

WA.th, verbal material has not yet been settled in the literatUre.
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C. Results and Discussion

Table 10.2 presents the mean correct responses, standard devia-

tions, and sample sizes for all conditions administered. Not all

varkraftliketsMEMlitt.

con4itions weregadministered to fourth-grade sections. The scores.

Table 10.20 Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses, by conditions and grades.

lirswban.,

--

Conditions

CCC -A

CCC.4

CVC -A
sp.

CVC -A
pro.

CVC-V

IMMIOIONIT=11111=11

7
SD
N

Grades

4 5 6

5.18 7.61
5.55 7.32

56 72

3E 9.87 13.4o 13.58
SD 7.62 6.98 8.47
N 107 35 64

13.00 21.49
SD 11.87 15.76
N 59 65

3E 8.00 17.36 16.06
SD 6.99 12.00 13.14
N 31 33 71

X 15..78 15.87 21.26
SD 11.71 10.98 13.08
N 98 31 61

indicated that testing below the fifth grade produced levels of per-

formance which could not be interpreted as learning.. Fourth-grade

performance with visually presented CCC trigrams and auditorily pre-

Betted CVC"trigraMa id very low. Chance performance would be on

t4074#40 red-V. 00kte4t 10i 10 trials. In spite of performance
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comparable to fifth-grade levels, with visually presented CVC tri-

grams, the fourth-grade testing was discontinued. It was felt that

the fourth-grade performance over all conditions would not be a

valid estimate of the effects of pronounceableness. Figure 10.1

(p. 150) graphically presents the fifth- and sixth -grade performance

giv.en in Table 10.2.

A three-way analysis of variance, grades by pronounceableness

by modality, was conducted on the data for grades 5 and 6, excluding

the CVC-A
ro.

condition which had no counterpart in the CCC material.CVC-pro.

It must be'noted that the interpretation of the results of this .

analysis are to be qualified by the very low performance of both

fifth and sixth grades with auditory presentations of CCC material.

As in the fourth grade, performance in this condition cannot be

interpreted as learning.

Table 10.3 presents the summary of the analysis. All main

Table 10.3. Summary of the analysis of variance for grades, pro-

nounceableness, and modality.

41111111111411

0111=111

.mowMINN 711111t,

Source df MS F'

ANI/JIME=AMEMMEN=10.11*MIS=.11IMMOIII11.1111M.M.! .M.MMO4111.

Grades (G)
Pronounceablehess (P)
Modality (M)
G x P
G x M
P x M
GlicPxM
Error

** <, .01.

1 , 1975.82
1 6326.35
1 2191.13,
1 109.46.
1 252.10
1 752.68.

1 33.89
442 112.27

17.60**
56.35**
19.52**

9.44**
2.24
6.70**
.30

1iwwarroo
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60.0

50.0

46.0

20.0

10.0

=wrorm.

150

6

CCC-A CCC -V' CVC -Asp.

CONDITIONS

CVC-Apro. CVC-V

Fig. 10.1 Mean correct responses for grades; by conditions.

effects were significant. A visual presentation was superior to an

auditory; CVC trigrams to CCC trigrams; and sixth grade superior to

fifth grade although this aspect is restricted to CVC material. The

limited area of sixth-grade superiority was confirmed by the signi-

ficant interaction between grade 5 and pronounceableness. Lastly,

a.significant interaction between pronounceableness and modality was

found. It is suggested that this' interaction cannot be interpreted

inasmuch as CCC-A cannot be considered a valid estimate of perform-

ance. Scores could be attributed to chance alone.

Performance on the three CVC conditions was compared for each

grade to evaluate the effect of explicit pronunciation upon perform-

ance. The results of these analyses, presented in Table 10.4, show

significance, only at the 5% level for grade 6, where CVC-A is
pro. ,

r
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Table 10.4. Summaries of the simple analyses of variance for three
CVC Conditions, grades 5 and 6.

Oman,

Grades SOurce df MS

140

6

Conditions
Within

Conditions
Within

2
120

2
194

221.3-
178.3

644.6
197.2

1.24

3.27*

* p < .05.

inferior to the -other two modes of presentation. This is in direct

contrast to our expectations.

D. Summary and Conclusions

With regard to the hypotheses advanced in the introduction,

auditory conditions are found to be inferior to visual although this

is largely due to the low performance on auditory CCC material. Com-

paring the CVC conditions, nonsignificant reversals are found in

both grades in the ordering of visual and auditory presentations.

Contrary to the prediction, auditory conditions do differ among

themselves. The source of this difference cannot be solely attri-

buted to the parameters of this experiment. It is suggested that

one factor Which may have had a large part -in the low auditory CCC

peif..;:cmance was a reduction of intelligibility of the elements of

the trigrams in that more intelligible material (vowels) constituted

one-third of the material in a CVC-A condition. No facilitation

was provided by explicit pronunciation of CVC trigrams, suggesting
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that integration occurs spontaneously with appropriate materials.

Taken as a whole, this experiment provides evidence that.a

significant relationship holds between performance and pronounceable-
. .

ness. Other findings are confounded with a probable lack of validi-

ty in auditory CCC performances.

.7`



Experiment XI

The Effect of Similarity Upon Learning

ABSTRACT. It was hypothozized that formal intralist simi-
larity would interfere more with paired-associate learning
in children than would conceptual similarity. Experiment 1
tested 51 subjects each with five conditions in grades 4-6.
Formal similarity interfered more with the learning of
items low in meaning while conceptual similarity seemed to
interfere more with highly meaningful material. *Relatively
poorer performance by grade 5 suggested a transition in

the strategy used to learn. Experiment 2 increased the
dimek3ions of similarity with the expectation that grade 4
would be most affected. Results show that grade 4 perform-
ance was facilitated but grade 5 was again relatively
poorer.

A. Introduction

Intralist similarity is recognized as a major variable affecting

paired-associate learning. Three kinds of similarity have been des-

cribed: "formal" as measured by letter duplication, "meaningful" as

determined by the tendency of words to elicit one another, and

"conceptual" in which the words are instances of a supraordinate

class (Keppels 1964; Underwood, Ekstrand, and Keppel, 1965). These

categories are not mutually exclusive; items selected for a learning

task can be termed similar according to one or more of these defini-

tions. Also, meaningful similarity can be subsumed under conceptual

similarity. However, these terms have usefulness in describing the

dimensions along which the items vary.

All three kinds of similarity produce interferences. Formal

similarity is most effective when the material to be .earned is low

in meaningfulness. With highly meaningful material, formal

153
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. similarity no longer plays a role but is replaced by conceptual

'and /or meaningful similarity. From such evidence, it may be as-

sumed that verbal material is responded to initially on the basis of

its meaning and, only secondly, on other dimensions such as spelling.

Lists of words with similar spellings but different referents should

not be learned at a different rate than lists of words which differ

both in spelling and referent. However, if the verbal material is

not words, performance should be adversely affected by letter dupli-

cation.

There is evidence to suggest that, at least with college stu-

dents, strategies are employed in paired-assOciate learning. In

essence, the function of the strategy is to reduce the complex ele-

ments of the tasks to single units. For example, pronunciation aids

in integrating sets Of letters. Meaning can also reduce sets of

letters to single elements. Mediators are employed frequently to

integrate the stimulus and response into a unit. Newman (1963)

directly examined strategies and concluded that subjects attend to

the entire stimulus at the beginning of training but later respond

to selected aspects of the complex stimulus, again tending to reduce

it to a single elemwit.

Re- examining the situation in, which low meaningful verbal

stimuli are being learned, it would seem that a curvilinear relation-

ship should be obtained between amount of interference with learning

and amount of formal similarity. No letter duplication would pro-

duce zero interference; a monotonic relationship would be found

between the variables as the amount of letter duplication increases

vs.
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up to some maximum; beyond some point, further duplication should

serve to reduce the amount of interference by allowing the subject

to identify early in the learning experience those stimulus elements

which are duplicated, and therefore, irrelevant. In effect, then,

excessive letter duplication would increase the rate at which the

subject is able to reduce the stimulus to a single element, thereby

facilitating learning. The extreme situation in which all the let-

ters but one are duplicated in every item should produce relatively

little interference since the critical letter, a single unit, would

be rapidly isolated from its constant surroundings.

These predictions would in all probability be borne out if

college students are used as subjects. Keppel (196k) points out

that no studies of the effects of similarity have been done with

children. He suggests that younger subjects may respond differently,

with formal similarity exerting a greater effect upon performance.

This hypothesis is tenable for two reasons: (a) Children, being

more concrete than adults (Piaget, 1957), may respond to the ap-

pearance of the stimulus more than to is meaning, and (b) the abili-

ty to attend selectively to portions of a complex stimulus may vary

as a function of age or experience with the result that younger

children might be "compelled" to attend to all .of the stimulus ele-

ments presented. In the. case of words, this would simply mean that ,

children would be unable to attend to meaning without being aware,

at the same time, of spelling and pronunciation. In either case,

it would be predicted that children would perform at a lower level

on a paired-associate task where the stimuli are words with similar
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spellings than on a task where the stimuli are unique in both

spelling and, meaning.

A corollary to the assumption that children are more influenced

by formal than other kinds of similarity would be that they are also

more limited in the strategies available for learning. This hypothe-

sis was tested by determining the ability of children to attend to

parts of a stimulus. The unique element was embedded in a constant

matrix. Newman's data suggest that college students would rapidly

identify the critical elements and performance would approximate

that of a control condition where the stimuli were presented without

the matrix. If children approach the task concretely, they would

fail to discriminate the critical stimulus and performance would be

significantly poorer than in the control condition.

The present study was designed to test these hypotheses as well

as to evaluate generally the effects of two kinds of intralist simi-

larity upon the paired-associate performance of children. Formal

and conceptual similarity were selected for investigation.

B. Elpsriment 1

1. Si2112Ettl. A total of 918 subjects from grades 4, 5, and 6

of the Detroit Public Schools was tested in the five conditions.

'Entire classrooms were used with more than one classroom per grade

tested. The different classes from the samegrade were taken from

different schools. 'In order to facilitate computation, all sample

sizes were reduced randomly to 51, the frequency of the smallest

cell. Thus, results from a net total of 765 subjects were used in
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this experiment. Two control conditions using data collected from

a previous study (Gaeth, 1963) were similarly reduced to 51 subjects

each.

2. Materials. The specific stimuli for the five experimental

conditions are presented in Table 11.1 along with the appropriate

responses. The S-R pairs for the two control conditions (V2 and V3)

are also given. Condition A consisted of single-letter consonants

Table_11.1. Stimulus-response pairings for five experimental con-
ditions (A-E) and two control conditions (V

2
and V

3
).

Stimulus Items Response Items

A B C D E V
2

A-E V
2
-V

3

F FAN AFN AFN HAIL WUB CAT X H
T 'TAN ATN ATN SNOW KEZ' ICE J M
P PAN APN PNA ICE JID ARM G V
C CAN ACN CNA SLEET DAQ RUG K L
V VAN AVN NVA RAIN WOJ SKY Z X
M MAN AMN NMA FOG ZEG GUN L F

11M. pi Im I=1

for both stimuli and responses. The same responses were used for the

remaining conditions, and, where the stimuli contained the consonants

from the first condition, the same S-R pairings were maintained.

ConditimB used the critical consonants from A but added the letters

"AN" creatim three-letter words of the form " AN". Condition C

used the 'SAN" stimuli but rearranged the order of the letters in the

stimuli to the form "A N" so that the critical consonant was sur-

rounded by a constant matrix. Condition D used three different

_ -;- T5-
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arrangements of the " AN" stimuli in order to vary the position oc-

cupied by the critical consonant.' The-last condition designed for

this study, E, used stimuli which were conceptually similar, all

being instances of "weather" or kinds of precipitation.

Condition A was designed to evaluate the use of strategies in

Cbndition B, C, and D, all of which maintained a high degree of for-

mal similarity with apparent meaningfulness. varied. (The term

"apparent meaningfulness" is used to indicate that no direct evalua-

tion of the meaningfulness of these items was attempted. However,

they are not directly recognizable as words, being anagrams, and

Condition D is assumed to be lower in "apparent meaningfulness"

since the form of the anagram is varied among the stimuli.) Condi-

tion A functioned, therefore, as a control for formal similarity.

. The other two control conditions consisted of three-letter

nouns (Condition V
3
) or trigrams with low Glaze's values (Condition

V
2
) as stimuli with consonants for responses. Different response

letters reflect the fact that these conditions were taken from a

previous study as noted above. There is no reason to suspect that

differences would result from the change in response letters. The

stimuli in these two conditions were considered to be of low intra-

list similarity both formally and conceptually.

Procedure.

paradigm was used.

The recall form of a paired-associate learning

ill stimuli and responses were presented by an

automatically controlled slide projector. Ten learning trials,

where both S and R were presented, alternated with 10 test trials,

where Only S was shown, ior a total of 20 trials. Six random orders
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1-9

were used; the learning trial orders were different from test trial

orders. During the learning trials, S was on for 2.5 sec followed

immediately by R for.2.5 see, with an inter-pair interval of 5.5 sec,

and an inter-trial interval of l0 sec. During tie test trials, S

appeared for 2.5,sec with an inter-item interval of 5.5 sec to allow

the subject to write down the respon'se in booklets provided.

4. Results and Discussion. The results obtained for the five

experimental conditions from grades 4, 5, and 6 are summarized in

Table 11.2 along with the data from the two control conditions.

Table 11.2. Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses for five experimental and.two control conditions, by
grades.

Conditions

A

B

D

SD

7
SD

7
SD

SD

7.
SD

.7
SD

SD

=MINER
willanalmarnsImmonwlmwlrmwommos.

Grades

5 6

43.53 30.80 45.29
15.14 18.45 13.55

31.63 38.59 39.12
13.46 13.66 15.01

16.29 19.29 28.88
12.89 13.15 14.74

15.43 12.49 16.51
10.21 8.28 '10.72

26.12 33.98 '40.86
12.47 13.09 13.21

23.23 25.92 29.82
12.20 12.85 12.62

35,35 37,92 44..82=

12.90 14.40 8,68

leIMOOMIMIsrAFJOIGINesilVICCklAMONINSMIAMIONe3
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if Conditions B, C, and D are compared, information is obtained

concerning the effect of changes in apparent meaningfulness holding

formal intralist simiJarity constant. The summary of the analysis

of variance of these three conditions across-the three grades is

presented in Table 11.3. As indicated there, conditions and grades

as well as the interaction were significant sources of variance.

The Scheffe procedure (Winer, 1962) was used to examine the

differences between selected means. This is a very conservative

test, especially when cell frequencies are equal. To be even more

cautious in interpretation, the 1% level of significance was used for

such comparisons. All differences described as significant are at

that level unless otherwise stated.

Table 11.3. Summary of the analysis of variance for Conditions B,

C,.and D and three grades.

11111011=11M11/IMMINIMINEIMPII,

Source df MS F

Conditions (C) 2 18775.08 117.62**

Grades. (G) 2 1974.12 12.37**

C x G 4 671.31 4.20**

Within 450 159,63

111/71NIMININIIIIMM 111111111110111111111M,

** p < .01.

Because of the significant interaction between grades and condi-

tions, an analysis of the Simple effects was necessary. The Scheffe-
.

procedure showed that the significdnt interaction can be attributed

to the performance of grade 6 on Condition C. This is illustrated

in Figure 11.1. The three grades did not differ significantly on
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Conditions B and D, but grade 6 was significantly better than grade 4

on Condition.C. The three conditions showed.the same rank order of

performance in the three grades; however, Condition B was signifi-

cantly better than both C and D in grades 4 and 5. In grade 6, per-

formance on B and C were not different statistically while both were

significantly 'better than D.

The comparison of these conditions suggests that letter duplica-

tion has less effect when the stimuli are meaningful words than when

the stimuli are apparently nonmeaningful sets of letters. This is

consistent with findings concerning adult performance on tasks where

the stimuli exhibit high formal similarity and are either words or

low meaningful trigrams (Underwood, personal communication). The

performance of the three grades on Condition C suggests that the

ability to detect the critical element or to ignore the non-critical

interfering elements increases with age or experience when the stim-

uli are of a constant form which facilitates such recognition. How-

ever, performance is uniformly poor in Condition D where the position

of the critical element varied.

Further information is obtained concerning the ability to attend

to only the critical aspects of the stimulus if Conditions A, C, and

D are compared. Analysis of variance of these three conditions

across the three grades showed that conditions, grades, andthe in-

teraction are significant as indicated in Table 11.4. The major

source of the interaction is the reversal of grades 4 and 5 on Condi-

tion A, illustrated in Figure 11.2. The Scheffe analysis of simple

effects showed that grades 4 and 6 performed similarly on Condition A

-

4077':n4-t7A:
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Table 11.4. Summary of the analysis of variance for Conditions A,

163

--__

1INIMINZMINWIMM=1610f Aassimeasa

and D and three grades.

Source df MS F

Conditions (C) 2 25778.52 145.29**
Grades (G) 2 3366.20 18.97**
C x G 4 1123.54 6.33**
Within 450 177.43

* * p < .01:

both being significantly better than grade 5. On Condition C only

grades 4 and 6 were significantly different while no differences

were found among the three grades on Condition D. When the perform-

ance on conditions within each grade is examined, the same-rank

order is found with A being highest, and D lowest. The differences

between C and D in grade 4 were not significant but both were sig-

nificantly poorer than Condition A. For the fifth grade, only the

difference between A and D was significant, while each condition

-was statistically different from the other in grade 6.

These findings suggest that subjects of this age level and ex-

perience are essentially unable to identify critical stimulus cues

which are surrounded by the same letters. Post-experimental inquiry

supports the conclusion that all elements of the stimulus were at-

tended to. Subjects never reported isolating only the relevant

cues, although"they recognized that two of the letters were the

same in all the stimuli. no reports were obtained to suggest that

the stimulus elements were rearranged to form meaningful units

L

I
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although all were anagrams of familiar words.

A comparison between Condition A and the control Condition V
3

provides evidence concernin; the effectiveness of words versus

single letters as stimuli. It might be expected that lack of dif-

ferentiation between the classes of stimulus and response items in

Condition A would produce interference in the form of response

errors due to stimulus intrusions. The summary of the analysis of

variance, given in Table 11.5, shows no significant difference due

to conditions; however, a significant grade effect and a grade by

condition interaction were obtained. Examining individual compari-

sons by the Scheffe method, grade 5 was identified as the source of

Table 11.5. Summary of the analysis of variance for Conditions A
and V

3
and three grades.

Source df MS

Conditions (C) 1 . 15.11 .o8
Grades (G) 2 L.18.36 14.67**
C x G 2 1453.20 7.30**
Within 300 198.98

** p < .01.

both significant effects, being significantly lower on Condition A

than either grades 4 or 6 which do not differ. These are shown in

Figure 11.3. No other significant differences are obtained in all

possible comparisons,

Conditions C, D, and V2 vary formal similarity while keeping

the meaningfulness of the stimulus items low. The summary of this

7r.

' 7 eeeee;.% or,
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analysis of variance, presented in Table 11.6, shows that grades and

conditions are significant sources of variance (p < .01) while the

interaction of the 'ewo is significant only at the 5% level. Since a

Table 11.6. SImmary of the analysis of variance for Conditions C,
D, and V2 and three grades.

Source df MS F

Conditions (C) 2 5116.26 34.97**
Grades (G) 2 2052.44 14.03**
C x G 4 466.44 3,19*
Within 450 146.31

* p < .05.

-anamommoamwr.......raormonwnsnow
IMLIIMlINMNIMMIInr.MNP-

conservative approach has already been adopted, the latter is con-

sidered 'not significant. A Scheffe analysis of the main effects

showed that the three conditions are significantly different from

one another with V
2
being the best and Condition D the poorest. As

for the grades, no difference is found between grades 4 and 5 but

both are significantly poorer than grade 6. These results, pre-

sented graphicaLly in Figure 11.4, suggest that, with low meaningful

stimuli, intralist similarity produces a significant decrement in

performance. This decrement is even greater as the distinguishing

elements of the stimuli become more obscure.

The effect of different kinds of intralist similarity wita

highly meaningful material can be assessed by analyzing the data for

Conditions B, E, and V3. Condition B represents high formal similarity
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while E introduces conceptual similarity among the stimuli. Table

11.7 presents the summary of the analysis of variance and shows that

only the two main effects were significant. Figure 11,5 (p. 170)

portrays the relationships among the conditions and grades.

Table 11.7. Summary of the analysis of variance for Conditions B,
E, and V

3
and three grades.

Source df F

Conditions (C) 2 1277.38 7.49**

Grades (G) 2 4231.46 24.81**
C x G If 309.86 1.82
Within 45o 170.58

** p < .01.
"==1711.11~^.47111 71110WEI

The Scheffe procedure was used to evaluate comparisons of con-

ditions and grades and showed that V
3
was superior to E while B did

not differ from either. The differences among the three grades were

all statistically significant with grade 6 performing best and

grade If the poorest. The results suggest that both formal and con-

ceptual similarity interfere with performance, the latter producing

perhaps a greater effect. However, the lists in Conditions B and E

differed according to word frequency measures with the conceptual

list being lower in this regard, Performance on Condition E may

reflect this factor as well as the similarity dimension.

Evidence has been presented which suggests that the ability to

attend to specific aspects of a stimulus increases with age or ex-

perience. The significantly poorer performance of the fifth grade
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on Condition A as compared with grades 4 and 6 may reflect a transi-

tion in the learning process at this level. Grade 4 subjects may

have little difficulty with the task because much of their experi-

ence involves isolated letters and rote learning. By the sixth

grade, it may be assumed that subjects are now responding to meaning-

ful words, having well-developed reading skills. They sheuld also

have mastered several ways of learning and demonstrate greater flexi-

bility in a learning situation. With this combination of skills,

they may learn the S-R pairs of Condition A by making words of them.

The fifth grade then may be viewed as being in the process of chang-

ing from a rote approach to the entire stimulus as demonstrated by

fourth-graders to a selective approach emphasizing verbal skills as

suggested by the performance of sixth-graders.

C. amme
1. Introduction. The first experiment suggested that the

ability to ignore aspects of the stimulus increases with age.

Fourth-grade subjects performed poorer than those in grades 5 and 6

in those conditions where selective attention to portions of the

stimulus would facilitate stimulus differentiation. These findings

are consistent with the fact that younger children are usually des-

cribed as being stimulus-bound (Cunningham, 1965).

It was hypothesized that fourth-grade children attend to all

aspects of the stimulus situation, being unable to ignore those

parts which are either irrelevant or interfering. Therefore, as the

proportion of similar stimulus elements increases, performance of
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these subjects should be debilitated to a greater extent than per-

formance of older children. In order to test this hypothesis,

Condition B from Experiment 1 was replicated with the addition of

an auditory dimension. The stimuli in this condition are similar

in spelling and in pronunciation while being highly dissimilar in

meaning. It was predicted that the addition of pronunciation would

increase similarity among the stimuli issulting in significantly

poorer performance by fourth-grade subjects with a decreasing ef-

fect on fifth- and sixth-grade performance when compared to the

control condition.

2. Subjects. One hundred and forty-four additional subjects

from grades 4, 5, and 6 were tested with the modified material.

Only one classroom was available for the sixth grade; two classes

each were pooled for grades 4 and 5 and randomly reduced to 51.

3. Procedure. The same procedure as described in Experiment 1

was followed. The only change was the addition of the auditory di-

mension by use of a tape recorder. The stimuli were always pre-

sented bimodally, the responses (during the learning trials) were

presented only visually. The onset of the auditory and visual pre-

sentation of the stimuli was synchronized.

4. Results and Discussion. The data obtained from this ex-

periment (Condition B') are presented along with the data from Condi-

tion B of Experiment 1 (the control condition) in Table 11.8 and

Figure 11.6. Analysis of variance of the results confirmed what is

apparent by examining the means. As shown in Table 11.9, a signifi-

cant difference due to grades was obtained and the interaction of

+-a ".:"
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Table 1138. Means and standard deviations of the number of correct
responses for Condition B' and B by three grades.

Conditions

B'

B

re
.SD

N

SD
N

Grades

5 6

37.45 34.80 43.38
12.68 12.56 11.03
51 51 42

31:63 38.59 39.12
13.46 13.66 15.01
51 51 51

grades and conditions was also significant, but at a lower level

(p < .05). Conditions themselves, however, did not differ. The

source of the interaction is the relatively low performance of

grade 5 on Condition B' as compared to the other grades on this con-

dition or as compared to the performance of this grade on the control

condition.

Table 11.9. Summary of the analysis of variance for Conditions B'
and B and three grades.

MIMINIVIA=11111111, .11CMINclOMILJIMI=MM.A121:116.01MON1010

Source df MS F

Grades (G) 2 1156.13 6.65**
Conditions (C) I 324.62 1.87
G x C 2 655.40 3.77*
Within 291 173.78

OINIM.=1/XCar.

** p < .01.
* p < .05.

IEEVOLOIMI111.1117MILIVISI.A.0
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The results of Experiment 2 lead to the rejection of the hypoth-

esis that fourth-grade subjects are unable to selectively attend to

stimuli. The addition of pronunciation, in fact, significantly im-

proved performance in grade 4 (t = 2.25; df = 100; p < .05) implying,

perhaps, that implicit pronunciation did not accompany the stimuli

in Condition B. Interestingly, the transitional role of the learning

process in the fifth grade was again demonstrated; this grade ap-

parently was more disturbed by the increased similarity of Condi-

tion B' than was the lower grade,.

D.

the

Summary Conclusions

This study was designed with the broad purpose of investigating

effects of formal and conceptual similarity among stimuli upon

paired-associate learning with grade-school children as sub3ects.

The results show that children respond to similarity in much the same

manner as do adults. Contrary to Keppel's expectations, and to the

hypotl-eses tested here, formal intralist similarity does not seem to

be the paramount factor in determining the performance of children.

As the meaningfulness of the stimuli increased, holding formal simi-

larity constant, the performance of the children improved. With

stimuli classified as low in meaningfulness, formal similarity inter-

fered with performance. Both these findings are consistent with

adult performance. In addition, there is some evidence suggesting

the conceptual similarity among stimuli may produee more interference

than does formal similarity. However; the two lists of stimuli dif-

fered with respect to fareiliarity, a factor which also affects
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performance. At present, it is more conservative to attribute the

difference in performance to the word-frequency factor until further

information is available. If the finding is not an artifact, this

is further evidence for the conclusion that children and adults res-

pond alike to the dimensions of intralist similarity.

One aspect which distinguishes the performance of children and

adults is the inferred use of strategies in learning the task. Chil-

dren not only are less practiced in this behavior, out they seem to

have fewer strategies available. There is every indication that the

major approach used by fourth-grade subjects is one involving rote

_learning. The sixth grade may be employing adult strategies; e.g.,

using verbal skills and exhibiting less rigidity in its approach to

tasks. These changes in strategies are inferred mainly becausw of

the poor performance of the fifth grade as compared to either of the

other two grades. Since a continuum of performance across grades

was not obtained, it was conjectured that the fifth grade may repre-

sent a change in the mode of attack used by children. They may be

in the process of discarding old learning techniques and replacing

them with new ones, but are not practiced in the application of

these as yet. Consequently, a drop in performance is shown by this

grade when compared with the grades above and below it. This view

of the child's abilities is consistent with Piaget's (1957) analysis

of the development of intelligence.



Experiment XII

Learning as a Function of Audio-Frequency Differences
and of Cognitive Restructuring of the Task

ABSTRACTS Fourth- and sixth-grade subjects were initially
tested with two paired -- associate tasks which differed only
in the frequency intervals among stimulus items. Stimuli
were 1/3 octave bands of noise. It was concluded that no
differences in performance could be detected as a function
of these intralist variations. In addition, fourth-grade
subjects were tested under conditions which restructured
the learning task by emphasizing frequency differences as
suchl using the same stimuli. Significant increases in
performance were found with modifications of the task, a
finding which has implications for the methods and criteria
used for auditory training of hearing-handicapped children.

A C Introduc,:tion

In Part I (Gaeth; 1963) a number of cross-modality comparisons

were made; i.e., auditory versus visual presentation of classes of

material. The three classes of materials were nouns, consonant-

vowel-consonant trigramsi and nonverbal materials. Modified elec-

trica/ symbols were used as nonverbal leisual materials; sounds dif-

ferent in frequency and modulaUon were auditory materials. A

problem Pzose in the interpretation of the nonverbal comparisons

which was not faced in the two classes of, verbal materials. That

is, no independent assessmen: of inherent list difficulty could be

made in that there were no commen.parameters by which the two types

of nonverbal material could be cormared.

This experiment was designed initially to explore a hypothe-

sized relationship between physical parameters and ease of learning.

One-third octave bands of noise were used as stimuli in paired-

'7"7-777,Y)-7-47'
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associate tasks. Two experimental conditions were generated on the

assumption that changes in inter-stimulus frequency distances between

learning tasks might be reflected in differences in performance in

the same manner that the formal intralist similarity of .verbal stim-

uli correlates with learning (Experiment XI).

As the initial examination of the result progressed, it became

evident that two things were occurring. The general level of -per-

formance was far below that to be expected with nonverbal auditory

stimuli. Secondly, neither the hypothesized relationship nor any re-

lationship between inter-stimulus distances and learning was appear-

ing. These facts led to the generation of two additional experimen-

tal conditions which represented modifications of the first two. The

test trials were not altered. Only the learning trials and the res-

ponses were altered to provide the subject with an opportunity to

make direct comparisons of differences among stimuli. These changes

were predicated on the assumption that the subjects did not have

available a ready set of cognitive structures within which to mani

pulate the rather novel stimuli in the original conditions.

In other words, it was assumed that the initial low performance

was not due to any lack of recognition of the differences among the

stimuli but was a product of an inability to organize the material

for efficient recall. This assumption was tested by the modified con-

ditions which provided structure in the form of "anchor points" for

the range of stimuli.

m
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B. Experimental Procedures

1. Subjects. A total of 378 students from the fourth and

sixth grades from the Archdiocese of Detroit School System served as

subjects.

2. Materials. Stimulus items were generated from a white

noise produced by an.Allison 21b audiometer and filtered through a

BrUel & Kjaer 2112 audio-frequency spectrometer. Conditions lA and

1B used 1/3 octave bands of noise centered at 630, 800, 1000, 1250,

1600, 2000 Hz. These are 1/3 octave apart, re 1000 Hz. Conditions

2A and 2B tisd 1/3 octave bands, 2/3 octave apart. These were cen-

tered at 400, 630, 1000, 1600, 2500, and 4000 Hz.

The responses were the letters H, L, M, P, Q, and X for Condi-

tions lA and 2A. The responses were assigned in sequence to the six

stimuli, H to the lowest and X to the highest. However, the subjects

were not informed of this relationship nor did any indicate awa::.e-

ness of it during the testing.

For Conditions 1B and 2B: the set of stimuli were the same as

for the corresponding "A" conditions. The set of responses, however,

were the numbers 1 through 6, assigned by the subject to correspond

to the ordinal relationships among the stimuli with 1 assigned to

the lowest and 6 to the highest band of noise.

3. Procedure. For Conditions lA and 2A, standard paired-

associate procedures were used. Stimuli were randomly presented

during the 10 learning trials as well as the 10 test trials. Three

different orders were used for each; learning and ;;est trials did

not duplicate one another. During a learning trIal the stimulus

,...1.1.am f.............IWANOMMONItgan
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items were presented for 3 see followed by a 3 sec period during

which the response was given once. On a test trial 3 sec were al-

lotted for recording of a response in the test booklet.

In all learning trials of the "B" conditions the six stimuli

were presEnted in an ordinal manner, from highest frequency band tc

lowest or vice versa. The two sequences were alternated. No res-

ponse was given but subjects were instructed to covertly assign

numbers to the stimuli corresponding to their rank. The examiner

orally assigned the ranks on the first few learning trials to aid

the subjects. No alteration was made of the test trials; i.e., the

same random orders as in the previous conditions were used. During

a test trial the silb'ject was asked to respond with the rank, 1

through 6, of the test stimulus when presented. The Ampex-Fisher

speaker system was used to present the conditions.

C. Results and Discussion

The mean correct responses, standard deviations, and sample

sizes for the four conditions.and two grades used in this experiment

will be found in Table 12.1.

A test for differences between "1" and "2" conditions indicated

no significant ones (all t values were less than 1). Thus, the con-

ditions were pooled over frequency differences but not over grades

or procedural differences. This finding was somewhat startling in

view of the fact that the frequency span of the "1" conditions was

1370 Hz while that of the "2" conditions was 3600 Hz. It would seem

that the stimuli in Condition 1 were already spaced sufficiently

-77-7 717. isaistmwswyMmllS1
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Table 12.1. Means and standard deviations of the number of correct

responses, by conditions and grades, as well as pooled values for

grades.

Conditions Grades

as

4 4 6 6*

MEMENI=MIOINNOE*.

IMIIM111!

lA

a

1B

2B

X 11.49
SD 7.46
N 71

X 10.31
SD 5.90 8.08

N 29 93

M.1111.

15.22
6.61

11.15 64 15.67
7.04 7.58

100 15.98 157

7 17.75
SD 7.83
N 8o 18.24

7.73
X 19.20 121
SD 7.53
N 41

.1111?LI

A or B conditions pooled by grade level.

apart such that additional separation of stimuli did not facilitate

discrimination, and hence, performance.

After examination of the A conditions, the B conditions were

generated. This was done to determine if performance could be

facilitated to the level attained in the "A
1
" conditions of Part I

of this project. In that earlier work, mean performance in the "Ai"

conditions was on the order of 20 correct responses for 10 trials

for fourth-grade subjects. A cursory examination of Table 12.1 in-

dicates that performance in the present" experiment was below the

previous results. This discrepancy is most likely due to the highly
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distinctive stimuli used in the earlier work. Al stimuli differed

along many dimensions while the stimuli in the present study dif-

fered only along the dimension of frequency. As can be seen in

Table 12.1, the B conditions produced a performance level of 18.24

which compared favorably with the mean of 20.40 for the fourth grade

with "A
1
" condition in Part 1. These alterations in the procedure

provided significant improvement in performance in the fourth grade

(z = 7.14; p < .005). As an alternate comparison, the fourth-grade

B conditions were significantly better than the sixth-grade A condi-

tions (z = 2.07; p <

To review, the B conditions provided two aids for the subject

to use in learning which were not available in the A conditions.

Firt, the presentation of the stimuli to be learned in an "A" con-

dition was random and, in our personal experience, rather chaotic.

While it was apparent that the tonal characteristic was changing,

it was difficult to provide structure among the items to be learned.

The B conditions provided for the orderly presentation of materials

such that direct comparisons could be made among adjacent stimuli.

The second change provided for an orderly relation between stimuli

and responses. As mentioned before, while there was a relation

between the alphabetical sequence of the letter responses and the

frequency order of the stimuli, no subjects became aware of the re-

lationship, as indicated by pest-experimental inquiries. The use of

numbers, on the other hand, provided for a more direct stimulus-to-

response relationship and required that the subject manipulate the

relationship during learning. He could not passively accept the

KUPGIOMINLI1111VANOIMININAffiwesen.ma......+ . A' '7. 1" /
-
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response provided by the apparatus since the apparatus provided none.

It should be recalled that the test trials remained the same in

both A and B conditions and that no tenable argument can be made (in

our opinion> that a set of letters is more available than a set of

numbers.

D. Summary and Conclusions

This study was designed to determine the relationship between

learning and inter-stimulus differences. It further explored the

effect of structuring the task upon performance. The results indi-

cate that the former had little effect and the latter, a great effect

upon learning.

It seems clear that the inter-stimulus differences employed in

this particular study do not allow the description of performance as

a function of intralist similarity, as has been demonstrated with

visual presentations of alphabet materials (Experiment XI). More

exciting is the fact that parameters unrelated to the physical as-

pects of the stimuli were manipulated with a dramatic facilitation

of performance. This orientation, of trying to facilitate learning

of a particular set of materials, is fairly novel in the field of

verbal learning. Previously, the emphasis was placed on rating ma-

terials as a function of other parameters, such as association value0

Up to this point, the present series of experiments has explored

association value per se, formal similarity, pronounceableness,

modality, and meaningfulness as a priori indices of learning perform-

ance. In some cases, notably pronounceableness and "qualitative"
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meaningfulness (trigrans versus nouns), clear cases were made for the

predictability of performance. On the other hand, "quantitative"

meaningfulness, association values, did not prove to be a suitable

predictor. Modality has been shown to be dependent upon the nature

of the materials; some materials cannot be communicated by either

channel without change. In addition, modality seems to interact

with grade level (Cooper and Gaeth, in press; Gaeth, 1960; 1963; Day

and Beach, 1950). Formal similarity has proved useful although there

are clear indications that the degree to which the subject is able to

structure and abstract from the stimulation is a relevant factor.

This experiment attempted to define the inter-stimulus differences

which would allow description of auditory material in terms of for-

mal similarity. As in the case of Experiment XI, it was inferred

that the subject's ability to structure and abstract was playing an

important part in performance. With modifications which facilitate

structuring and abstraction, concomitant increases in performance

were noted.

It seems clear that the problem faced by the subject is less

one of adjusting to increasing similarity among stimuli than it is of

selecting relevant parameters and fixing these into some sort of

properly indexed memory file. The B conditions succeJfully created

such a system of sorting and filing. The implication for teaching

the hearing-handicapped may be tenuous but it is suggested that the

dominant aspect of providing amplification for the hearing-handicapped

child is his ability to handle the influx of novel stimulation.

From the data it may be inferred that questions concerning the manner

J li up.r,n0wrimari,yremplutivrivITA
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in which movel stimulation is introduced are more important than the

question of whether amplification should be used to provide the

hearing-handicapped child with auditory stimulation.

4 )
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Experiment XIII

Meaning and a Context of Utility

ABSTRACT. An attempt was made to separate conceptually
the constructs "meaningfulness" and "meaning", the first
being related to traditional indices of associative
strength, the second to the occurrence of a "context of
utilit;7". The experimenal condition consisted of in-
structions designed to create such a "context of utility"
by placing number-CVC pairs in a foreign language context
such that the CVC was the name or label for the number in
that language. Subjects were fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-
grade students. Homogeneous lists of low, nedium, and
high association-value CVCs were learned under experimen-
tal or control (standard paired-associate) instructions
by different groups of subjects from each grade. Results
indicated that the experimental condition facilitated per-
formance for the medium, but not the low or high associa-
tion-value lists. Significant conditions x grades and
grades x lists interactions were disLussed in terms of hy-
pothesized developmental changes in the language context
of subjects at different grade levels.

A. Introduction

Numerous attempts have been made to relate meaningfulness to

such things as association value, frequency of occurrence, and pro-

nounceableness (c.f., Underwood and Schulz, 1960). Such formula-

tions of the construct of meaningfulness have been fruitful in the

sense that they allow some degree of empirical predictability.

In the traditional framework, association value, frequency, and

pronounceableness are considered indices of prior processes neces-

sary to produce stable associations. Association value is taken as

a rough index of number of associates to a term and this is then re-

lated to the probability that a stimulus and response can be hooked

together, either directly or through some mediational chaining pro-

-
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cess. Frequency of occurrence is usually thought to increase the

probability of the term through the integration of letters or other

units, presumably reflecting still another associative process.

Thus, ii can be seen that "meaningfulness", as traditionally con-

sidered, is a general label for the occurrence of learning (associ-

ative) processes prior to the specific learning task at hand. Con-

sidered in this manner, the manipulation of "meaningfulness" in a

learning task is the provision of various degrees of prior learning.

It can be seen that the traditional indices of "meaningfulness"

are neither completely separable from each other nor from the learn-

ing process they are used to explore. Further; some confusion

between the conceptual and operational status of indices is reflected

in the language of some theorists. As Johnson (1962) has pointed

oat, the construct "M" used by Underwood and Schulz (1960) is used

interchangeably to denote both meaningfulness and association value.

In general, the variable hypothetically related to meaningfulness

has only one criterion for acceptance: demonstrated change in learn-

ing with manipulation of the variable. Thus, Underwood and Schulz

(1960), after manipulating frequency in several lists and finding no

relationship to learning, temporarily ban frequency from "M", say-

ing "the apparent causal status of M derives from a certain amount

of covariation with pronounciability...." (p. 192).

It is here proposed that two constructs, "meaning" and "mean-

ingfulness", be distinguished, with "meaningfulness" restricted

specifically to indices of prior learning which correlate with pre-.

sent learning situations. So considered, "meaningfulness" has a

4 1,-ai«,ia.:"7,777,774,771,;.,,_ ,11r-77---7--;2777117-7,77-7.
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conceptual status different from learning only on the time dimension.

It would seem that if a construct "meaning" is to have a

conceptual status different from learning, the relationship of some

variable to learning must be considered necessary but not sufficient

for inclusion in the construct. Similarly, the failure of one opera-

tional definition of a variable to relate to learning cannot be con-

sidered sufficient grounds to exclude that variable from the con-

struct of "meaning". The definition of the units of variables re-

lated to meaning and learning is of crucial importance in this re-

gard. The attempt of Underwood and Schulz (1960) to define the unit .

as written frequency of single-letter occurrence failed to relate to

learning and on this basis was rejected from the construct "M".

However, as Johnson (1962) has demonstrated, frequency is an impor-

tant variable when the unit is re-defined to be the frequency with

which trigramss appear as syllables of English speech.

The purpose of the present study is to explore the possibility

that "meaning", if it is anything other than some kind of previous

learning as indexed by association value, frequency, or pronounceable -

tress, is the occurrence of a context of utility. By context of

utility is meant a frame of reference or field in which parts are or-

ganized, differentiated, and integrated, providing the potential for

useful response. Language provides such a context of utility through

grammatacal and syntactical structure and through the "reference

function" of words by which a label refers to and symbolically stands

for the thing. Experimental work of Ladefoged and Broadbent (1960)

appears releirant in this regard. Using various sequences of auditory

"aWARata11111,41001111FamorawasvForWrgasisawnwomirr.r7r!
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stimuli, these authors present e-idence that auditory stimuli are

grouped for response rather than recognizing each successive sound

simultaneously. They also suggest that the subject attends to that

class of stimuli which he estimates has a high probability "that

some member of the class is about to occur which will convey infor-

mation essential for a response". This seems to be indirect evidence

that context cannot be ignored in the definition of the response unit

and that utility is important in the provision of context.

In operational terms, these concepts were experimentally applied

through the provision of instructions designed to place a paired-

associate task within an established language context having utility

for communication. Specifically, experimental subjects received in-

structions designed to make the task the learning of an organized

S-R unit reflecting numerical and verbal equality in a foreign lan-

guage. Numbers and their verbal labels are presumed to have utility

for all subjects, and by providing the relevant instructional sets

it is hypothesized that a context of utility will be formed whereby

the task is not taken primarily as formation of "connections" or

"associations" between separate or isolated components, but the reli-

able recall of two organized parts within a stable whole having

utility for the organism. Comparison of experimental groups with

control groups who received standard paired-associate instructions

is expected to indicate superior performance for the experimental

groups.

"`
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B. Elperimental Procedures

1. Materials. Three lists of five S-R pairs were used. These

lists were drawn from the extremes and midpoint of a set of seven

such lists originally constructed to systematically explore the re-

lationship between association value and learning (Experiment IX).

Stimulus materials did not vary for all lists, consisting of the num-

bers-4 through 8. Responses were nonsense syllables selected from

fourth- to sixth-grade norms of 100 of Archer's (1960) CVC trigrams.

The collection of these norms is described in detail in Experiment

VII. The three lists used spanned 10% ranges of these fourth- to

sixth-grade norms from 16-25% (low), 46-55% (medium), and 76-85%

(high) association values. Table 13.1 gives the response items and

association values for these lists. Letter duplication within a

list was minimized, only one vowel being duplicated in each list.

2. Subjects. ,Subjects were fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade

students from the Archdiocese of Detroit School System. They were

tested in classroom groups. For the fourth and fifth grades, at

Table 13.1. Response item lists and association values from
grade 4-6 norms.

AMMIIM11111rVIMM

Association Value Range

Low Medium

411-...IIIIMMINIIINNINIMINan11=

High

LYX 16 BIF 46 GAN 77
DAQ 17 ZOT 49 MUF 78
SIJ 19 CUX 51 DOR 81
VAF 23 NEV 53 JAZ 83
GEC 24 HUK 54 PIL 84
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.least two groups were -.tested for each condition. $atiple sizes were

.randomly'reftc:ed. to equal.irwith±n'each _grade .to facilitate statis'-.

tical,analyses. Total- subjects numbered

. 3. "Procedure. -The paire&asso.ciate lists were. presented vipn7

_ally on a screen, projected from a Tel-h-See machine. Alternate

learning and test trials were given for 10 trialp. During learning

trials the-stimulus appeared for 2.5-sec 'immediately folloWed by the

response for 2.5 sec. The inter -pair interval was 2.5 sec. During

test trials the stimulus appeared for 2.5 sec and 5 sec were allowed a.

w
to write the response in test booklets.

These parameters are exactly the same, as are the materials, as

those used in Experiment IX. Corresponding conditions from that

study provided data for "control" conditions, in that the only pro-

cedural .irence between the two sets of data is in the instruc-

tions. Standard paired-associate instructions were given to control

groups, from Experiment IX. Subjects in experimental groups were

also given thee instructions, but prior to this they were told:

"We're going to show you some numbers and the names of these numbers

in a language called Swabezi. Your task will be to learn what the

names of these numbers are in this foreign language." After the

standard paired-associate instructions were given and just prior to

the first lebrning trial, the experimenter said, "Remember, you will

see a number and then the name of that number in Swabezi. You are

to learn what these names are so that you can write them down in

your booklet on the test times."
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C. Results and Discussion-

Table 13;2 presents the mean performance and standard. devia-

tious for experithental and control.,dondition at each level of asso-

ciation value for-the three grades.

-.Table 13.2. Means and standara deviations of the number of correct . 01

responves for the 'three lists, by conditions and 'grades.

Grades Conditions Association Value of List

Low . Medium High

4 Exp. 7 18.14
SD 11.31
N 64

_

Con. X 15:41
SD 12.14
N 64

5 Exp. X 26.95
SD 12.09
N 64

Con-. X 23.59
SD 13.24
N 64

6 Exp. . X 29.85
SD 12.20'.
N

Con. X
SD
N

29.80
14.16
64

21.70
11.58

36.25
9.07

64

26.08
13.k8

64 64

34.73 33.13
10.43 11.15
64 64

26.39 32.76
8.93 13.08

64 64

31.38 33.95.
11.64 9.18

39 39 39

33;62 33.82 38.87
10.68 10.20 9.81
39 39 39

For clarity, the means in Table 13.2 are presented graphically

in three figures by grade level. Figure 13.1 (p. 190) presents mean

performance of the experimental and control conditions at the three

Xi.
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levels of association, value for grade 4; Figures 13.2 (p. 190) and

_-- _

.-13k3 191) present similar data for grades 5 and 65 _respectively.
. .

x
- . ..

. .
.

. .

.

. .

. - .

. -. - _ . .
. .

Inspection oz these figures indicates different effectd of the ex-

perimentalperimental conditions at the three grade levels. For grade.4

.(Figure 13.1), there seems to he a general facilitative effect of

the experimental over. .control conditions.which increases with-in-

creasing associatio'n value of the list learned. For grade 5 (Figure

13.2), the experimental condition appears to facilitate performance

at low and medium levels of association value, but to have no effect

with the high association value list. Grade 6 (Figure 13.3) reverses

the trend of the other two grades, with the experimental- condition

resulting in a rather consistent decrement in performance in compar-

ison with the control conditiOn at all levels of association value..

These inconsistenciesi as well as others in the data in

Table 13.2 are supported by a three-way analysis of variance sum-

-marized in Table 13.3. Two of the two-way interactions are statis-

tically significant (p <,X1) disallowing any general statement

about the main effect of conditions, grades, or lists.

The significant conditions x grades interaction is graphically

presented in Figure 13.4 (p. 191). This figure indicates the ex-
,

incresasing grade level forpetted trend for better performance with

both conditions. However, an analysis of simple effects, summarized

in Table 13.47 indicates that the effect of grades is significant

only for the control condition (p < .01). It would seem that the

experimental condition - increased performance priwarily in the fourth

grade, while perhaps reducing performance in the sixth grade, thus
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%

Conditions (0) 1

firades-(G) 2
, Lists '(I4). 2

C x G.
C x
-G x L
Cx
Within Cell

2
2
if

4.
'984

.

.

F

.705.14 5.27*
6462e23 443.28**

6321:16' 47.23"
2417.87 . 18.07**
3i8.82 2.38
765.52 5.72"
268,98- 2.01
133.84

.:j:IIIMAIIIINs=P1I1=I.1reMLNMIMIMMmIIMN6If!lli.IMIN114.=1.111.101

** p_< .01.
p < .05.

reducing the differences between grades. This interpretation is sup-

ported by the analysis of the simple effects '(Table 13.4) ofcondi-

tions for each grade. Only in the fourth grade does the experimental

condition result in a statistically significant (p < .01) increase

. in performance. Although the experimental condition tends.to result

in a decrease in performance for the sixth grade, this trend is not

statistically reliable.

The significant grades x lists interaction is presented graph-

ically in Figure 13.5 (p. 195).1 This figure indicates that the ef-

fect- of grades is greater at low than at medium or high association

value.of the list, thus accounting for the significant interaction.

However, the analysis of simple effects (Table 13.4)_indicates that

the effect of lists for all grades and the effect of grades for all

are significant in all cases (p < .05).

n

Ihe nonsignificant conditions x lists interaction indicates a

11PAIPAg421_42--"77,
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Source - Simpie.Effects df
,

MS

Conditions for.bf
Grade 4 - . .

1292.66

Grade 5'
I 428.59

Grade 6 1 439..17*

Of-Graaes for
Experimental 2 . 230.17

'Contra 2 2891.64

Of Lists for
Grade 4 2795.08

Grade 5
Grade 6

817.49
416.68

Of Grades for
Low A.V, List 2 2978.95

Medium A.V. List 2 654.79

High A.V. List 2 468.27

Of Conditions for
Low A.V. List 1 55.56

Mediam A.V. List 1 869.08

High A.V. List 1 181.22

Of Lists for
Experimental 2 1519.90

Control 1111.15

F

.-. '9.55**
3:16
3.24

p < .01.
* p < .05. .

1.74
21.86**

21.13**
6.18**
3.15*

22.52*P
4.95**
3.54*

.41
6.41*
1.34

11.49i*
8.40**

trend for the experimental condition to result in better performance

at all levels of association value of the lists. The analysis of

simple effects (Table 13.4) indicates that the effect of conditions

is ouly significant (p < .05) for the medium association-value list.

Since each point, is 'pooled across grades, this finding reflects a

1:

I
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ASSOCIATION VALUE OF LISTS

Fig. 13.5 Mean correct responses for grades across experi-

mental and control conditions; by levels of association value.

tendency for the experimental condition to facilitate performance

with the medium association value for all grades, while at low and

high association values the experimental condition tends to have

different .effects for different grades, including a tendency to de-

bilitate performance in the sixth grade. The-analysis of simple ef=

fects-(Table 13.4) also indicatea, a significant tendency (p

for performance to increase with 'increasing association value of'the,_

list for both conditions. It will be recalled that the range of as-

sociation values for CVCs in this experiment is 68%. The significant

effect for association value is in line with the findings of

Experiment IX.

;
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The significance of the interactions obtained can only be hinted

at with indirect evidence 'for'specUlati9ns. .The ideas presented be-
.

low are post hoc, although as general phenomena, concerning language

-as :am autonomous field Oigotslcy; Cassirei)i or as the progression

of development through sensory-motbrs to functional; to abstr.act-

cOnCep.tual leVel's of-organization (Piaget; Weiner); end the importance

of differentiatfon in learnini (Gibson;.1940I Saitz, 1963a), they

are well documented in the literature. The a priori expectations,

were simply (1) that the creation of a "context of utility" might be

a greater aid to younger than..to older children due to the younger

child's greater plasticity and spontaneity and to the competition

with the older chi_d's more dominant English language conceptual

framework, and (2) that as the material to be learned became increas-

ingly like "nonsense" (i.e., less assimilated to experience in

either sensory or language spheres), the provision of a "context of

utility" would be'increasj.ngly effective. These two expectations

lead to the predictions of (1) a conditions x grades interaction

with increasing effect of the experimental condition with decreasing

gradeleveil (2) a conditions x lists interaction with the ,:xperimen-

tal condition having increasing effect with decreasing association

value of the list, and (3) no lists x grades interaction. The third

prediction would reflect both of these trends, the effect of associ-

ation value decreasing with increasing grade level while the effect

of the exptrimental condition increases in a compensatory fashion

with decreasing grade level.

.Ter, Sr7Ae. . - InmenrgillFean
-



The predictions butlined above are only partly supported. The

coaditirns x grades interaction is significant and in the

direction,- tile experimental cLatiOn- havini- the _greatest

no difference between experimental and control conditions for the low.

association value.list where the .greatest facilitation was expected.

The experimental condition does, however, result in-significant

facilitation for, the medium (but not the high) association-value'

The grades x lists interaction is significant contrary to the.

This interaction.was obtained also in Experiment IX of

this ieport in which seven lists sampling- a wide range 6f association

values were administered with standard paired-associate instructions

to different groups in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. Data

from the middle and two extreme lists are used for the control con-

ditions of the present experiment. In general, association value

was found to make surprisingly little differencesin performance, es-

pecially in the sixth grade,' but to have increasing effect with de-

creasing grade-level. Since this (significant) interaction_cannot

be attributed to differences in association value norms for the dif-

ferent grades (see Experiment VII) or to the approach of asymptotic

performance, more general differences in the subjects at different

The data can be fit into the present conceptual framework con

cerning "meaning" in the following manner. Since the grades x lists

--,I, , ':,_, ' '',, 't - - ' .1 , ' 4_ '! , . . , ,

,...,.....,,tum..--..i-=._T
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interaction occurs within the control condition as previously des-

cribed, it is tentatively suggested that the effect of developmental

level (as indexed by grades) outweighs the effect of the experimen-

tal attempt to create a "context of utility". It is hypothesized

that the active subject assimilates the learning material to his

dominant context of utility and that these contexts are different

for subjects in different grades. For sixth-grades students, the

context is the English language, and CVCs become syllables in some

form. As syllables, the material in all lists becomes functionally

equivalent in terms of being sub-units to words. Although idiosyn-

cracies as to specific relationships would be considered the rule,

for sixth-graders it is hypothesized that CVCs in all lists become

English syllables subordinate to, and assimilated to, English words.

Moving toward the fourth grade, however, it is suggested that the

CVCs become "nonsense"; that is, not oidinarily related to anything

in sensory or langut.o Jxperience. When forced to relate the CVCs

to something (as in the collection of association value norms),

fourth-grade subjects probably relate them to various things, some

of these things being words, others being objects or memories, et

cetera. But the kind of relationship is probably.much different for

younger than for older children. In cases where younger children
O

relate the CVCs to words, the similarity is probably on the basis of

visual or auditory similarity as such and not subordinate to and as-

similated to words as in the older children (i.e., physical similari-

ty,. not conceptual).

Given these speculations, which could be best studied by a
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aualitative analysis of errors, children at different age levels

have different pre-existing contexts of utility. For older childrer

such a context is primarily a language context in which words "stand

for".relationships and sensory-motor experience is assimilated to

language. For younger children the context is primarily one of ac-

tion in which words indicate direction and intensity of movement as

such (c.f., Piaget; Werner).

Considered in this light, the experimental instructions provide

a different context for the younger children, a way to "do things"

in another country; i.e., emit names for numbers. In contrast, for

the older children the instructions may be thought to produce a

competing context, a language context incompatible with the dominant

English language context; i.e., a different way to represent rela-

tionships.

This interpretation, of competing language contexts, would ex-

plain the general tendency for the experimental condition to debili-

tate performance in the sixth grade while facilitating performance

in the fourth grade. In the fifth grade, the high association value

list might be thought to compete with the language context while the

middle association value list is not similar enough to do so.

This does not, however, explain the lack of facilitation by the

experimental conditions of the low association value list for the

fourth and fifth grades (see Figures 13.1 and 13.2, respectively).

Assuming increased conflict with the-language system as association

value increases, the effect of the experimental,condition should In-

crease with decreasing association value of the list. This, however
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does not happen in any grade. In the fourth grade (Figure 13.1) the

difference between experimental and control conditions increases

with increasing association value of the list; that is, the reverse

of the expected relationship. Similarly, the conditions x lists

interaction would be expected to be significant, with the largest

experimental-control difference fcr the lowest association-value

list. As previously indicated, no such difference was found, although

there was a significant experimental-control difference for the medi-

um association-value list.

It is possible to speculate that such relationships occur due

to the operation of an additional variable, that of response differ-

entiation. Viewed in this manner, the instructions used would tend

to produce two partially incompatible results; a "context

in which pairs of things suddenly "go together", but also

in which some of the elements (CVCs) become more alike, a

of utility"

a context

set of

"names for numbers". It is assumed that parts of the language system

can produce generalization effects (Razran, 1952), without the lan-

guage system as a whole becoming dominant and inflexible. Presuming

that the association-value index of "meaningfulness" includes a res-

ponse differentiation component, with low meaningful CVCs less differ-

entiated than highly meaningful ones,
1

any loss in differentiation

due to instructions would have a greater decremental effect at low

1 Such a. hypothesis is testable by putting each CVC in homogene-
ous lists of different association value in a distinctive color back -
ground. Saltz (1963b)'has shokn this procedure to facilitate per-
formance. The, greatest facilitation should occur for the list with
Lowest 'association *alife.
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than at high association valu'e. Within this framework, the effect of

instructions for the younger children would be to reduce differentia-

tion below a critical level in the low association-value lists, thus

eliminating the beneficial effects of increased "meaning". The lack

of such_effects in the sixth grade would be d.ie to the overall

dominance of the English language context which precludes the forma-

tion of a new context with the instructions employed.

While much of the above formulation is speculative, it is be-

lieved that the hypotheses are testable through the manipulation of

different instructional settings, qualitative error analysis, and

the effects of known differentiation procedures on lists of different

levels of association value. Hopefully, such research would tend to

dispel the mystique of "meaningfulness" as traditionally indexed, as

a stable, almost immutable indicant of previous, and therefore pre-

sent, learning, and lead the way to the processes which influence

learning itself.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Background

The present project is a continuation of research into verbal

learning initiated in 1957 among children with hearing handicaps.

Prom 1957 through 1960, the research was primarily concerned with

the effects of modality of prescltation upon the learning of meaning-

ful material. Data were accumulated for both hearing-handicapped

and normal-hearing children. The latter group was necessary in order

to obtain normative information to gauge the performance of handi-

capped children. The results of that project indicated that with

normal-hearing children and meaningful material, little difference

in performance was obtained as a function of sensory mode of presen-

tation. It also suggested that a plateau in performance was reached

at about grade 6 with little improvement as a function of grade or

age beyond that. With hearing-handicapped children, the results in-

dicated that they perform almost as well as normal children with vi-

sual or combined audio - visual presentations but, as would be expected,

performance ,was drastically reduced with an auditory presentation.

A point of great interest in the performance of both groups of

children is the fact that the combined audio-visual presentation was

not better than the best of the two single-channel presentations.

-The conclusion appeared to be that a combined presentation is benefi-

cial only in that it allows each subject freedom to select one of the

modalities for learning; no additional cues for learning are available

202
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in the combined presentation than are present in the best unimodal

presentation of the same material.

In 1960 a second research project was begun, to continue until

1961. That investigation and the present one, initiated in 1963,

constitute methodical explorations of variables relevant to the

problem of verbal learning. The original project, just described,

might be viewed as a pilot study for this body of research since many

of the parameters subsequently investigated were suggested by results

of the first project.

The seco.14 study, 1960-63, extended the scope of materials to

be learned to cover nonmeaningful and nonverbal material and also

used a wider age range of subjects. It had been thought that the

findings of the initial project might be a function of the highly

meaningful material used. By exploring performance with other kinds

of material, the generality of those findings could be tested. The

major results of the second project revealed that, again, the com-

bined presentation was no better than the better of the two unisen-

sory presentations regardless of the clacrJ of material being learned.

It further indicated that the modality attended to in a bimodal situ-

ation is that which is more meaningful. For normal-hearing subjects

the more meaningful channel is determined by the material; for hoar-

ing-handicapped children, the visual nodality is always more meaning-

ful. Widening the range of materials shifted the plateau in the

learning curve up to the tenth grade,

'The-Pre-Sett projeet:;;AiveStitia*e4-further the variables of "eau.-

44#1,114ifeeHand modality preferende. The paiaietett of setwAftwfulAiedis

ez:11.00101.1-411--0,4411 ,77
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itself were explored in an attempt to determine how material becomes

meaningful. Scaling of verbal items was conducted to quautiky some

of the results. Since a single modality is apparently selected on

the basis of relative meaningfulness when a combined audio-visual

presentation is used, the conditions affecting such modality prefer-

ence were explored. The role of unimodal attention when both modali-

ties must be assimilated to learn was also studied. These, then, are

the general purposes of the present project.

B. Ob'ectives

The major goals of this project are to 1) define "meaningful-

ness" or the dimensions of meaningfulness in children, 2) to study

the relationship of meaningfulness to sensory channels of presenta-

tion, and 3) to relate the findings to the education and training of

normal and hard-of-hearing children.

Answers to the following types of questions were expected from

analyses of the data:

a. How important is the discriminability of the items in
a learning task? Is learning faster with greater dis-
riminability?

b. Does similarity of meaning or similarity of symboliza-
tion cause more interference? Can the effect of simi-
larity in one channel be overcome by dissimilarity in
the other sensory channel?

c. Is prOnounceableness an important item in verbal learn-
ing? Assuming equal associative values, will pro-
nounceable material be easier to learn than nonverbal
material? That is the effect of.Aubvocal pronunciation
on learning?

Given: a coW ex- ;eafl ng task-, jWill the:V:bjectdo bet-
"401:44tinO'' components the task first or if he

thao*:,-044*-4,-,tok right "hi*** start?

- -Are r--7, - rr7,
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d. HOw flexible ia the phenomenon of modality preference?
Does bimodal attention occur if the situation demands

it? ,

f. Do subjects with moderate hearing losses perform more
like normal, or like "deaf" subjects in a bimodal situ-

ation? That is, do they respond to meaningfulness or
to modality?

C. Procedure

1. Apparatus. The basic equipment used in the project con-

sisted of a slide projector coordinated with a tape recorder for the

presentation of learning materials. The Ampex-Bell & Howell system

developed in the second project was used along with a newer instru-

ment, the Tel-n-See. The major difference between the two systems

is in the presentation of visual material, slides being used in the

is

older system andPa film strip in the newer. Both systems utilized

pulses recorded on one channel of the magnetic tape to activate the

projector.

2. Materials. A wide variety of materials was needed in this

study to accomplish its purposes. The specific materials generally

fell into one of the three classifications formulated in the previous

project, namely, nonmearingful-nonverbgl, nonmeaningful-verbal, and

meaningful-verbal materials. The same notations were used to avo:'.d

confusion. The numbers'1, 2, and 3, respectively, were assigned to

the three levels of materials. Letters A and V indicated sensory

-channel of presentation. Thus, the notation Al indicates nonmeaning-

ful-nOnverbel material Presented auditorily, while A3V2 means a bi-

=441, presentation with meaningful-verbal material in the auditory

;sG anne a4 ,no mellning2111-verbal material in the vial/fait), 'Wherever it
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was reasonable, these kinds of notations were used to aid in identi-

fyilmg the experimental conditions. Specific notation was introduced

when this system was inappropriate.

3. Subjects. All testing of normal-hearing children was done

in classroom units. Children in grades 4, 5, and 6 of the Detroit

Public School System or the Archdiocese of Detroit School System were

used for the bulk of experimentation. A sample of hard-of-hearing

children in the metropolitan area was tested in small groups. In

additions data were obtained from children in a residential school

for the deaf. In all, more than 9000 children were tested in this

project.

4. Procedure. For most of the experiments a recall form of a

paired - associate task was used. Usually 10 learning trials alter-

nated with 10 test trials, During a learning trial, each stimulus

item was presented followed by its appropriate response. During a

test trial, only the stimuli were presented and the subjects were in-

structed to write down the appropriate responses in turn if they re-

membered them. Several different orders in which the items were pre-

sented for learning and test trials were used. Deviations from tilf.,s

procedure are noted in the specific experiments.

Following the collection of the data, the booklets were scored,

tabulated, and summary statistics for the samples calculated to ob-

tain the mean correct responses over a fixed number of trials. Learn-

ing curves were obtained oj caJoulating the mean number of correct

tesponses for each trial.

One pcit,,tiqp, of the study involved the collection of association
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values for selected trigrams from children. A different procedure

Was necessary. The trigrams were printed in two columns of 25 each

on 8 1/2 x 11-inch pages. Each trigram was followed by "Yes No "

for the child to use in responding. A copy of the instructions given

orally to the class is presented in Appendix B.

The project was carried out as a series of experiments related

to the major goals. The results are divided into problem areas for

ease in presentation. The experiments relevant to these areas will

be summarized briefly in turn.

D. Results Pertaining_tolocasEative Research Project #1001

Two experiments were conducted to clarify the general findings

from the previous investigation.

1. Experiment I: Learning 2LNew Nonmeanin ful-Nonverbal Mate-

rial. It had been hypothesized that V1 material (modified electrical

symbols) would produce poorer performance than that obtained with V2

material which is also nonmeaningful but verbal in nature (CVC tri-

grams). The trend of the data in the previous project suggested

that this hypothesis was not tenable; differences were not signifi-

cantly but were consistently in the opposite direction.

To determine whether this finding was an artifact of the parti-

cular stimuli employed, performance using an additional set of V1 ma-

terial was indicated to verify the results. Greek letters were

selected as stimuli for this study. All other aspects of the study

paralleled those used previously.

The results were consistent with the "old" V1 material, even to

.!. ..!..4e
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the point of clearing up the single reversal obtained previOusly

(grade 4 had been the only exception from five grade levels to the

trend of V1 scores being higher than V2). It was concluded that the

slightly superior performance with V1 material was not a function of

the particular items used but was a verifiable finding capable,of

generalization.

2. Experiment II: The Relationshi Between Bimodal and Uni-
-#

modal Presentation with Material Variables Mani ulated on the Res onse

Side, The project preceding this indicated that a combined audio-

visual presentation was not superior to the better unimodal perform-

ance. Before this result is generalized it was necessary to deter-

mine whether it held when meaningfulness and verbalness were manipu-

lated on the response side. To this point, the studies had employed

a constant set of responses and gauged the effect of changes in the

set of stimulus items upon performance. Previous work by other in-

vestigators had shown that chapos in meaningfulness of stimuli or

responses-produced similar effects with a greater influence noted

when response meaningfulness is varied.

The generality of the findings were checked by selecting six

conditions from the last project, reversing the stimulus-response

pairings, and administering these altered conditions to a new set of

subjects. "'he conditions used were A2, A
3

, V
2 V

3'
A
2
V
2

, and A
3
V
3

,

these being the only ones amenable to such modifications.

The results of this study indicated again that a combined pre-

sentation does not facilitate performance over that obtained with the

better of the two unimodal conditions.

( 1 "
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3. Conclusions. These two experiments verify and extend find-

ings from the last investigation. They indicate that the results can

be generalized without undue caution. Experiment I points out also

the need for re-examining the hypothesis that a single continuum un-

derlies the three classes of material studied in the previous project.

It had been assumed, :It the outset, that performance would be better

with meaningful than nonmeaningful material and with verbal as con-

, trasted with nonverbal material. Therefore, use of nonmeaningful-

nonverbal material should have produced less learning than that ob-

tained with nonmeaningful- verbal material. The data force us to re-

ject this hypothesis.

E. Results Pertaining to Modality Preference

One of the most interesting conclusions'of the last project was

that meaningfulness determines the single modality receiving the chief

attention d7n a bimodal situation. Further exploration of this finding

was ccinducted to determine the parameters involved. Four experiments

pertain to this problem area.'

1. Eassiment IIT: Modality Preference. This experiment was

conducted in three phases, methodically examining the phenomenon of

modality preference in different situations of bimodal stimulation.

In all three studies, the subject could master the task to some degree

or entirely by attendIne to only one modality.

Phase I utilized the A
1
V
1

condition of the last project. Four ,

different groups were tested; each group was interrupted at a di?fer-

ent point in the bimodal learning task to determine the relative
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amounts of auditory and visual learning which had occurred. The spe-

cific stimulus materials of this condition were unique for each mo-

dality although considered equally nonmeaningful and nonverbal. The

results, while not conclusive, suggested a tendency to learn: a few

of the visual items first and then to attend to the auditory dimen-

sion.

Phase 2 used Conditions A1V1 A2V2, and A
3
V
3

. Procedure-was

modified to allow inferences concerning modality preference to be

made. All of the learning trials were bimodal; i.e., auditory and
1

,

visual materials were presented simultaneously. All of the test tri-
.

I

lowed by the six stimuli from the other modality. In this way 1

als were unimodal presenting the six stimuli from one modality fol-

I

I

1

I

1

I

separate scores for the two modalities were obtained from each sub-

ject. Comparing these scores indicated a significant difference for

A
1
V
1
with more visual items being learned. For the other two condi-

tions, no significant differences as a function of modality were ob-

tained. These results suggested that modality preference is most

apparent when different materials are used in the two modalities.

The third phase of Experiment III employed different lists of

words and different responses in the two channels to verify the re-
,

sults of-the-previous segment of the studY. Simultaneous audio-

visual presentation Was used for all learning and test trials. In

order to synchronize presentations, procedural changes were.intro-

duced which confounded the results. Examinationof the data after

"correcting" for the effect of procedure suggests that material in

either modality was learned equally well.

- =
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These findings may be an artifact of the procedure and the

"correction" factor. If the results have validity they suggest

either that no modality preference is obtained with highly meaning-

ful, verbal material.or that idiosyncratic modality preference is

operating which cannot be detected using group procedures.

2. eriient IV: Inte ration of Visual and Auditor-y22E22E7

into -in.Pairedin. This ex-

periment attempted to determine the efficiency of learning a bimodal

task as a function of the way the task is presented. Unique stimuli

were delivered in the two sense modalities with single digits as

responses. With this kind of material, it was possible to present

both auditory and visual stimuli simultaneously, requiring a two-

digit response, or present the two lists independently with one-

digit responses.

Two experimental conditions were used; one, termed "separated",

presented the auditory and visual lists independently during the

first half of the task and then simultaneously for the last five

trials. The other condition, designated "combined", used the simul-

taneous presentation throughout. The results showed a cle-ar superi-

ority of the "separated" procedure over the "combined" whether per-

formance is compared by blocks of .five trials (corresponding to the

experimental procedures) or whether overall performance is measured.

3. ,b.erimentV:TheEffectofthmdalandBimodalCuesUon

ear s This experiment, like the preceding, was designed to deter

mine the most efficient way to present elements of a complex stimulus

for lsarning. However, one important difference exists between the
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two studies. Ts% this experiment, both elements had to be learned as

a unit before the correct response could be achieved whereas in Ex-
.

periment IV each element of the stimulus had its own response. Of

particular interest in Experiment V is the effect of presenting two

cues simultaneously in the same modality, or simultaneously but in

different modalities.

The results clearly indicate that presenting the two stimulus

compinents visually is far superior to any other combination. How-

ever, the next most efficient condition used bimodal stimulation,

with the meaningful element in the visual modality and the nonmean-

ingfill stimulus component presented auditorily. Thus, no general

statement concerning unimodal versus bimodal stimulation was possi-

ble; the efficiency of these forms of presentation is apparently con-

founded with meaningfulness.

4. Experiment VI: Modality and Meaningfulness in Children

with Moderate Hearing-Impairment. It had been demonstrated that

normal-hearing subjects in a bimodal task attend to the channel con-

taining the more meaningful material while severely hard-of-hearing

subjects attend to the visual modality only. These findings had im-

poit for teaching children who are classified in either group. How-

ever, they did not permit recommendations to be made concerning sub-,

jects with mild-to-moderate hearing losses. This segment of the

population is generally treated as if it were "normal"; i.e., these

children are usually placed in regular classrooms with auditory

training added to their curriculum, It is assumed that prescription

of the froper hearing aid plus training*in using,it brings these

ti
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subjects into the "normal-hearing" population.

In order to test this assumption, several of the same learning
.

tasks given to the other two hearing-ability groups were administered

ta a sample of children with intermediate hearing losses. Bimodal

learning conditions were used with an additional five trials of only

the auditory material. Control conditions consisted of 15 trials of

only the auditory dimension. The performance of these subjects was

then compared with both normal-hearing and "deaf." subjects.

The results of this experiment indicate that groups with inter-

mediate hearing ability perform much like "normals"-on these tasks.

They use the auditory modality less efficiently, as would be expected,

but they do not avoid using this dimension for learning in a bimodal

situation. However, these subjects tend to perform at the same level

regardless of material and .modality manipulations. Normal-hearing

and deaf children quickly decide which modality to attend to, given

--a-bimodal-task.- With the hard-of-hearing subject's, the decision iq

not made as rapidly. For example, in the condition where the visual

modality contains nonmeaningful-nonverbal electrical symbols (V3) and

the. auditory dimension containa familiar words (A3), the "normals"

listen and the "deaf" look with the same degree of efficiency as in-

dicated by equivalent performance. The "hard-of-hearing" perform

more poorly; analyses imply that they attempt to learn by both mo-

dalities, probably sequentially, with a corresponding loss in ern-
..

ciency since the two modalities do not contain the same material.

5. Conclusions. Thiii series of studies has implications for

the education of both normal and hearing-handicapped children. It
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emphasizes the fact that disparate materials should not be prseented

bimodally for learning if at all possible. The task can be mastered

midi. more efficiently if the separate components are dealt with first

Followed by training in'combinifig them. However, if the materials

in the two modalities approach redundancy, no advantage seems to be

gained from bimodal stimulation. Either modality is equally as ef-

fective as .a combined presentation. In cases where the components

cannot be separated for learning, these studies. suggest that a visual

presentation of the multiple components is favored. If the nature of

the materials is such that bimodal simultaneous stimulation is un-

avoidable, then it appears that acquisition of the material occurs

more rapidly when the visual modality contains the more meaningful

element.

Extending these findings to the problems encountered in develop-

ing language skills in the severely hearing-handicapped, it might be

more advantageous to present language initially in its many visual

forms; e.g., readingl lip reading, and other visual "forms" of the

spoken language. After the child has mastered language to some ex-

tent in these forms, then the auditory and oral elements can be

added. ,,The alternative would be to present the two as separate

'tasks throughout the early portion of his education, combining them

later.

F. Resulis Pertainin to Association Values

This portion of the project involved the scaling of selected
tg,

trigrams for meaningfulness 17y children. Several studies are avail-
,

--- r
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able for the adult population using these same materials. The basic

assumption underlying these tasks is that the proportion of subjects

who indicate that an item reminds them of a word is an index of tho

meaningfulness of that item. Less meaningful trigrams have fewer

associations and, therefore, fewer persons would report an associa-

tion. This procedure has validity to the extent thatitems so

scaled behave in a way consistent with the concept of meaningfulness.

Such consistencies have been reported, using adult subjects.

1. rm * eriment VII: Association Values for Selected Tri rams

with Children. Five different studies were conducted using children

in grades 4.6 of the public schools and children from a residential

school for the deaf. Lists of 50 and 100 CVC tiigrams were evaluated

by such subjects. The obtained values showed a high correlation with

adult values indicating that such norms can be used with younger sub-

jects. These results also lend further support to the use of such

values as an index of meaningfulness since it was assumed that mean-

ing to children and adults should differ in degree but not in kind.

The.values obtained from deaf subjects correlated very highly with

normal-hearing children and substantially with adult Values. These

findings are interpreted as consistent with the assumption that mean-

ingfulness increases with experLence; therefore, children at t#e two

levels of hearing ability would and do'differ less with respect to

this parameter than would either group When compared with adults.

Other aspects of this, section of the project 'investigated areas

which did. not have parallels with adults. Norma! Were obtained

taneously foir both CCC: and CVC trigrats frot the same children. The
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two kinds of trigrams were presented in isolated blocks, alternated,

or randomized. The extremely high intercorrelations among the three

forms of presentation sUggest that the same criteria Were used to

evaluate both kinds of.tigrams so that they could bp arranged along

a single continuum of meaningfulness according to their scale values.

No data exist previously in the literature to indicate the relatiOn-

ship between scale values for the different forms of trigrams.

Lists lof CVCs representing only a portion of the entire range

of association values were also administered. The data indicate

that sdale, values are not absolute numerically although the items do

maintain their same relative pOsition. This finding has implications

for verbal learning tasks which use a truncated list of association

values, and then relate the performance to the scale values obtained

from an unrestricted list. Effects of such procedures will be pre-

sented in a later section of this project. Suffice it to say here

that the use ofitems with extremely restricted ranges of association

values for learning shows little relationship with performance. The

explanation for this phenomenon lies in the assumption that items in

restricted lists are subjectively Scaled relative to one, another

rather than against an absolute standard of meaningfulness. This as-

sumption ith derived from the changes in scale values obtained with

the use of truncated lists of. CVCs as compared with the numerical

-
,,values assigned when the entire list was evaluated.

Qrie last factor in the examination Of the meaningfulness of

1:*ICaticA .values way the effect of prior opportunity for establish-

Atxgi assbAiAtiYet links upon association_Value6. A paired-associate

r

yy
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learningi-tas,k,-ima.:-adminiirter,ed toi4 trigrams (CVC or CCC) as res-

parises. ROI.lowing 'this task,- asociatj.on., values were obtained for

, lists .of botb.,k4tels ok.trigrams Among which were -included the specif-
.

ic iesporise items from the' task. Tile results indicated that such
*:

.prior exposure increttsiati -the association valuer for _troth sets of tri-
_

grams with t6 CVC yaiiiesIseingmore irossly'affected. Performance

in the learning task was. also better with these items, suggesting

that associations are gained or-established in .the learning process.

It night be inferred that the failure to find an association (other

-than the one provided.` in the task) kir a low meaningful tiigiam im-

pedes paired-associate learning.

2. Conclusions. The several studies conducted in collecting

association values from children indicate that adult values are good

indices of children's values when a broad range of CVCs are consid-

ered. With restricted ranges of items, the studies with children

suggest caution in interpreting items in terms of their "absolute"

values. Since chilAren parallel adults so closely,, the same warning

might apply to adults as well. Data were also obtained bearing upon

the relationship between association values for CCCsand CVCs.

G. Results,Pertsinin to Meaningfulness

The concept "meaningfulness" is still lacking a precise defini-

tion but there is no disagreement concerning its relationship to

learning. Using changes in performance, then, to indicate changes

in meaningfulness, several variables were studied with children as

subjects. These peiticular variables had already been described as

srlrirgairroligriPOW
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relevant to meaningfulness on the, basis of studies with adults.

Since the concept "meaningfulness" is assumed to be the same at all

ages, these studies would serve to validate the parameters already

identified. Furthermore, it wa.hoped that, by Studying subjects

who are "gaining" meaningfulness, insight might be obtained as to

the nature of this process.

The parameters investigated included those of associability,

pronounceableness, and discriminability (or its converse,, similarity).

An attempt was made to generate meaningfulness by associating low

meaningful items with highly meaningful ones. The effect of varia-

tions in association value was examined.' The role of pronounceable-

ness (both implicit and explicit) was studied for its effect upon

performance. Similarity was manipulated to determine its relation-

ship to meaningfulness. Finally, meaningfulness was studied with

respect to the role that structuring of the task plays in perform-

ance. Actual restructuring of the task into a more integrated unit

was examined as well as the effect that changes in instructions pro-

duce. Each of these was the topic of a separate experiment.

1. Experiment VIII: Production of Meaningfulness by'Associa

tion. This study attempted to increase the meaningfulness of items

through association with material already high,in meaningfulness.

A.two-part learning task was employed whereby the first part paired

high and low meaningful items and the second stage tested the effects

of such pairings. Increases in performance on the second task, over

control conditions, were an index of the ettent to which:the meaning-

;1114 of the experimental, material had been raised through

1
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association. Other studies employing this same A-B, A-C learning

paradigm have found significant negative transfer effects. The re-

sults of the present experiment have to be interpreted with this in

mind. The findings indicated that meaningfulness can be increased

by association since the expected negative transfer effects were not

obtained. It was hypothesized that the amount of facilitation due to

the increase in meaningfulness was sufficient to offset the predicted

decrement in learning.

2. erimentIX:sociatAsieaningfulnesst and

Learning. Associaticn values have wide acceptance as.indices of

meaningfulness supported by studies where performance is directly re-

lated to such scale values. The bulk of such studies, however,

tested adult subjects wi:h lists of trigrams which included a fairly

wide range of association values. Experiment VII, however, while

collecting scale values from children noted a tendency to respond

to different restricted lists of items as if they were equivalent.

That is, lists from different portions of the total range of asso-

ciation values yielded values that were much alike in terms of mean

association value, standard. deviation, and range.

The relationship between "absolute" association value and mean-

ingfulness was examined in this study by using separate lists of

CVOs, each list spanning only 10 association value points and sam-

pling from a different interval along the total range. Seven such

lists were'conatructed.. Using the trigrams as responses, and ad-

imigstering each list to independent groups, it was found that

.;

elAtively _little Change in performance level accompanied wide
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changes in mean association value of the lists. Although learning

does covary with association values, the magnitude of this relation-

ship is far lower than expected. This finding adds further support

to the hypothesis that individual lists of items 're Tebpt,Ided to

similarly. Homogeneous lists must differ vastly in mean association

value before any reliable difference in performance is obtained. As

the lists become more heterogeneous, differences in performance as a

function of association value should be noted between items within a

list. This last inference is supported by studies in the literature.

3. Experiment The Effects of PronounceablenessLEELEWIELL

Pronunciation on Learning. Prbnounceableness has been shown to co-

vary with performance and, on that basis, has been accepted as

another parameter of the concept "meaningfulness". It has been as-

sumed that meaningfulness serves to organize diverse stimuli into

units which are more readily processed. In the same fashion, then,

the facilitative effects of pronunciation are attributed to its

capacity to integrate the separate letters composing the visual stim-

ulus word into a unit with fewer elements (phonemes). The present
0

study was designed to test the effect of pronouhceableness across

modalities with children and to examine whether further changes
Rr

performance result from explicit pronunciation.

To avoid confounding the results due to variations in meaningful-

ness, low association value trigrams were used. The CVC trigrams

formed the pronounceable responses and CCC trigrams the less pro-

nounceable items. These materials were presented either visually or

auditorily, where the trigrams were spelled. An additional auditory
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condition for the CVC material only consisted of both spelling and

pronUnciation of the trigrams.

The results of this study show that the pronounceableness of

items aids learning as had been anticipated. Explicit pronunciation

was, found to provide no further increase in learning and, in fact,

interfered with learning in the sixth grades The integration of

items into pronounceable units occurred as efficiently in the audi-

tory modality as in the visual. For low pronounceable material, the

visual modality was clearly superior although discriminability of the

items may be a confounding factor.

4. Experiment XI: The ElLesI2fILILIsitmllsemal.

Meaningfulness aids learning presumably by providing associative

links which serve to integrate the material being presented. Accept-

ance of the notion of associative links is the basis for the use of

association values indicesndices of meaningfulness. However, that such

associations can also interfere with learning at times-has been

demonstrated empirically. Apparently, the meaningfulness of items

is relative to the context in which they are embedded; items with

many associations (and therefore, high in meaningfulness) can result

in slower learning in Fome situations than in others (implying that

the meaningfulness of such items is variable). In particular, inter-

ference with learning can be obtained with items which are similar

in meqning, i.e., synonyms, or which are similar, in being instances

of a supraordinate class. For material which is low in meaning, it

has been found,. that physical simiiarityi i.e., letter duplication,

Itedice6 XodrIlin(;.
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Since children are less facile with verbal material than adults,

it was decided to investigate the effects of physical and conceptual

similarity upon learning to determine whether assumed differences in

verbal proficiency result in different patterns of interference due

to similarity. It was supposed that children, being more concrete,

would be more influenced by physical rather than meaningful similari-

ty. Since they have less experience with language, fewer associative

links would be available to produce interference due to Tli5.*Airg.

Another consequence of concreteness is that children wou:.4 be less

affected by items representing different instances of a higher-order

concept than would adults. For children, each instance would be

"concretely" unique.

The results of this experiments comparing performance on lists

which were similar physically or conceptually with control lists, in-

dicate that children react to'these variables as do adults. Letter

duplication has more effect when meaning is low; conceptual similari-

ty produces interference with meaningful material. The data suggest

different strategies to learn were used at the different grades.

Sixth-grade performance was more like adults implying use of an ap-

proach emphasizing verbal skills. Fourth-grade subjects were charac-

-

terized as using primarily a rote approach to the task. Fifth -grade

'performance was not predictable from the two adjacent grades and was

interpreted as the result of a transition in the learning procees.

5. Experiment XII: Function

Differences and of_Ssaucturin_s of the Task. This experi-
/AMNON&

ment was designed to determine whether rate of learning varies

1
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directly with the amount of difference among stimuli. TwO sets of

bands of noise were selected which differed only in. frequency inter-

vals. When these stimuli were presented in the usual paired-associate

paradigm, no difference in learning was obtained as a function of

differences in frequency. These results suggested that the''larger

set of differences provided no additional information for learning

than did the smaller. Apparently, once the items are sufficiently

distinctive, no further increment in learning is obtained as a func-

tion of additional differentiation along the same dimension. This

is not to say that varying the stimuli along several dimensions might

not have facilitated the performance.

The level of performance with either set of stimuli in this ex-

periment was significantly lower than had been anticipated on the

basis of previous experimentation. In examining the initial random

presentations of the S-R pairings, it was hypothesized that the poor

performance resulted from a lack of sufficient cues for absolute

identification of the stimuli necessary for recall. This hypothesis

was tested by modifying the original conditions so that the stimuli

were presented ordinally in terms of frequency during the learning

trials. The. same random presentations of stimuli during the test

trials were used. These changes-clearly provided anchor points for

the .stimuli and emphasized the relationdhip of each band of noise to

such-anchors and to each other. Performance was significantly

facilitated in these modified conditions over the level demondtrated

with. the random presentations, being now equivalent to that )btained

with other kinds of Ai waterial.
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The success of the modified tasks indicates the importance of

providing structure in learning. Distinctive stimulation is appar-

ently not sufficient for attainment of cognitive structure by the

subjects. In order to learn, stimuli must be apprehended by the

subjects and organized in such a manner that efficient recall can

occur. To the extent that the subject is unable, on the bas19 of

previous experience, to provide a suitable structure for recall,

performance will be adversely affected. Thus, it is important for

the instructor to provide such a framework to achieve the maximum

amount of learning in a given time. These findings have great im-

plications for auditory training of hearing-handicapped children.

6. Emeriment XIII: meaning212412.talEstatiallial. In this

final experiment of the project, an attempt was made to evaluate the

effect_ upon performance of adding cognitive structure when verbal ma.

terial was used. As already noted, dramatic increases in performance

were obtained when structure was provided for auditory nonmeaningful-

nonverbal material which differed along a single dimension. In this

experiment, the stimuli were trigrams which can be termed complex

stimuli varying along,manv dimensions. In obtaining association

values for such material, the items are ranked along the single di-

mension "meaningfulnesbo; however, it must be remembered that they

differ in spelling and pronounceableness$ to mention only two more

obviOus parameters.

Cognitive structure was loosely defined as that which increases

the meaningfulness of the material, since meaningfulness is measured

by performance. With verbal material, meaningfulness cannot logically
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be increased by establishing reference points as was used with the

nonverbal material. However, this type of material is amenable to

communication functions. Therefore, it was hypothesized that per-

formance would be facilitated-by implying that a meaningful relation-

ship exists between the S-R pairs; i.e., that the trigram would be

equally communicable under certain circumstances as would the- item

with which it is paired. This hypothesis was tested by pairing tri-

grams with Arabic numbers and informing the subjects that-the tri-

grams were the names for those numbers in a particular foreign

language.

Three lists from Experiment IX were used for this study, repre-

senting low, medium, and high mean association values. Performance

from that study was used as the control for this experiment to ade-

quately measure the effect of changes in instruction upon performance.

The results of this experiment do not allow any clear-cut state-

ment to be made concerning the effect of providing structure upon

meaningfulness. An interaction with association value was obtained;

only the list of medium-valued trigrams was facilitated by the impli-

cation Of meaning in the S-R pairings. A-significant interaction

between grades and instructions was also obtained in which the sixth-

grade performance was adversely affected by the changed instructions

while the other grades reacted in the opposite direction. In addi-

tion, the grades responded differently to the three levels of aaso-

elation value used, yielding another significant interaction. These

results were discussed in terms of the assumed changes in language

development represented by these grade levels.

- - __,
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7. Conclusions. The studies conducted in connection with mean-

ingfulness indicate that this concept is more complex than had been

assumed from previous experimentation with adult subjects. Using

the operational definition of performance as an index of meaningful-

ness, it was shown that parameters such as pronounceableness and dis-

criminability affect learning in children in the same manner as they

do in adults. However, meaningfulness is not to be viewed in an ab-

solute fashion but is relative to the context in which the material

to be learned is placed. The finding that lists of narrow ranges of

absolute association values are learned almost as rapidly regardless

of the absolute mean value is inconsistent with previous notions and

lends support to the concept of relative meaningfulness. Additional

evidence for this view is found in the effects of similarity upon

performance and in the changes in learning as a result of changing

the structure of the task. To the extent that the same materials pro-

duce different levels of performance in these different situations,

meaning canbe said to be relative.
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Fig. A-5 Experiment III-5: Learning curves for material in each modality and for bimodal

perforaance; grade 5.
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Fig. A,7 Experiment Vs Learning curves for Conditions WV, 7+A, AO, and A&A; grade 4.
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TEST TRIALS

Fig. A-13 Experiment X: Learning curves for Conditions CVC-V, CCC -7, CVC-Asp.
, CCC-A, and

CVC-Ailagrds 5.
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Fig. A-15 Experiment XI: Learning curves for Conditions A, 1, C, D, and E; grads 4.
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Fig. A-17 Elperisent II; Learning curves for Conditions A, B, 8', C, D, and E; grade 6.
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DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTION OF
ASSOCIATION VALUES

On the page(s) we gave you, there are sets of letters followed

by "Yes" and "No"... What we want you to do is to tell us if these

sets of letters are like words. We have given these lists to

grown-ups, (college students and people like your parents) and they

have told us that some of these sets of letters are more like words

than others. We want to know if you friel the same way about them.

Look at each one of the sets of letters separately and ask

yourself the following questions:

is it a word?

Does it seem like a word?

Does it remind me of a word?

Can I use it in a sentence?

If you feel that you could answer .a2itz one of these questions

"Yes", then place a checkmark or an X after "Yes" following those

letters. If you feel that all the questions should be answered "No",

then put the checkmerk or X after the "No" following those letters.

Do this with each set of letters. Don't skip any.

This isn't a test of any kind. There are no right or wrong

answers to these sets of letters. A particular set of letters may

seem like a word to you but not to your neighbor, so don't worry

about what his answers are.

One thing more: Don't think to yourself "These are all letters

and words are made up of letters, so I'll answer them all 'yes'," or

242
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"None of theae are actually words so I'll answer them all 'no'." This

isn't what want. Just look at each set of letters separately and

try'to decide if it seems like a word. Don't skip any of them.

Answer every one. There is.no time limit but this shouldn't take you

too long. If you can't read some of the letters, raise your hand and

we'll tell you what they are.

(Start them to work.. If they ask questiond like "Can I read it back-
wards?", just repeat "If it reminds you of a words answer it 'yes'.")

4.

r-



CVO -50
Order 1

YAT Yes No ZUP. Yes No

KEZ Yes No WAM Yes No
111111.611111111 MININNIP1.6.611

611116.61111,

1164.6.1121M

NAB Yes
616111111. WINOMMIN

No GAN Yes 00.10.C. alaals..-No

XYH Yes No KUL Yes No
40166611111 Inrte006/1

Kw Yes No BYG Yes No
WORMY

IIISMIONAM OM III. elf .

KIR Yes No BEJ Yes No

-- XEG- Yes- . No- COF Yes No ,
.............

HIK Yes No FIP Yes No
66116161

46.1161661116 0.1.161116104,

QAZ Yes No LUN Yes No
WORM.,,.. 61

1
RUN Yes No LAV Yes No

REB Yes No NYJ Yes No

PYM Yes No WOJ Yes es No

SAF Yes No PIL Yes No
OIMIMMIM

61111166MOD 666,611.0

JID Yes No CYL Yes ,6666. WORM__

PAG Yes No XIM Yes es No

QAM Yes No HEX Yes No
WORM._.

ZEG Yes No NEZ Yes .No=1, 41=66.1666.

VYS Yes No LYG Yes No.....

TAZ Yes No ML Yes No0161

KYT Yes No DOR Yes No

TEP Yes No TUS Yes No

01/6 6.666666616

0116malMil.

6166601111

.1M1IMNINEw

6600rium 611611116111116

1101 111111111111MIN1,

1060.611M 1110.1111.111M

WUB Yes No DAQ Yes No

BIF Yes No FYT Yes No
110101011

HUK Yes No QOJ Yes No

YUM Yes No MOV Yes No

244





QAM Yes No

PYM

YAT

LUN

CYL

QOJ

ZEG

HIK

NYJ

JID

KYT

Yes No

Yes No

Yes- No
0111101. ONIIINN

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

CVC-50
Order 3

PAG

REB

HUK

Yes No=11111

Yes No

Yes No

PIP Yes No

BI]

MOV

NEZ

FYT

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

111./0111111MINIM

1101M

MIIIIM 011=111

PIL Yes No

GAN Yes No

ZUP Yes No

XYH Yes No BEJ Yes No

HEJ Yes No QAZ Yes No1 amin

KUL Yes No DOR Yes No
/MO

WUB Yes No DYL Yes No

XIM Yes No DAQ Yes No
,..-

RUN Yes No TAZ Yes No

HEX Yes No WOO' Yes Io

TER Yes No NAB Yes No

PUS Yes No LAV Yes No

COF Yes No KEZ Yes No
4MOON

BYG Yes No KIR Yes No

VYS Yes No
OrMIMIMINIM SMINNIIIMOINNO

XEG Yes No

YUM

11
Yes No

411111.

2k6

WAM

SAF

LYG

Yes No
NMI01111.

Yes No

Yes No

- 7' 7:77,7-7 r-
, 11, ' if ; 4

, I
' /1 .d.4.1'

.11
pi:

, , ,te4,1 ,,; - 41,

4/11

4.-s ; "
:11

1.
q>

11;6".:'



KUL

DYJ

SYB

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

HYN Yes No

KEZ

PES

QYH

Yes No .1111

Yes. No
00111.11.

Yes No

JID Yes No

QOJ Yes No--
NAB Yes No

CUX Yes No

VOB Yes No

ZOT Yes No

JIS Yes No

CER Yes No

DYL Yes No

DOB Yes No

WAM Yes No--
RUN

QIC

Yes No

Yes No

NYJ .Yes No

SIJ

TUS

Yes No
GINNONONNO

Yes No

.1.11111.II

NO..110.0 ONOWIMI.

LOD YE..s No

LIR Yes No

1.111111=Narawsinuancirmonsorr....

IN NOMMON WININNIMN

CVC-100
Order 1

247

7977
f,

4".

r.4 1---

TER Yes No

GAN Yes No

REP Yes No

WOL

JAZ

HUK

TYJ

PYM

FYT

MOV

BYG

NEZ

FEP

MIV

XIJ

CYL

GYN

LAV

QAP

QAM

KUS

XIM

TAZ

Yes No
IMINSMSOL

Yes No

Yes No!IMO

Yes No

Yes No
olw.111.:MM

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
.romOWNIIIN IMOIMMINO.

Yes No

Y es No

les No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
woN.N.M.

Yes No

Yes No

INIMIMINENNo

NI NW. AS/ .118.....11/111

Yes No
N MOOMIIMMN MAP

Yes No 1110

VUR Yes No

KYT Yes No
AND NM MOM

appownalumv

, =1.4?", r



KIG

ROS

DAQ

YUD

LOF

HYZ

WUB

MUF

LAN

SUF

NMI

PAG

Yes No
INSINE9C. IMMID.1.1.

Yes No

Yes No
MENMEMI

Yes No

Yes NoMEM...

Yes No

Yes No----

Yes No

MNINI.M.N.

OMMIIIMMI

01........

.11....... MMIMEND

Yes No---
Yes No

0111NMENI. .....MEND

Yes No
OMENNEME. MNENE11.

Yes No

COF Yes No

HIK

XEG

HOM

MEN

TYC

Yes No

Yes No
MM. NM

Yes Nc

Yes No
4111111.1...

Yes No

FIP Yes No

TUR Yes No

CVC-100
Order I (cont.)

SAF

BIF

WOJ

NEV

LYX

PIL

KOS

;

1

i

I

!

1

I

Yes No iMNIMINNMEM

Yes No
,

Yes No --
Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

011........

XYH Yes No

PEB Yes No

HEX Yes No

NAY Yes No

YAT Yes No

XYV Yes No

KEB

REB

GEC

HEJ

WYK

YUM

Yes No

Yes No...MOM .......

Yes No
eNINNONNINM

Yes No
.0.1.111.1. MINIMIEMND

Yes No
NEMONININNir. .....111

Yes No

VAF Yes No .../...E

XEC Yes No PEX Yes No....... ININNOMM.

PEK Yes No QAZ Yes No --
ZUP Yea No TAL Yes No

4.1.0.11. MINJMINNI.

ENINDINNEM 41.11.......

DOR

TYV

Yes No......... .......

Yes No....... MINEMEDON

248
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QYM Yes No

GON Yes No--- MD...

!

1



MT_T1 ., ,..,

HYN

PES

JID

NAB

VOB

JIS

DYL

WAIF

Yes No

Yes 0 No
MEMONOInSC

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No1010 ffiVamillMb

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
MIIMMILIIMMIO 1111=11.

Yes No----

QIC Yes No

SIJ

LOD

TER

REP

JAZ

TY,T

FYT

BYG

FEP

XIJ

GYN

QAP

KIDS

TAZ

KYT

Yes No0 0
Yes No

Yes No
1111111MUMND ,ININNMAINNMo

Yes No

Yes No
Mr. iNIMMINIM 4IMUNIMIIIMM

Yes No
rilt:111MM 4=MININISM

Yes No
.1MOINg,.MON. 4811MUNSIlle

Yes No0 VIIIIIIIIMMINCI

Yes No HININII.

Yes No
MINAVVIIINO

Yes No
Afa./.1.1101110 ..01.040

Yes No.1.11,1

Ye3 No
MII=1110 0

Yes No0 arifial

Yes No maildal

CVC-3.90
Order 2

21+9

ROS Yes
AWC

No.71. 00
YUD Yes No

HYZ Yes No

mu Yes No

SUF Yes 0 No
dormommow

PAG

HIK Yes No

HON

TYC

TUR Yes No...
PBX Yes No.. dowilmo.

DOR Yes No
milmlowe.

SAF Yes Noann Madam.

WOJ . Yes No

LYX Yes No

KOS Yes No

PEB Yes No0 0D
NAY Yes No

XYV Y es NomoIlw INImOM

REB Yes No
.............

HEJ Yes 27; o 01
YUM Yee No ,.
PEX Yes No----

TAL Yes ......No... ....--

GON Yes No

0
Yes No 0
Yes No----
Yes No

ImmIMMIN.

anWegi 41111110111M.

res

G_

)



KUL Yes No
11101111110

SYB Yes No

KEZ Yes No

QYH Yes No

QOJ Yes No

Yes No
ONIONMEMI,

CVC--100
Order 2 ( cont .)

KIG

DAQ

LOF.

WUB

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

LIM Yes No

Yes No

C

ZOT Yes No COF Yes No

CER Yes No XEG Yes No--. IMISMIII

DOB Yes No MEN Yes No

RUN Yes No FIP Yes No.. .
NYJ Yes No XEC Yes No ....._.

TIIS Yes No Zi.iP Yes No
OMEN/Wm.

LIR Yes No TYV Yes No

GAN Yes Ho BIF Yes No
MED

1,11IMINw

WOL Yes No NEV Yes No

MIK Yes No PIL Yes No
..

4- PYM Yes No XYH Yes No
INIMIl NAM*.

r

140V Yes No HEX Yes No 0
NEZ Yes No

Yes No

Yes. No

LAV Yes No

r 1 er,r-1,.0.11, I^:^'/ ^. ^.3' *:

'17" 1011

,

r4

Yes No

Yes No
41/111111MINI. 101/0

Yes No
11101111161111.0 4111.~MNIO.
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YAT

KEB

Yes No
=11111100

Yes No

GEC Yes No

WYK

VAF

Yes No

Yes No
.00mamium ANNI111101M

QAZ Yes No

QYM Yes No

01111001111111

GIMMINIMM



,.,

LTMP

TWN

DNT

NCK

ZNG

FNK

CFN

WRZ

GQC

KBF

RGW

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
INIVINIINIM

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

CCC-CVC
Form H

Order 1

WOL Yes No

WAM

GEC

KOS

YUD

QOJ

Yes No

Yes No
kt

Yes Noancon

Yes No
falINIMM

Yes No
41

Yes No MEN Yes No--
Yes No . REB Yes No

Yes No WYK YeS No

Yes No XEG Yes No411 =11! 0.111M. OMINIIMOIND

Yes No SIJ Yes No

PTL Yes _ No

BIG Yes No

LFT

THZ

DWB

KNG

ell VAF

CER

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No QIC Yes
.

No

Yes No DYL Yes No

Yes No NAB Yes No

Yes No DOR Yes No

HPR Yes No

SLW Yes No

NQI.S Yes No

HNW Yes No

PZK

BLP

TCJ

Sag

ONIMMII.MM

.11101111M11010 111111fte

Yes No
aromonow

Yes No
I=0111011100.

Yes No

Yes No
411101011.1401110

251 .

DOB

FIP

JIS

KEB

HUK

DAQ

ZOT

MUF

Yes No

001

MINEMINIFINO

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
111=10110.100 010.1101111.1111

Yes No. ON.11111111001.

Yes No
.1011111.

Yes No
111111111MIONNIM ,111111.111

-"=7,.T.,771,..-77777777="77117"177./7,7".7!"""1TriTrfrill g!s11444TFAIKI1===r2.77:4,4 4.""'? .2:V
_ _ -, c.._ ,r7M _ t'tel/_ .



WOL Yes No

WAM Yes No

GEC Yes No

KOS Yes No

YUD Yes No

QOJ Yes No

MEN Yes No

REB Yes No

WYK Yes No

XEG Yes No

SIJ Yes No

VAF Yes No
MOMMOM

CER Yes No

QIC Yes No
MOOMMO MOM/MOM

DYL Yes No

NAB Yes No

DOR Yes No

DOB Yes No
MIMIOMP MOINIMO

FIP Yes No

JIS Yes No

KEB Yes No

HUK Yes No
OMMOIM MMOMM

DAQ Yes No

ZOT Yes No

MUF Yes No
onewomno anmemorm

CCC-CVC
Form H

Order 2

252

_ - ..... r-

M' Yes No
OMMINMOD

TWN Yes No

DNT Yes No

NCR Yes No

ZNG Yes No

FNK Yes No

CFN Yes No

WRZ Yes No

GQC Yes No

KBF Yes No_ _
RGW Yes No

oMMIMM

PTL Yes No_
BM Yes No_
LFT Yes No _.
THZ Yes No

DWB Yes No_ _
nu Yes No_ _
HPR Yes No_ _
SLW Yes No _
NQA /as No_ _
HNW Yes No

PZK Yes No_. _
BLP Yes No.
TCJ Yee No

OIL /MOM MIIIMNIM

SJQ Yes No
MOMMMO GlIMIIMO



CCCCVC
Form H

Order 3

TWN Yes . No WOL Yes Na ...
..........,

JMP Yes No GE( Yes .._..d. .0110M110
No

...... ,t__.,

DNT Yes aw.. 67.molm
No YIID Yes .4. ONIMIII.

No

ZNG Yes No MEN 'Yes ........... --No
.......

CFN Yes No WAS Yes .........Na No

.........

GQC Yes No S Ij

RGW Yes No _._v._._v.
cm.

BMG Y es No DYL
.......

THZ Yes No DOR

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

KNG Yes No FIP Yes No.11

S IM Yes No KEB Yes mcrtnra gram.No

OW Yes No DAQ Yes _.._.. No
....--

BLP Yes No MIT Yes No
..........,

SJQ Yes No WAM Yes No owsNEU
MI~O~o

NCK Yes No KOS Yes ... No
OPMIIIMIY OIMIMIN.

FNK Yes No QOJ Yes
wINIMIMMIN

No

WRZ Yes No REB Yes No
iNOMMMO

KBF Yes No XEG Y GS No
.......... ........

PTL Yes No VAF Yes No .......
ANNWAIN OIIM

LFT Yes No QIC Yes No..
DWB Yes No NAB Yes . No

HPR Yes No BOB Yes No
AMMILIMIPIN .....

NQS Yes ___._ moli
No JIS Yes No

ro.

PZK Yes . .
No...,.........--- Farit Yes No .........

. TCJ Yes No ZOT Yes No ......--

111011M11111110.

253



1

WOL

GEC

YUD

MEN

WYK

SIJ

CER

DYL

DOR

FIP

KEB

DAQ

MUF

WAM

CCC-CVC
Form H

Order If

Yes No TWN Yes No.ft 701 41111.1M

Yes No JMP Yes No

Yes Na . DNT Yes No

Yes No ZNG Yes No

Yes No CFN Yes No
elLUMPIM.

Yes No
INIIIMNITI

GQC Yes No

Yes No
IMIMITIMINO

RGW Yes No

Yes No . BMG Yes No .............

Yes No THZ Yes No

Yes No KNG. Yes No
.111111 41100. ..:'

Yes No SLW Yes No--
.141111CM111, 1101171MINIM

Yes No HNW Yes No

Yes No ... BLP Yes No

Yes No SJQ Yes No .1
KOS Yes No NCK Yes No

QOJ Yes No

REB Yes No

XEG

VAF

Yes No

1111.1111.

WOMMINOMMIN 011MIONIONI

Yes No
01.0011110

QIC Yee No

NAB Yes Igo

DOB Yes . No

JIS Yes No

HUK

ZOT

Yes No

111111IMMAIIID

1111111111111M10.: aM11.1001111.

Yes 'No

FNK

WRZ

KBF

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

PTL Yes No

LFT Yes No

DWB Yes No

HPR Yes No

NQ Yes No

PZK Yes No

TCJ

254
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Yes No
ANNINIMPINM

70
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..4.44-46,1044.0.. nor,* -7, - -

JMP

WOL

TWN

WAM

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

DNT Yes No
omamor

GEC Yes No.----

NCK Yes No

KOS Yes No

ZNG Yes No .
YUD.

FNK

QOJ

CFN

MEN

WRZ

REB

GQC

WYK

KBF

XEG

RGW

SIJ

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
IIMMENINIO

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes Noow1

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No ..1.

PTI Yes No

VAF

BMG

111111110

Yes No

Yes No

qcc-cvc
Form A
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